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NEW

WATERPROOF & BAGFIX

E-LEARNING

WHAT`S
NEW?

DEUTER TRAINING
GOES DIGITAL
GET THE FACTS DIGITAL
deuter’s retail training now includes eLearning – a smart way of increasing
product knowledge for the whole team.
And it’s mobile too. So you can stay up to date with everything deuter-related,
or quickly bring new employees up to speed. Because the more knowledge
you have, the more we all benefit.

CYCLING INTO THE FUTURE
The coronavirus pandemic has been a stark reminder that it’s time to usher in a ‘new normal’. The
fast-spreading neo-ecology movement brings with it
a new kind of consumerism. One in which resources
are used intelligently and sustainably. In particular,
transportation will undergo radical changes. The
movement envisions a future in which the automobile is no longer a status symbol and the bicycle
gains traction — in which entirely car-free systems
move people, goods and services. With this shift in
mind, and the resulting consumer needs, this next

season at deuter is all about urbanization and travel
on two wheels.

USER-FRIENDLY

Scan the QR code
or head to

Access training any time and on any

getthefacts.deuter.com

That‘s why we are expanding our bike collection with
new, innovative commuting products and introducing a promising new product range — bike panniers
— for a target group with great potential.

device, with one-time registration only

360° CORPORATE
RESPONSIBILITY

BITE-SIZED
LEARNING

eLearning also provides
details about deuter’s
sustainabilityinitiatives

https://getthefacts.deuter.com

Information about our latest product developments and topics close to our heart,
like sustainability.

E-LEARNING NEWS
BAGFIX QUICK-RELEASE SYSTEM

WATERPROOF

A key component of our new panniers is the
BagFix quick-release innovation, which we
developed in-house. It’s extremely easy to use,
can accommodate heavy loads, is designed for
everyday practicality and can be mounted on all
industry-standard
bike racks.

To make them reliable companions all day, every
day, these new bike products are, of course, fully
waterproof. Durable materials taped and welded
seams, and TPU-covered zippers ensure that the
contents are protected from road spray and rain.

INTERACTIVE
& VARIED

OUTDOOR
Available now:
Kid Comfort Pro, Futura
and Futura Pro, AC Lite,

Each module concludes with

Astro and Astro SQ &

a short quiz

Astro Pro
From August 2021: Gravity Series, Rise, Freescape
Pro & Freescape Lite
From March 2022: Ascender, Speed Lite, Aircontact Series, Orbit

BIKE

URBAN

SUSTAINABILITY

Available now:

From August 2021:

Available now:

Compact EXP, Attack, Flyt

Heritage Series

PFC free, FWF, RDS &

From March 2022:

From March 2022:

Amager, Mainhattan,

Cotogy and Scula

Rotsoord, Weybridge
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bluesign®

CR REPORT

We have set firm goals in this regard, and are constantly driving
them forward across all areas of our business. They incorporate all
the key aspects: the environment and climate, animal welfare, social
justice and social welfare – and of course, our customers.
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Business must operate in harmony with people and the natural
world. This basic sustainability principle underpins our corporate
philosophy. Preserving natural and man-made resources is at its
core, as is adopting responsible practices to make sure we tread
as lightly as possible. But it takes more than a few token gestures
to make it a reality. The ‘deuter promise’ goes the distance – and
then some. Under the slogan ‘Together for 360° Responsibility’, it is
the holistic, all-encompassing approach we take to doing business
sustainably. It may not be the easiest path. And it’s certainly not the
most direct one. But we’re convinced that it will reap sustainability.

360°

At the heart of our sustainability strategy
lies our responsibility for people and planet.
Responsibility toward our customers and our
employees means offering our customers
durable, high-quality products and ensuring
fair working conditions for our employees,
who work hard to create these products.
That responsibility reaches beyond our
company to the society in which we live.
And beyond that, to nature itself. The planet
we live on is our only source of food, water,
oxygen and precious resources. It also offers
uniquely beautiful places that provide us all
– not just outdoor enthusiasts – with a fascinating range of ecosystems and environments
that energize and sustain us.
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OUR PLEDGE

TOGETHER FOR

WE TAKE OUR RESPONSIBILITY SERIOUSLY

An

DEUTER
PROMISE

CR REPORT
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Responsibility is at the heart of everything
we do and woven into the fabric of who we are.

TOGETHER WE ARE
STRONGER
Each and every one of us has a part to play, a contribution to make.
But together, we are greater than the sum of our parts. And that’s
why we work closely with our longstanding partners in manufacturing
and design, recruit further partners with specialist skills and
knowledge, and measure our efforts against the highest standards.
Because sustainability isn’t just a corporate vision, it’s a philosophy
that guides all our daily actions.
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WE MANUFACTURE ACCORDING TO BLUESIGN®
STANDARDS, TO PROTECT PEOPLE AND PLANET
Even the most conscientiously made outdoor equipment creates an ecological footprint. At deuter, we want
to keep that footprint as small and light as possible.
That’s why we have adopted the bluesign® system – the
world‘s strictest standard for environmental protection,
occupational safety and consumer protection in the
textile industry – to guide us in our production. By using

FAIRNESS FROM A TO Z – WITH THE FAIR WEAR
FOUNDATION
We’re celebrating a small anniversary – ten years’
membership of the Fair Wear Foundation (FWF). It’s
a milestone in our efforts to achieve fair working
conditions throughout the entire production and
supply chain. The FWF is a multi-stakeholder initiative that works together with companies and factories

PARTNERSHIP FOR SUSTAINABLE TEXTILES —
UNITED FOR GREATER SUSTAINABILITY
We want to make outdoor equipment in an environmentally friendly, sustainable way, under fair
conditions and within socially responsible manufacturing and supply chains. These chains are long
and complex, and often hard for one company alone
to clearly assess. That’s why we have teamed up
with other manufacturing partners and businesses

GREEN BUTTON FOR GREEN PRODUCTS
Policymakers have also recognized that textile
manufacturing cannot become more sustainable
without cross-border standards. deuter is collaborating with the international “Green Button” (Grüner
Knopf) hallmark initiated by the German government. It is the world’s first state-supervised certifi-

RESPONSIBLE DOWN STANDARD –
FOR THE LOVE OF ANIMALS
Even sustainable natural materials have to be
produced in an environmentally sound way. That is
why, since 2015, we’ve exclusively used high-quality
feathers that are Responsible Down Standard (RDS)

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS
Can you imagine a world without poverty or famine?
Fewer natural disasters and diminished impact from
climate change? A world where humans and animals
are less vulnerable? It’s a worthwhile ambition, but
one that’s only possible if we all pull together.
In 2015, member states of the United Nations ad-
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the bluesign® system, which deuter adopted in 2008,
we aim to make our products and the entire production
cycle progressively more resource efficient and more
environmentally friendly. And we’re improving all the
time. 100% of our manufacturing partners are bluesign®
system partners and the number of bluesign® products
in our collection is steadily rising: It currently includes
the Heritage series, Astro series, UP series, Kikki, Urban
Belts, Cotogy and Scula.

to improve working conditions in textile and garment
factories, particularly on the ground in production
countries. Recognition of our efforts, which include
focusing on just two manufacturing partners, shows
us we’re on the right path. We’ve earned FWF Leader
Status every year since 2013 and received the FWF
Best Practice award in 2015.

through our membership of the Bündnis für nachhaltige Textilen (Partnership for Sustainable Textiles).
Our aim is to improve the social, environmental and
economic conditions along the whole supply chain.
The Partnership for Sustainable Textiles was set
up in 2014 by the German government and brings
together stakeholders from business, civil society,
standards organizations and trade unions under one
umbrella.

cation mark to establish compliance standards for
sustainably produced textiles. This global seal of
approval sets mandatory requirements to protect
people and the environment. A total of 46 stringent
social and environmental standards must be met,
such as wastewater limits and the prohibition of
forced labor.

certified for all of our down sleeping bags. In order
to obtain RDS certification, animal welfare and
farming practices have to be traceable throughout
the entire production chain and meet the strictest
requirements – from fledgling all the way through to
finished sleeping bag.

opted the 2030 Agenda, which serves as a comprehensive roadmap to a peaceful, sustainable and
prosperous world for us all. It’s built around 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). We have joined
this collective group and use the SDGs to guide us in
shaping our ‘deuter promise’ agenda.

OUR OWN
INITIATIVES

We are especially proud of the sustainability initiatives that we have
undertaken ourselves and which we have already been successfully implementing for some time. These are further grist for the mill in
realizing our vision and our holistic, fully integrated road to sustainable
business practices.

WATERPROOFING THAT
DOESN’T COST THE EARTH –
PFC FREE SINCE 2020

MUTUAL TRUST IS GOOD.
LONG-TERM COOPERATION IS
EVEN BETTER.

Traces of PFCs are everywhere – in
drinking water, breast milk, and the air
we breathe – and they can even affect
reproduction. These harmful fluorocarbons also degrade slowly, if at all, over
time. They’re a ticking time bomb for
humans, animals and the environment.
We have eliminated PFCs from our DWR
(Durable Water Repellency) since the
start of 2020, while still maintaining
the highest performance in repelling
dirt and water from our products. This
new coating, which is environmentally
friendly and not harmful to human or
animal health, brings us one step closer
to our goal of conducting our business
more responsibly and sustainably.

Fair and cooperative partnerships
and an understanding of the shared
responsibility of all parties involved are
the foundations for stable global supply
chains. By using just two long-standing,
trusted manufacturing partners we are
able, on the one hand, to guarantee
the high quality and durability of our
products. And on the other hand, we are
able to ensure that all parties adopt fair
working conditions, and that manufacturing processes are sustainable and
resource efficient. Duke, Vietnam, has
exclusively manufactured all of our
backpacks, bags and accessories for
us since 1994. Our sleeping bags have
been made in China and Myanmar by
our partner Bellmart since 2013.
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STITCHING UP OUR FUTURE –
DEUTER’S REPAIR SERVICE
However well you look after a product, at some stage, it will start to
show signs of wear and tear. For us,
there is no doubt that mending gear
is better than throwing it away. And
that’s not just because we have some
real miracle workers in our repairs
department, but because providing a
lifetime repair service also increases
the lifespan of a product, which in
turn saves resources.
In 2020 alone, we carried out 3,307
repair jobs, which equates to 13 per
working day. We’re really proud of
that.

Find out more at:
www.deuter.com/int-en/
responsibility

BACKSYSTEMS

BACKSYSTEMS

deuter has developed different systems specifically adapted to the
various sports and their specific demands.

AIRCOMFORT

AIRCONTACT

AIRSTRIPES

ALPINE

LITE

CONTACT

HIKING / TREKKING

TREKKING / HIKING

BIKE / DAYPACK

ALPINE

HIKING / ALPINE

TRAVEL

On small to medium backpacks that
are at home in easier terrain we go
for maximum ventilation. The heart of
the Aircomfort systems – tested and
proven for decades – is its flexible
spring steel frame. It is extremely
durable, provides stable tension for
the airy back mesh and creates the
ventilation space between pack and
wearer’s back for the moist, warm air
to dissipate. 1984 deuter invented &
patented the first mesh back system
worldwide.

The easiest way to carry heavy loads
is when backpack and wearer become one. This is what our Aircontact
principle is all about: the body contact system brings the weight close to
the body and therefore close to the
center of gravity. This results in full
pack control and an effective load
transfer. Furthermore, our Aircontact
cushions made from special hollow
chamber foam guarantee fantastic
ventilation due to the pump effect of
every movement.

A bike pack always has to sit secure
and snug on your back – even on the
roughest rides. Our unique Airstripes
System takes care of that and offers
effective ventilation. It consists of
two contoured, air-channelled foam
profiles that are covered with a highly
breathable Wide AirMesh lining. The
reduced contact surface results in an
optimized fresh air circulation. Also,
the pack’s load is kept close to the
body and thus won’t throw the rider
off balance.

For alpine backpacks the combination
of comfort, durability, functionality
and low weight is essential. deuter’s
Alpine System answers this challenge
by focusing on a compact, secure yet
comfortable fit with its two flexible
softstripe back pads that are perfectly adapted to the anatomy and follow
the wearer’s movements. In combination with the pack’s sleek shape this
keeps the load always close to the
centre of gravity – thus guaranteeing
full pack control.

Our lightweight backpacks come into

The ergonomically shaped back cus-

their own during endurance sports
and Alpine day treks. Reduced to the
essential, they are ideal for comfortably carrying light to medium loads
depending on the volume. However,
lightness must never come at the
expense of durability. That is and
always was our corporate philosophy, bevause disposable products
put a strain on the environment and
a backpack that falls apart high up in
the mountains can also be dangerous.

hions of the Contact System hug the
back and distribute the weight of the
load evenly, relieving the load on the
back. Additionally, loads are carried
easiest when they are close to the
body. Channels between the cushions as well the breathable, sturdy
3D Airmesh lining provide pleasant
ventilation.

THE RESULT:
Up to 25 % less perspiration thanks
to the maximum ventilation achieved
by the Aircomfort mesh construction.
This reduces circulatory stress for
more endurance – tested and proven
by the renowned Research Institute
Hohenstein.

THE RESULT:
Up to 15 % less perspiration as with
a standard compact back system
(proven in tests conducted by Gabriel
L.&T and the University of Erlangen) –
combined with outstanding load
transfer and a secure, perfectly
balanced fit.

THE RESULT:
The minimal contact surface area of
the profiled Airstripes allows free air
circulation over 80 % of the riders
back, while still providing a secure,
compact fit even on rough rides.

THE RESULT:
The Alpine back combines a secure,
compact fit for full pack control and
full focus on the terrain with a top
carrying performance and a comfortable ventilation between the two
softstripe back pads.

THE RESULT:
Our lightweights are designed for
everyone who wants to travel light
without forgoing carrying comfort
and durability.

THE RESULT:
Ergonomically shaped Contact back
cushions provide carrying comfort
that relieves the back while keeping
the weight of the load close to the
body and distributing it evenly.
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BACKSYSTEMS

EL-SERIES
Extra Long Series

SL-COLLECTION
Female specific packs

deuter SL-Team
deuter’s product development team for the women’s specific SL line
consists of female designers and top athletes from all disciplines /
sports. It’s almost an occupational habit that our experts can never
stand still. Since 2006 they are always pushing forward – also when
it comes to developing products.

Our rucksacks are designed to fit the average
athletic build. However, since not everyone
fits the norm it is likely that women’s models
will fit many male users perfectly well, and
vice versa.

AC Lite EL

Futura 29 EL

Futura 34 EL

Futura Pro 42 EL

Trans Alpine 32 EL

SHORTER BACK
Women usually have a shorter back than men.
THE DEUTER EXTRA LONG SERIES

Our SL carrying systems are adapted to the

Tall people can enjoy a perfect fit with our Extra

female anatomy and therefore shorter.

Long EL-models! Taller sportsmen and -women
between 1.85 – 2 m often have difficulty finding

SLIM-CUT SHOULDER STRAPS

backpacks that fit their longer backs. Our favourite

The SL shoulder straps have a distinct S-shape

deuter backpack models are available to suit taller

and all-round soft edges. In addition the straps

people with extended back lengths by 6-9 cm.

become slimmer towards their ends. For a per-

Overall, backpacks in the Extra Long (EL) series

fect fit around the shoulder area - no pinching or

have also grown in terms of volume. Back systems,

chaffing. The shoulder straps lie closer together

features and details remain the same in the EL mo-

and are adapted to slimmer female shoulders.

dels as they are in the standard models, however.

CONICAL HIP-FINS
The closed SL hip belt forms a cone to perfectly
adapt to the female anatomy. The conical shape
is the result of the the ends of the hipbelt coming
together in an upward direction and the anatomically adapted design for the SL hip fins. The
hip fins perfectly hug the female hips.

Standard Fit
Standard Fit
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13

GIga EL

TRAILRUNNING

14
15

Trailrunning

Trailrunning

Trailrunning

Trailrunning

NEW
LITE SYSTEM

ASCENDER
SERIES

R ECYC LED FAB R I C

MAR KETI N G ST YLE

SNUG, SOLID FIT FOR UNRESTRICTED
MOVEMENT
The wide, vest-style shoulder straps
and soft material against the back
wrap around the torso to create a
seamless fit. A stretch mesh compartment inside keeps contents in place
and adjustable compression keeps
the load compact. The result is zero
load wobble and unrestricted freedom
movement.

Details Ascender:
7, 13

ultra-lightweight

Trail running pack for high-octane outdoor enthusiasts who want to push hard
over longer distances.

stretch compartment
inside

two stretch side
pockets

• moisture-resistant fabric
against the back
• load compression bungee cords

collapsible trekking pole
holster on shoulder strap

• safety whistle

• two soft flask pouches

two adjustable and
detachable sternum
straps

• bungee cord shoulder strap
adjustments for a snug fit

zippered valuables
pocket inside

• zippered pocket on the shoulder
strap for cell phone, GPS etc.

• ergonomic vest-style shoulder
straps

• SOS label

stabilizer straps

hydration compatible
2 L Ascender 7
3 L Ascender 13

deuter Lite back system

• stabilizer straps
• trekking pole attachment
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• body fabric: 100% recycled
• bluesign® certified body fabric

SUSTAINABLE and resource-saving.
Our main material yarn is made from 100 % recycled industrial waste and certified to recognised standards.

100 %
RECYCLED
INDUSTRIAL WASTE

~ 27 %

CONSUMES LESS
NATURAL RESOURCES

~ 28 %

LESS OUTPUT
OF GREENHOUSE GASES

• Material: 70D REC PA MINIRIP FD
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N EW

ASCENDER

R ECYC LED FAB R I C

CLEVER STOW OPTIONS FOR ON-THE-MOVE
ACCESS

Ascender 7
# 3100022
7000 black | 3049 indigo | 9005 saffron | 5039 grape
315 g | H 44 x W 23 x D 12 cm

The innovative collapsible pole storage on the front of the shoulder strap
makes it quick and easy to access
your poles without having to take the

N EW

pack off and break stride.

R ECYC LED FAB R I C

Ascender 13
# 3100122
7000 black | 3049 indigo | 9005 saffron | 5039 grape
340 g | H 47 x W 24 x D 13 cm

Details Streamer Flask 500 ml
Trailrunning
• ultra-light soft flask
• leakproof / lock cap Helix bite
valve
• soft, foldable, odor- and tasteneutral material Shrinks as you
drink to limit water bounce
Streamer Flask 500 ml
# 3961022
0000 transparent
50 g | H 19 Ø 8 cm

• large screw cap opening for
quick access and easy cleaning
• stows easily in side pockets or
vest-style shoulder strap pockets
(like the Ascender)

LIGHT WEIGHT FOR BETTER ENDURANCE
When speed is key and every gram
counts, removing the foam back pad
can shave off an extra 20 g (equivalent
to approx. 10 % of the overall weight).

• dishwasher safe
• Materials: PVC and BPA free
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Trailrunning

Trailrunning

ASCENDER

FUTURA
R ECYC LED FA B R I C

R ECYC LED FA B R I C

Hiking

N EW C O LO R

Hiking

N EW C O LO R

Futura 21 SL
# 3400021
4409 graphite-shale | 1333 dusk-slateblue
5572 paprika-sienna | 2283 forest-jade
1160 g | H 50 x W 28 x D 18 cm

Futura 23
# 3400121
4409 graphite-shale | 8206 turmeric-greencurry
2237 ivy-khaki | 1358 reef-ink
1200 g | H 52 x W 28 x D 18 cm

R ECYC LED FA B R I C

R ECYC LED FA B R I C

HIKING

Futura 27
# 3400321
4409 graphite-shale | 8206 turmeric-greencurry
2237 ivy-khaki | 1358 reef-ink
1330 g | H 55 x W 28 x D 20 cm

N EW C O LO R

R ECYC LED FA B R I C

Futura 25 SL
# 3400221
4409 graphite-shale | 1333 dusk-slateblue
5572 paprika-sienna | 2283 forest-jade
1300 g | H 53 x W 28 x D 20 cm

Details Futura
21 SL, 23, 25 SL, 27, 29 EL

Futura 29 EL
# 3400421
4409 graphite-shale
1350 g | H 58 x W 28 x D 20 cm

For athletic hikers looking for a comfortable day pack with maximum ventilation.

Aircomfort
carry system

elastic spring
steel frame

two stretch
side pockets

hydration
compatible

pivoting, ergonomic shoulder
straps

docking loops
for helmet
holder

stretch inner
compartment

stabiliser
straps

adjustable
sternum strap

trekking pole
attachment

detachable rain • front stash pocket
cover
• Material:
210D PA RECYCLED,
front pocket
600D PES
with organiser
section

extra details Futura:
25 SL, 27, 29 EL
padded hip fins
with one zipped
pocket
20

N EW C O LO R

Pull-Forward
system
21

internal valuables pocket

FUTURA
N EW C O LO R

R ECYC LED FA B R I C

N EW C O LO R

R ECYC LED FA B R I C

R ECYC LED FA B R I C

Hiking

Hiking

R ECYC LED FA B R I C

FUTURA PRO

Futura 24 SL
# 3400521
4409 graphite-shale | 1333 dusk-slateblue | 2283 forest-jade
1380 g | H 58 x W 30 x D 20 cm

Futura 26
# 3400621
4409 graphite-shale | 8206 turmeric-greencurry | 1358 reef-ink
1400 g | H 61 x W 30 x D 20 cm

R ECYC LED FA B R I C

R ECYC LED FA B R I C

R ECYC LED FA B R I C

Futura 30 SL
# 3400721
4409 graphite-shale | 1333 dusk-slateblue | 2283 forest-jade
1420 g | H 63 x W 30 x D 20 cm

Details Futura
24 SL, 26, 30 SL, 32, 34 EL

Futura 34 EL
# 3400921
4409 graphite-shale
1540 g | H 69 x W 30 x D 20 cm

elastic
spring steel
frame

two
stretch side
pockets

hydration
compatible

internal
valuables
pocket

pivoting,
ergonomic
shoulder
straps

Pull-Forward
system

padded hip fins
with one zipped
pocket

detachable
rain cover

docking loops
for helmet
holder

trekking pole
attachment

front pocket
with organiser
section

extra details Futura:
24 SL, 26
large 2-way
front zip

30 SL, 32, 34 EL
access via dedicated bottom
compartment
22

Futura Pro 38 SL
# 3401221
7403 black-graphite | 5574 redwood-lava
1600 g | H 64 x W 32 x D 24 cm
R ECYC LED FA B R I C

Futura Pro 40
# 3401321
7403 black-graphite | 2237 ivy-khaki
1620 g | H 652 x W 32 x D 24 cm

For dedicated hiking fans looking for a pack with maximum comfort and maximum
ventilation for single or multi-day hikes.

adjustable
sternum
strap

Futura Pro 34 SL
# 3401021
7403 black-graphite | 2265 forest-seagreen | 5574 redwood-lava
1560 g | H 61 x W 32 x D 24 cm
R ECYC LED FA B R I C

Aircomfort carry
system

stabiliser
straps

R ECYC LED FA B R I C

N EW C O LO R

Futura 32
# 3400821
4409 graphite-shale | 8206 turmeric-greencurry | 1358 reef-ink
1440 g | H 65 x W 30 x D 20 cm

N EW C O LO R

Futura Pro 36
# 3401121
7403 black-graphite | 1336 marine-navy | 2237 ivy-khaki
1580 g | H 63 x W 32 x D 24 cm

stretch inner
compartment

spacious
lid compartments
• front stash pocket
• Material:
210D PA RECYCLED,
600D PES

Details Futura Pro
34 SL, 36, 38 SL, 40, 42 EL

Futura Pro 42 EL
# 3401421
7403 black-graphite
1700 g | H 67 x W 32 x D 24 cm

For athletic hikers looking for a pack with superior comfort and maximum
ventilation for multi-day hikes.

Aircomfort carry system

stabiliser
straps

side stash
pocket

detachable
rain cover

• side stash pocket
and front stash
pocket

permanently elastic spring steel
frame for effective load transfer onto
the hip fins

adjustable
sternum
strap

SOS-Label

loops for
helmet
holder

• two spacious zipper
pockets on hip fins

mobile VariFlex ECL hip fins with two
zipped pockets

lid compartments

hydration
compatible

two stretch
side pockets

Pull-Forward system with automatic
side compression

bottom
compartment

ice axe and
trekking pole
attachments

pivoting, ergonomic shoulder straps
adapt to the width and slant of the
shoulders

stretch
inner compartment

valuables
pocket
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• side compression
straps
• reflective print

• Material:
210D PA RECYCLED,
600D PES

AC LITE

AC LITE

N EW C O LO R

N EW C O LO R

N EW C O LO R

Hiking

Hiking

N EW C O LO R

AC Lite 15 SL
# 3420021
4419 tin-shale | 5333 sienna-arctic | 2272 pistachio-teal
3243 dusk-moss | 6211 caramel-sage
810 g | H 46 x W 26 x D 20 cm

AC Lite 17
# 3420121
4412 shale-graphite | 9205 paprika-khaki | 2266 greencurry-teal
1337 slateblue-marine | 2616 pine-pepper
840 g | H 48 x W 28 x D 20 cm
N EW C O LO R

AC Lite 14 SL
# 3420521
4409 graphite-shale | 9603 curry-pepper
2335 aloe-dusk | 3242 denim-pine | 5568 grape-aubergine
860 g | H 50 x W 24 x D 18 cm

N EW C O LO R

AC Lite 21 SL
# 3420221
4419 tin-shale | 5333 sienna-arctic | 2272 pistachio-teal
3243 dusk-moss | 6211 caramel-sage
890 g | H 50 x W 26 x D 24 cm

AC Lite 23
# 3420321
4412 shale-graphite | 9205 paprika-khaki | 2266 greencurry-teal
1337 slateblue-marine | 2616 pine-pepper
920 g | H 52 x W 28 x D 24 cm

AC Lite 16
# 3420621
7403 black-graphite | 5213 redwood-ivy
2308 moss-arctic | 3806 arctic-turmeric | 2344 alpinegreen-arctic
890 g | H 52 x W 26 x D 18 cm

N EW C O LO R

N EW C O LO R

AC Lite 22 SL
# 3420721
4409 graphite-shale | 9603 curry-pepper
2335 aloe-dusk | 3242 denim-pine | 5568 grape-aubergine
930 g | H 54 x W 28 x D 22 cm

AC Lite 24
# 3420821
7403 black-graphite | 5213 redwood-ivy
2308 moss-arctic | 3806 arctic-turmeric | 2344 alpinegreen-arctic
960 g | H 56 x W 30 x D 22 cm
N EW C O LO R

AC Lite 25 EL
# 3420421
4412 shale-graphite
950 g | H 54 x W 30 x D 24 cm

AC Lite 28 SL
# 3420921
4409 graphite-shale | 9603 curry-pepper
2335 aloe-dusk | 3242 denim-pine | 5568 grape-aubergine
970 g | H 56 x W 30 x D 24 cm

Details AC Lite
15 SL, 17, 21 SL, 23, 25 EL
14 SL, 16, 22 SL, 24, 28 SL, 30, 32 EL

For younger outdoor fans and day hikers, looking for a lightweight pack with
maximum ventilation and cool styling.
N EW C O LO R

flexible spring steel
frame

hydration compatible
2.0 l AC Lite 14 SL, 15SL,
16, 17, 21 SL, 22, 23, 24
3.0 l AC Lite 25 EL, 28 SL,
30, 32 EL

adjustable sternum
strap

trekking pole
attachment

lightweight

Weitere Details AC Lite:
14 SL, 15 SL, 16, 17
waist belt with hip pads

docking
loops for helmet holder

external zipped
valuables
pocket

clever
attachment
for glasses

stretch inner
compartment

detachable
rain cover

front zip
opening (15 SL,
17, 21 SL, 23,
25 EL)

21 SL, 23, 25 EL, 22 SL, 24, 28 SL, 30, 32 EL
super-light, supple and breathable
hip fins
24

SOS label
• stretch zipped pocket on
side for smartphone and
small items
• Material: 210D PA,
600D PES / 130D PA HIGH
TENACITY, 600D PES

AC Lite 32 EL
# 3421121
7403 black-graphite
1040 g | H 60 x W 32 x D 24 cm

AC Lite 30
# 3421021
7403 black-graphite | 5213 redwood-ivy
2308 moss-arctic | 3806 arctic-turmeric | 2344 alpinegreen-arctic
990 g | H 58 x W 32 x D 24 cm
25

Hiking

Hiking

CLASSIC

Zugspitze 22 SL
#3430021
6313 clay-navy | 5317 plum-navy
1040 g | H 52 x W 34 x D 22 cm

Zugspitze 24
# 3430121
4326 graphite-navy | 1316 lapis-navy | 5315 lava-navy
1060 g | H 54 x W 34 x D 24 cm

Gröden 32
# 3430321
4326 graphite-navy | 1316 lapis-navy | 5315 lava-navy
1170 g | H 55 x W 42 x D 28 cm

Gröden 30 SL
# 3430221
6313 clay-navy | 5317 plum-navy
1140 g | H 52 x W 42 x D 26 cm

Details Classic: Zugspitze 22 SL, 24,
Gröden 30 SL, 32

durable spring steel
frame
continuously adjustable
chest strap

Zugspitze

Gröden

Zugspitze: For day hikers who want to be versatile with maximum ventilation.
Gröden: For day hikers with need for more room who want to be versatile with
maximum ventilation.
hiking pole
loops

detachable
rain cover

lid pocket

internal
valuables
pocket

• double lid buckles, which allow extra gear to be
securely stored under the lid
• Material:
225D PES RIPSTOP / 600D PES

stretch inner compartment

Further details Classic: Zugspitze 22 SL, 24
waist belt and hip pads
modelled to the shape of
the pelvis
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Gröden 30 SL, 32

front pocket for
extra volume

front pocket for
extra volume

27

spacious side bellow
pockets and roomy
patch front pocket

Hiking

TRAIL

Hiking

TRAIL

Trail 20 SL
#3440021
3807 denim-turmeric | 4412 shale-graphite | 9204 paprika-forest
1020 g | H 54 x W 28 x D 18 cm

Trail 22
# 3440121
3452 marine-shale | 8208 turmeric-khaki | 7403 black-graphite
1060 g | H 57 x W 28 x D 19 cm

Trail 24 SL
# 3440221
3807 denim-turmeric | 4412 shale-graphite | 9204 paprika-forest
1030 g | H 53 x W 30 x D 19 cm

Trail 26
# 3440321
3452 marine-shale | 8208 turmeric-khaki | 7403 black-graphite
1070 g | H 55 x W 30 x D 20 cm

Details Trail
20 SL, 22, 24 SL, 26, 28 SL, 30

Trail 30
# 3440521
3452 marine-shale | 8208 turmeric-khaki | 7403 black-graphite
1180 g | H 62 x W 32 x D 20 cm

For mountaineers and Via Ferrata climbers that value a backpack that
fits close to the body and offers ventilation at the same time.

good transfer of load
with the flexible Delrin®
U-Frame

hydration system
compatible

SOS Label

flexible ActiveFit
shoulder straps

continuously adjustable
chest strap

internal
valuables
pocket

hip belt is easy to adjust
with its Pull-Forward
construction

ice axe and hiking pole
attachment – also useable for folding poles

stretch inner
compartment

load adjustment straps

compression straps
integrated in main compartment

removeable
rain cover

Further details:
Trail: 20 SL, 22

28

• perforated shoulder straps and
hip fins allow maximum ventilation
• Material: 210 D PA / 600 D PES

28 SL, 30

loops for
helmet holder
(accessory)

lid pocket with key clip

fast to access zipped
compartment on top

loops for
helmet holder
(accessory)

stowable hip fins

fast access to deeper
lying gear via a twoway zipper in front

versatile use of elastic
front pocket for jacket,
helmet, etc.

lid pocket with
key clip

large zipped side
pocket for stowing gear safely
and an elastic
side pocket for
fast access

Trail 28 SL
# 3440421
3807 denim-turmeric | 4412 shale-graphite | 9204 paprika-forest
1140 g | H 59 x W 32 x D 19 cm

24 SL, 26

• loops to attach via-ferrata-set
carabiners on shoulder straps

• the flat lid construction allows
the head to have enough freedom to move, even with a helmet

elastic
side
pockets

• with little gear: lid stowabel in
main compartment, unused
strap can be fastened

• zipped pocket on one hip fin

• the flat lid construction allows
the head to have enough
freedom to move, even with a
large zipped side helmet
pocket for stowing gear safely • with little gear: lid stowabel
in main compartment, unand an elastic
used strap can be fastened
side pocket for
fast access

29

fast access to deeper
lying gear via a twoway zipper in front

Hiking

TRAIL PRO

Hiking

TRAIL PRO

Trail Pro 32
# 3441121
9313 paprika-marine | 7403 black-graphite
1430 g | H 60 x W 32 x D 22 cm

Trail Pro 30 SL
# 3441021
4328 tin-marine | 5429 redwood-graphite
1390 g | H 58 x W 32 x D 21 cm

Details Trail Pro
30 SL, 32, 34 SL, 36

For alpine multi-day tours that require a perfect transmission of weight while
enabling good ventilation and reliable control of the backpack.

effective load transfer
with permanently elastic
spring-steel frame

ice axe and hiking pole
attachment – also useable for folding poles

load adjustment straps

hip belt is easy to adjust
with its Pull-Forward
construction

internal valuables pocket

SOS label

continuously adjustable
chest strap

hydration system
compatible

compression straps
integrated in main
compartment

flexible ActiveFit shoulder straps

removeable rain cover

wet laundry compartment

Further details:
Trail Pro 30 SL

Trail Pro 34 SL
# 3441221
5429 redwood-graphite | 4328 tin-marine
1450 g | H 64 x W 32 x D 21 cm

Trail Pro 36
# 3441321
9313 paprika-marine | 7403 black-graphite
1490 g | H 66 x W 32 x D 22 cm

30

• loops to attach via ferrata set
carabiners on shoulder straps
• zipped pockets on hip fins
• versatile use of elastic fron
pocket for jacket, helmet, etc.
• Material:
210 D PA / 600 D PES

34 SL, 36

elastic
side pocket

• good overview with large access to main compartment
with all-round zipper

separate bottom
compartment with
zipped divider

• fast to access, very spacious
zipped compartment on top

spacious lid pocket

1x zip pocket and
1x elastic side pocket
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fast access to deeper lying gear via
large, two-way zipper on front
• the flat lid construction allows the head to have
enough freedom to move, even with a helmet

NEW

Hiking

LITE SYSTEM

SPEED LITE
SERIES
M A R KETI N G ST YLE

M A R KETI N G ST YLE

ERGONOMIC BACK COMFORT
Wide, ergonomically shaped

R ECYC LED FA B R I C

shoulder straps with full ven-

ULTRA-LIGHT TO PRESERVE

tilation, supple hip fins and a

ENERGY

precision-adjustable, lightly

Its lightweight construc-

elasticated sternum strap create

tion, lightweight mate-

a snug fit with zero load wobble

rials, the deuter Lite

and distribute the weight evenly

back system and pared

between the hips and shoulders.

down features combine

This minimizes strain on the

to make the Speed Lite

shoulders and therefore also on

30 a featherweight in

the back.

the hiking category

(Speed Lite 23 SL, 25, 28 SL, 30)

(28 L model just 840 g).
That means you can put
more energy into the
trail and less into carrying the load.

For ambitious hikers who want to keep things fast & light
in the mountains.
Details Speed Lite:
13, 17, 21, 23 SL
page 34

Details Speed Lite:
25, 28 SL 30
page 36
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SUSTAINABLE and resource-saving.
Our main material yarn is made from 100 % recycled industrial waste and certified to recognised standards.

100 %
RECYCLED
INDUSTRIAL WASTE

~ 27 %

CONSUMES LESS
NATURAL RESOURCES

~ 28 %

LESS OUTPUT
OF GREENHOUSE GASES

33

SPEED LITE

Hiking

R ECYC LED FA B R I C

Hiking

N EW

SPEED LITE

Speed Lite 13
# 3410022
4412 shale-graphite | 9906 paprika-saffron | 1361 azure-reef | 2807 jade-citrus | 4338 tin-indigo
370 g | H 44 x W 24 x D 15 cm
N EW

R ECYC LED FA B R I C

N EW

Speed Lite 17
# 3410122
4412 shale-graphite | 9906 paprika-saffron
1361 azure-reef | 2807 jade-citrus | 4338 tin-indigo
390 g | H 45 x W 26 x D 16 cm

Details Speed Lite:
13, 17, 21

R ECYC LED FA B R I C

Speed Lite 21
# 3410222
4412 shale-graphite | 9906 paprika-saffron
1361 azure-reef | 2807 jade-citrus | 4338 tin-indigo
430 g | H 46 x W 27 x D 19 cm

For ambitious hikers who want to keep things fast & light in the mountains.

lightweight

docking loops for helmet
holder (helmet holder
sold separately)

SOS label

precisionadjustable
sternum strap

zippered valuables pocket
on top with key clip

glasses stow system
on shoulder strap

detachable
waist belt

two stretch side pockets

stretch compartment
inside

• V-shape for full range of movement
and optimum load position
• sturdy zipper pulls for easy handling
when wearing gloves
• bluesign® certified body fabric
• Materials:
140D REC PA RS

hydration
compatible

Weitere Details: Speed Lite 21
stretch mesh pocket on the
front for gloves or gear

• compression straps

34
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SPEED LITE
N EW

R ECYC LED FA B R I C

R ECYC LED FA B R I C

Hiking

Hiking

N EW

SPEED LITE

Speed Lite 23 SL
# 3410322
4412 shale-graphite | 9906 paprika-saffron | 4338 tin-indigo
680 g | H 52 x W 27 x D 18 cm
N EW

Speed Lite 25
# 3410422
4409 graphite-shale | 1361 azure-reef | 2807 jade-citrus
710 g | H 55 x W 29 x D 19 cm

R ECYC LED FA B R I C

N EW

Speed Lite 28 SL
# 3410522
4412 shale-graphite | 9906 paprika-saffron | 4338 tin-indigo
840 g | H 61 x W 28 x D 20 cm

R ECYC LED FA B R I C

Speed Lite 30
# 3410622
4409 graphite-shale | 1361 azure-reef | 2807 jade-citrus
880 g | H 64 x W 28 x D 22 cm

Details Speed Lite
23 SL, 25, 28 SL, 30
deuter’s lightest series
of hiking packs

stabilizer straps

two stretch
side pockets

hydration
compatible

• side compression straps
for maximum compression
or gear attachment

Delrin® U-frame

gear loops on the front
(can also be used as
docking loops for mesh
helmet flap)

glasses
stow system
on shoulder
strap

stretch
compartment inside

• zippered shoulder strap
pocket for cell phone,
PGS device, energy bars etc.

breathable hip fins with
one zippered pocket

zippered valuables
pocket on top with
key clip

trekking
pole attachment

precision-adjustable
sternum strap

stretch mesh pocket
on the front for gloves
or gear

SOS label

• ergonomic shoulder
straps with pouches
• V-shape for full
range of movement
and optimum load
position

TECH AT THE READY
A pocket on the shoulder strap
has space for a cell phone, GPS
device or digital camera – to keep
your most important tech at the
ready when moving at speed.

• Materials:
140D REC PA RS and 100D
REC PA HT MINI CHECK

(Speed Lite 23 SL, 25, 28 SL, 30)

• body fabric: 100% recycled

Weitere Details:
Speed Lite 28 SL, 30
large zippered lid
compartment with
key clip

zippered valuables
pocket (inside)
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FUTURA AIR TREK
R ECYC LED FA B R I C

Futura Air Trek 45+10 SL
# 3402021
7403 black-graphite | 5574 redwood-lava
2000 g | H 72 x W 34 x D 25 cm

Trekking

Trekking

R ECYC LED FA B R I C

Futura Air Trek 50+10
# 3402121
7403 black-graphite | 2237 ivy-khaki
2050 g | H 75 x W 34 x D 25 cm
R ECYC LED FA B R I C

R ECYC LED FA B R I C

TREKKING

Futura Air Trek 60+10
# 3402321
7403 black-graphite | 2237 ivy-khaki
2150 g | H 76 x W 34 x D 26 cm

Futura Air Trek 55+10 SL
# 3402221
7403 black-graphite | 5574 redwood-lava
2100 g | H 73 x W 34 x D 26 cm
•

Details Futura Air Trek
45+10 SL, 50+10, 55+10 SL, 60+10

ice axe and
trekking pole
attachments

detachable
rain cover

SOS-Label

valuables
pocket inside
lid with key clip

permanently elastic spring
steel frame

adjustable
sternum
strap

dedicated
bottom compartment

stretch inner
compartment

pivoting, ergonomic shoulder
straps adapt to the width and
slant of the shoulders

heightadjustable
lid

hydration
compatible

spacious
lid compartments

Aircomfort carry system
VariSlide system for custom
back length fit

mobile VariFlex ECL hip fins
with two zipped pockets

38

For trekkers looking for a comfortable pack with good load transfer and maximum
ventilation for longer trips.

Pull-Forward
system with
automatic
side compression

stabiliser
straps

large stash
pocket on
the side

39

large 2-way
front zip

docking loops
for helmet
holder
• reflective print
• two stretch side pockets
• front stash pocket
• side compression straps
• key clip
• Material: 210D PA
recycled, 600D PES

NEW

AIRCONTACT ULTRA
SERIES

Trekking

Trekking

AIRCONTACT SYSTEM

M A R KETI N G ST YLE

EASY-ON-THE-BACK MESH COVERING
The new Air Spacer mesh performs

LIGHT WEIGHT FOR MORE ENERGY

three functions in one: Comfort,

Reduced to the essentials, this

cushioning and ventilation. These

lightweight pack expertly bal-

attributes make this a weight-opti-

ances comfort and weight, so

mized backpack. With the addition

you can devote more energy to

of the Clip & Loop adjustable back

the trail. The lid can also be de-

length it also offers a tailored fit and

tached to reduce overall weight.

superior carry comfort over longer
distances.

Details Aircontact Ultra:
45 + 5 SL, 50 + 5

For thru-hikers who want to push their limits and need lightweight, dependable gear
for the trail, without sacrificing comfort.

Lightweight

breathable, pivoting
ActiveFit adjustable
shoulder straps

stretch compartment
inside

• ergonomic, trapezoid-shaped lumbar pad for effective load transfer
onto the pelvis

Aircontact back system

Pull-Forward system
for easy waist belt
adjustment

hydration compatible

• two lightweight mesh, zippered hip
fin pockets

detachable
sternum strap

height-adjustable, detachable lid ; spindrift collar for
extra 5 liters capacity

Clip & Loop adjustable
back length

stabilizer straps

large lid pocket

mobile, snug-fitting
VariFlex ECL hip fins

two extended stretch
mesh side pockets and
one on the front

SOS label

Spring steel frame

• gear loops on the front and shoulder
straps to secure a GPS device, map
case etc.
• modular gear straps to attach a
sleeping mat or tent, or to compress the load in the base of the
pack
• bluesign® certified body fabric

40

• Material: 200D 2X2 PA RIPSTOP
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AIRCONTACT ULTRA

AIRCONTACT ULTRA

Trekking

Trekking

N EW

Aircontact Ultra 45+5 SL
# 3360022
1355 dusk-denim | 5911 sienna-paprika
1200 g | H 73 x W 27 x D 24 cm

MODULAR GEAR STRAPS FOR FLEXIBILITY
Depending on what you’re undertaking,
the modular gear straps on this pack can
be positioned to attach a range of items.

N EW

Rain Cover Ultra / page 208

Aircontact Ultra 50+5
# 3360122
4419 tin-shale | 2282 fern-alpinegreen
1210 g | H 76 x W 28 x D 25 cm
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NEW

AIRCONTACT CORE
SERIES
R ECYC LED FA B R I C

Trekking

Trekking

AIRCONTACT SYSTEM

M A R KETI N G ST YLE

EASY-ACCESS LARGE
ZIPPER OPENING
A full-length, J-shaped
zipper on the front makes
contents easy to locate
lower down in the main

AIRCONTACT BACK SYSTEM
with new Air Spacer Mesh and

compartment.

ventilation duct.

(55 + 10 SL – 70 + 10)

ON-THE-MOVE HIP FIN POCKETS
Very large, detachable hip fin
pockets (3 L) provide extra storage and better organization to
keep items within reach.

Details Aircontact Core:
35 + 10 SL, 40 + 10, 45 + 10 SL, 50 + 10

For world travelers who want a multipurpose, comfortable trekking pack
for extended journeys.
• ergonomic, trapezoid-shaped
lumbar pad for effective load
transfer onto the pelvis

Aircontact back system

stabilizer straps

detachable rain cover

Y-frame for more direct
load transfer and load
control

precision-adjustable
sternum strap

hydration compatible

VariSlide precisionadjustable back length

valuables pocket inside

trekking pole attachment

• modular gear straps to attach
a sleeping mat or tent, or to
compress the load in the base of
the pack

ActiveFit shoulder straps

stretch compartment
inside

large lid pocket with
key clip

• glasses stow system on shoulder
strap

mobile, snug-fitting
VariFlex ECL hip fins

two extended stretch
mesh pockets at the side,
and one at the front

Pull-Forward system
for easy waist belt
adjustment

separate bottom compartment

further details Aircontact:
from 55 Liter Volumen

J-shaped front zipper
opening for quick
access to contents

SOS label

• two zippered hip fin pockets
• gear loops

• spindrift collar with compression
straps to secure the extra 10 liters
capacity
(through lid adjustment)
• bluesign® certified body fabric

SUSTAINABLE and resource-saving.
Our main material yarn is made from 100 % recycled industrial waste and certified to recognised standards.

100 %
RECYCLED
INDUSTRIAL WASTE

~ 27 %

CONSUMES LESS
NATURAL RESOURCES

~ 28 %

LESS OUTPUT
OF GREENHOUSE GASES

• Material: 500D TEXTURED PA,
235D REC PA PLAIN
• two large detachable zippered hip fin pockets (3 L) for
items you need on the move — right-hand pocket also
has zip-out 1.5-liter bottle holster
44

• detachable
trekking pole
attachment

AIRCONTACT CORE
R ECYC LED FA B R I C

R ECYC LED FA B R I C

Trekking

N EW

Trekking

N EW

AIRCONTACT CORE

Aircontact Core 35+10 SL
# 3350022
4219 shale-ivy | 2444 jade-graphite | 9409 paprika-graphite
1920 g | H 71 x W 28 x D 20 cm
N EW

Aircontact Core 40+10
# 3350122
4409 graphite-shale | 1358 reef-ink | 6318 almond-teal
2050 g | H 74 x W 28 x D 22 cm

R ECYC LED FA B R I C

N EW

Aircontact Core 45+10 SL
# 3350222
4219 shale-ivy | 2444 jade-graphite | 9409 paprika-graphite
2030 g | H 75 x W 30 x D 24 cm

N EW

R ECYC LED FA B R I C

Aircontact Core 50+10
# 3350322
4409 graphite-shale | 1358 reef-ink | 6318 almond-teal
2160 g | H 78 x W 31 x D 26 cm

R ECYC LED FA B R I C

N EW

Aircontact Core 55+10 SL
# 3350422
4219 shale-ivy | 2444 jade-graphite | 9409 paprika-graphite
2140 g | H 79 x W 32 x D 27 cm

R ECYC LED FA B R I C

Aircontact Core 60+10
# 3350522
4409 graphite-shale | 1358 reef-ink | 6318 almond-teal
2310 g | H 82 x W 32 x D 26 cm

ON-THE-MOVE HIP FIN POCKETS
Very large, detachable hip fin pockets (3 L)
provide extra storage and better organization to keep items within reach. A zip-out
1.5-liter bottle holster built into the right-

N EW

R ECYC LED FA B R I C

N EW

R ECYC LED FA B R I C

hand pocket also lets you hydrate on the
move. (Aircontact Core 55 + 10 SL – 70 + 10)

MODULAR GEAR STRAPS FOR FLEXIBILITY
Depending on what you’re undertaking,
the modular gear straps on this pack can
be positioned to attach a range of items.

Aircontact Core 65+10 SL
# 3350622
4219 shale-ivy | 9409 paprika-graphite
2330 g | H 84 x W 32 x D 28 cm

Aircontact Core 70+10
# 3350722
4409 graphite-shale | 1358 reef-ink
2530 g | H 86 x W 32 x D 30 cm
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NEW

AIRCONTACT X
SERIES
R ECYC LED FA B R I C

Trekking

Trekking

AIRCONTACT SYSTEM

M A R KETI N G ST YLE

INDIVIDUAL SIZE ADJUSTMENT FOR
CARRY COMFORT
The VariSlide back length adjust-

AIRCONTACT BACK SYSTEM

ment, mobile VariFlex hip fins and

with new Air Spacer Mesh and

supple, pivoting ActiveFit shoulder

ventilation duct.

straps create a tailored fit no
matter what the volume, and Air
Spacer mesh further enhances
the comfort.

Details Aircontact X:
60 + 15 / SL, 70 + 15 / SL, 80 + 15 / SL

For adventurers who want to explore off the beaten track, fully self-supported,
and need to rely on their gear 100%.

Aircontact back system

separate bottom
compartment

height-adjustable, detachable
lid

Y-frame for more direct
load transfer and load
control

precision-adjustable
sternum strap with
whistle buckle

hydration
compatible

VariSlide precisionadjustable back length

valuables pocket
inside

detachable
trekking pole
attachment

ActiveFit shoulder straps

stretch compartment
inside

large lid pocket
with key clip

two extended stretch
mesh side pockets
zippered front pocket
with extra 5 liters
capacity

SOS label

mobile, snug-fitting
VariFlex ECL hip fins
Pull-Forward system
for easy waist belt
adjustment
stabilizer straps

• modular gear straps
• ergonomic, trapeto attach a sleeping
zoid-shaped lumbar
mat or tent, or to
pad for effective load
compress the load in
transfer onto the
the base of the pack
pelvis
• two large detachable • spindrift collar with
compression straps to
zippered hip fin pockets (3 L) for items you secure extra 15 liters
capacity (through lid
need on the move
adjustment)
— right-hand pocket
also has a zip-out
• bluesign® certified
1.5-liter bottle holster
body fabric
• glasses stow system
• Material:
on shoulder strap
330D TEXTURED
WEFT REC PA,
• day pack inside lid
1000D TEXTURED PA
compartment
• gear loops

detachable
rain cover

hip

chest

back length*

height

dress size

(cm)

(cm)

(cm)

(cm)

(cm)

(international)

64 — 70

92 — 96

84 — 88

35 — 53

158 — 164

36 — 40

70 — 74

96 — 100

88 — 94

35 — 53

165 — 178

40 — 44

86 — 90

94 — 104

96 — 102

42 — 62

174 — 180

50 — 52

90 — 100

104 — 118

102 — 114

42 — 62

181 — 195

54 — 56

Fit SL
Size S
Size M
Fit REG
Size M
Size L

large front zipper
opening

waist

*All REG and SL models each have the same back length adjustment and therefore maximum
coverage of the different back lengths of the wearers.
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AIRCONTACT X
N EW

R ECYC LED FA B R I C

Aircontact X 60+15 SL (Size S)
# 3370122
5335 redwood-ink
3060 g | H 82 x W 32 x D 28 cm

Aircontact X 60+15 (Size M)
# 3370022
3067 ink
3100 g | H 82 x W 32 x D 28 cm

Trekking

R ECYC LED FA B R I C

Trekking

N EW

AIRCONTACT X

ON-THE-MOVE HIP FIN POCKETS
Very large, detachable hip fin
pockets (3 L) provide extra storage and better organization to
keep items within reach. A zip-

N EW

R ECYC LED FA B R I C

N EW

R ECYC LED FA B R I C

out 1.5-liter bottle holster built
into the right-hand pocket also
lets you hydrate on the move.

Aircontact X 70+15 SL (Size M)
# 3370322
5335 redwood-ink
3160 g | H 84 x W 36 x D 30 cm

N EW

Aircontact X 70+15 (Size M)
# 3370222
3067 ink
3180 g | H 84 x W 36 x D 30 cm

R ECYC LED FA B R I C

N EW

R ECYC LED FA B R I C

MODULAR GEAR STRAPS FOR FLEXIBILITY
Depending on what you’re undertaking, the
modular gear straps on this pack can be
positioned to attach a range of items.

Aircontact X 80+15 SL (Size M)
# 3370522
5335 redwood-ink
3290 g | H 86 x W 34 x D 32 cm

Aircontact X 80+15 (Size L)
# 3370422
3067 ink
3370 g | H 86 x W 34 x D 32 cm
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Trekking

AIRCONTACT LITE

Trekking

AIRCONTACT LITE

Aircontact Lite 35+10 SL
# 3340221
2435 pistachio-graphite | 3525 marine-blackberry | 4412 shale-graphite
1580 g | H 72 x W 26 x D 20 cm

Aircontact Lite 40+10
# 3340321
4327 tin-arctic | 4701 graphite-black | 5331 redwood-arctic
1680 g | H 74 x W 30 x D 22 cm

Details Aircontact Lite
35+10 SL, 40+10, 45+10 SL, 50+10

Aircontact Lite 45+10 SL
# 3340421
2264 aloe-forest | 4412 shale-graphite | 5212 paprika-teal
1700 g | H 74 x W 30 x D 24 cm

Aircontact Lite 50+10
# 3340521
3241 arctic-teal | 4701 graphite-black | 8205 turmeric-teal
1750 g | H 80 x W 30 x D 26 cm
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For ambitious through hikers who value low weight and high carrying comfort.

perfect load transfer
through X-frame

load adjustment straps

SOS label

lightweight

continuously adjustable
chest strap

separate
bottom
compartment

ergonomically designed
hipbelt, ideal for medium
loads

additional volume
through
extendible lid

ice axe and
trekking pole
holders

VariQuick back length
adjustment system

loops for attaching
helmet holder
(Accessoire)

spacious lid
pocket

hip belt is easy to adjust
with its Pull-Forward
construction

stretch inner compartment

internal
valuable
pocket
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hydration
system
compatible
• spacious zipper
pocket on hip fin
• large elastic side
pockets
• removable backpack
lid can be transformed
with the front belt in a
daypack

• large elastic side
pockets
• volume adjustment
by side compression
straps; straps can
be placed under the
side pockets for full
compression
• double bottom
• Material: 100D PA
HIGH TENACITY, 600D
PES

CLIMBING
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Climbing

Climbing

GRAVITY PITCH

GRAVITY MOTION

Climbing

RECYCLED FABRIC

Climbing

RECYCLED FABRIC

Gravity Motion (40 L)
# 3362422
6315 clay-arctic | 5429 redwood-graphite
790 g | H 58 x W 35 x D 24 cm

Gravity Pitch 12
# 3362022
9315 saffron-slateblue | 8209 corn-teal | 4332 tin-ink
350 g | H 44 x W 24 x D 14 cm

Gravity Motion SL (40 L)
# 3362322
5609 aubergine-clay | 2275 jade-ivy
780 g | H 58 x W 35 x D 24 cm

Details Gravity Pitch:

Details Gravity Motion:

For alpinists on multi-pitch routes, where weight is at a premium and a secure
fit and freedom of movement are key.

lightweight

adjustable sternum
strap with whistle
buckle

SOS label

deuter Lite back
system

docking loops for
helmet holder
(sold separately)

zipper cellphone
pocket at
the side

stretch inner
compartment

hydration compatible
(2 l)

• adjustable, ergonomic shoulder
straps with gear loops
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• large zipper front pocket with key clip
for topos etc.
• gear loops on the front and top for
rope attachment
• materials:
140D PA RIPSTOP HT FD, 600D PES
bluesign®-certified

deuter Contact back system:
comfortable, padded back panel
adjustable sternum strap

valuables pocket inside

For sport climbers and boulderers, looking for the load space of a duffel bag
and the functionality of a backpack to stash all their climbing gear in.
• zipper opening on the back: easy to load when
fully opened along the full length of the back

• two large zipper side pockets for stashing
rock shoes, first aid kit etc.

• practical grab handle on the back

• rope strap on top

• two internal gear loops for quickdraws etc.

• main material recycled

• gear loops on the front and base: for attaching a down jacket, sleep mat etc. to the
front of the pack

• materials:
600D PES TPU bluesign®-certified,
330D TEXTURED REC PA
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GRAVITY WALL BAG

Climbing

Climbing

GRAVITY EXPEDITION

Gravity Expedition 45+ (12 L)
# 3362222
8209 corn-teal | 4332 tin-ink
950 g | H 67 x W 34 x D 25 cm

Gravity Expedition 45+ (12 L) SL
# 3362122
9315 saffron-slateblue | 3455 pacific-graphite
940 g | H 67 x W 34 x D 25 cm

Gravity Wall Bag 50
#3362522
6315 clay-arctic
1740 g | H 70 x W 33 x D 27 cm

Details Gravity Expedition:

Details Gravity Wall Bag:

For ambitious mountaineers looking for an ultra-light, versatile, large-capacity
expedition pack.
detachable, heightadjustable lid with
roomy lid pocket

lightweight

stabilizer straps

deuter Lite back
system

adjustable sternum
strap with whistle
buckle

SOS label

removable Delrin®
U-frame

hydration compatible
(3 L)

stretch inner
compartment

two ice axe attachments

docking loops for
helmet holder
(sold separately)

ultra-light hips fins
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• ultra-light hips fins with one gear loop,
ice clipper slot and zipper pocket

flexi spring steel
frame

adjustable sternum
strap with whistle buckle

Pull-Forward adjustment enables the
wearer to tighten and
adjust the compact
hip fins easily even
with heavy loads

additioinal zipper
opening on the back
for quick access

stabilizer straps

zipper front pocket with
built-in key clip

• large side pocket for drinks bottle
• gear loops
• side compression straps can be
combined at the front to attach gear
• reinforced base
• materials:
140D PA RIPSTOP HT FD,
600D PES
bluesign®-certified

For climbers and trailblazers looking for a haul bag/ backpack combo with
a comfortable back system.

SOS label

• the back system zip cover doubles
as a rain cover and backpack lid,
with a strap and hook closure
• large base with crossover straps
for attaching gear
• fixed drawcord lock and gripper
loops for ease of use
• gear loops
• zipper front pocket with built-in
key clip
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• three internal gear loops
• hard-wearing canvas
• materials: 840D PA TARPAULINE,
210D PA OXFORD bluesign®-certified,
with TPU coating on both sides to
protect inside and outside of the pack

GRAVITY ACCESSORIES

GRAVITY ACCESSORIES
RECYCLED FABRIC

Details Gravity Chalk Bag I

Details Gravity Boulder

Climbing

Bouldering

• thin, lightweight fleece lining

• brush loop

• thin, lightweight fleece lining

• three sizes of brush loop

• simple closure system at the
side

• fabric bluesign®-certified

• extra-large opening

• stash pocket

• Materials: 150D PES bluesign®certified, 600D PES, Material PES
fleece with TPU Backing bluesign®certified

• easy-access Velcro closure

• main fabric recycled

• airtight roll-top closure – keeps
chalk dry and stops it escaping

• materials: 330D PA RECYCLED
TEXTURED / 600D PES bluesign®certified

• two deep-set attachment loops
for a snug fit

• two zipper pockets on the back
(with key clip)

Climbing

Climbing

Gravity Boulder Bag
# 3391222
5613 redwood-clay
185 g | H 28 x W 30 x D 21 cm

Details Gravity Rope Sheet
• interlocking handles carry
function
• four grab handles

Climbing
• Partner-Check safety label
• Materials: 210D PA OXFORD

• color-coded corners to better
locate tip and tail of rope

Gravity Rope Sheet
# 3391122
6315 clay-arctic
320 g | H 140 x W 140 cm

Gravity Chalk Bag I
# 3391322
6316 bone waves-marine | 4514 graphite mountain-redwood
5431 redwood scratches-graphite | 5807 aubergine blocks-turmeric
55 g | H 15 x W 12 x D 12

Details Gravity Chalk Bag II M
• thin, lightweight fleece lining
• additional waist strap with
sturdy buckle
• two brush loops
• soft-feel fabric and wire rim
for easy handling

Details Gravity Rope Bag

Climbing

• zipper pocket on back
(for keys, money or tape)

• deuter rope groundsheet incl.
• long straps for crossways
carry

• Material:
140D PA RIPSTOP HT FD
bluesign®-certified,
600D PES bluesign®-certified

• zipper pocket with key clip
• compression straps with metal
hooks

• two deep-set attachment
loops for a snug fit

Gravity Chalk Bag II M
# 3391422
9407 saffron-graphite | 2275 jade-ivy
100 g | H 19 x W 13 x D 11 cm

• different strap colors for easy
alignment

Details Gravity Chalk Bag II L
• thin, lightweight fleece lining
• additional waist strap with
sturdy buckle
• two brush loops
• soft-feel fabric and wire rim
for easy handling
• two, deep-set attachment
loops for a snug fit

Gravity Chalk Bag II L
# 3391522
8209 corn-teal | 3611 arctic-clay
110 g | H 21 x W 13 x D 11 cm
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Climbing

• zipper pocket on back
(for keys, money or tape)
• Material:
140D PA RIPSTOP HT FD,
600D PES bluesign®-certified

Gravity Rope Bag
# 3391022
3445 arctic-graphite
590 g | H 22 x W 48 x D 30 cm
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Climbing
SOS-Label
• materials: 210D PA OXFORD

MOUNTAINEERING
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Mountaineering

Mountaineering

GUIDE LITE

GUIDE LITE
N EW C O LO R

N EW C O LO R

N EW C O LO R

Guide Lite 22 SL
# 3360021
1317 azure-navy | 2329 greencurry-navy | 4337 tin-teal
610 g | H 52 x W 27 x D 19 cm
N EW C O LO R

Guide Lite 24
# 3360121
2331 seagreen-navy | 9311 papaya-navy | 3458 reef-graphite
650 g | H 56 x W 27 x D 19 cm

Guide Lite 30+ (6 L)
# 3360321
2331 seagreen-navy | 9311 papaya-navy | 7000 black | 3458 reef-graphite
900 g | H 63 x W 29 x D 21 cm

Details Guide Lite
22 SL, 24

Details Guide Lite
28+ SL, 30

For ambitious mountain sports enthusiasts, looking for an ultra-lightweight, minimalist
pack with clear and simple functionality for maximum mountain focus.

For ambitious mountain sports enthusiasts, looking for an ultra-lightweight, minimalist
pack with clear and simple functionality for maximum mountain focus.

lightweight

load adjustment straps

SOS-Label

• side compression straps reduce
the size of the backpack and also
double-up as holders for skis, etc.

lightweight

load adjustment straps

SOS label

glasses stow system

Delrin® U-Frame

stretch inner compartment

hydration system
compatible

• reinforced handle for hanging up
even with heavy loads

Delrin® U-Rahmen

helmet holder included

hydration compatible

side compression straps,
also used for ski or gear
attachment

detachable hip belt

zipped front compartment and zipped side
pocket

glasses stow system

detachable hip belt
with pocket, gear loop
and ice clipper slot

detachable, heightadjustable lid pocket

internal valuables pocket

ice axe and hiking pole
attachment

stowable cover also
serves as a rain cover
and helmet holder

ice axe and hiking pole
attachment

adjustable sternum
strap with safety whistle

continuously
adjustable chest strap
with signal whistle

• funnel shape for easy packing
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• material loops
• Material: 100D PA HIGH TENACITY
/ 630D PA
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• extendable pack volume
• stowable, detachable rope strap
• gear loops
• Material: 100D PA HIGH TENACITY /
630D PA

Mountaineering

Mountaineering

Guide Lite 28+ (6 L) SL
# 3360221
1317 azure-navy | 2329 greencurry-navy | 4337 tin-teal
850 g | H 60 x W 28 x D 20 cm

GUIDE

GUIDE

N EW C O LO R

N EW C O LO R

Guide 32+ (8 L) SL
# 3361021
7000 black | 5328 chili-navy | 1354 denim-teal
1290 g | H 62 x W 28 x D 23 cm

N EW C O LO R

Guide 34+ (8 L)
# 3361121
1316 lapis-navy | 7000 black | 5212 paprika-teal
1330 g | H 66 x W 28 x D 24 cm

Mountaineering

Mountaineering

N EW C O LO R

Guide 42+ (8 L) SL
# 3361221
5328 chili-navy | 1354 denim-teal
1400 g | H 69 x W 31 x D 23 cm

Guide 44+ (8 L)
# 3361321
1316 lapis-navy | 5212 paprika-teal
1450 g | H 73 x W 31 x D 24 cm

Details Guide
32+ SL, 34+, 42+ SL,44+

For experienced mountaineers, looking for a comfortable carry, solid load control
and durability.
adjustable sternum
strap with safety whistle

SOS label

V-shaped internal
frame for effective
load transfer

ice axe and hiking pole
attachment

side compression straps, also
used for ski or gear attachment

height-adjustable lid with
pocket on underside of lid
and pocket on outside

detachable hip fins with
zipped pocket and gear
loops

integrated helmet holder

stabiliser straps

hydration compatible

glasses stow system

Further Details Guide: Guide 32+ SL, 34+
• front-access zip opening
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• detachable rope strap

ECL and VariFlex hip fins

• extremely durable fabric
• Material: 330D PA 6.6
RIPSTOP / 630D PA

42+ SL, 44+
quick access to content
near the bottom through an
auto-lock zip on the side
67

separate bottom compartment

Snowsports
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Snowsports

SNOWSPORTS

FREESCAPE LITE

FREESCAPE PRO

Freescape Lite 24 SL
# 3300022
4419 tin-shale | 9904 saffron-mandarine
1150 g | H 62 x W 30 x D 20 cm

Freescape Lite 26
# 3300122
1348 marine-ink | 8209 corn-teal
1180 g | H 64 x W 30 x D 22 cm

R ECYC LED FA B R I C

Freescape Pro 38+ SL
# 3300222
4423 shale-tin | 9903 mandarine-saffron
1490 g | H 68 x W 32 x D 22 cm

Freescape Pro 40+
# 3300322
1334 ink-marine | 2805 teal-corn
1500 g | H 70 x W 32 x D 24 cm

SUSTAINABLE and resource-saving.
Our nylon is made from 100% recycled industrial waste and certified to recognised standards.

100%
RECYCLED
INDUSTRIAL WASTE

Details Freescape Lite:
24 SL, 26

For ambitious ski mountaineers, who need a fully featured, lightweight winter pack
that keeps all their hardwear close to hand when moving through steep, icy terrain.

lightweight

integrated
and removable
helmet holder

Delrin® U-frame

cellphone
pocket at the
side

adjustable sternum
strap with whistle buckle
stabilizer straps

lightweight mesh hip fins
with one zipper pocket

two ice axe attachments
(upper straps detachable)
two separate, stowable gear
straps to affix skis (diagonally),
a snowboard or crampons

hydration
compatible
(3 L)
glasses stow
system on
shoulder strap

• stabilizer straps
• side compartment to stow maps and
with built-in, detachable helmet holder
• fleece-lined zipper pocket for goggles
in main compartment
• snow-resistant fabric on back system
• Material: 100D PA RIPSTOP / 630D PA

side access to main compartment
dedicated avalanche equipment
compartment with reinforced
shovel sleeve and organizer
pockets

SOS label
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Details Freescape Pro:
38+ SL, 40+

~ 27 %

CONSUMES LESS
NATURAL RESOURCES

~ 28 %

LESS OUTPUT
OF GREENHOUSE GASES

For ambitious ski mountaineers who need a fully featured, comfortable winter pack for multi-day
routes that keeps all their hardwear close to hand when moving through steep, icy terrain.
two ice axe attachments
(upper Velcro loops can
be detached)

Delrin® U-frame

zipper opening on
the back

hips fins with one gear
loop, ice clipper slot and
zipper pocket

cellphone pocket
at the side

adjustable sternum
strap with whistle buckle

hydration
compatible (3 L)

stabilizer straps

glasses stow system on shoulder
strap

front compartment to stow
maps and with built-in,
detachable helmet holder

SOS label

zipper lid pocket with separate, fleece-lined goggles
pocket

dedicated avalanche
equipment compartment
with reinforced shovel
sleeve and organizer
pockets

two separate, stowable
gear straps to affix skis
(diagonally), a snowboard
or crampons
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• zip around rear opening for quick
access without having to unstrap
skis/board etc.
• zipper mesh pocket in main compartment
• side compression straps
• water-resistant zipper
• rope strap
• hard-wearing and water-resistant
fabric on the front
• snow-resistant fabric on back system
• main fabric is 100% recycled and
bluesign®-certified.
• Material: 235D REC PA PLAIN
bluesign®-certified /
420D PA TOMCOAT / 630D PA

Snowsports

Snowsports

R ECYC LED FA B R I C

RISE

RISE

Snowsports

R ECYC LED FA B R I C

Snowsports

R ECYC LED FA B R I C

Rise 32+ SL
# 3301022
1345 dusk-ink | 6404 caramel-tin
1350 g | H 64 x W 30 x D 20 cm

Details Rise:
32+ SL, 34+

Rise 34+
# 3301122
3612 ink-caramel | 5335 redwood-ink
1380 g | H 66 x W 30 x D 22 cm

For winter sports fans looking for a functional yet comfortable winter pack
for snowshoeing.

Delrin® U-frame

height-adjustable
lid with valuables
pocket inside

two stretch side pockets

hip fins with two zipper
pockets

stretch compartment inside

valuables pocket

adjustable sternum
strap with whistle buckle

hydration compatible (3 l)

docking loops for helmet
holder (sold separately)

stabilizer straps

glasses stow system
on shoulder strap

snowshoe attachment

dedicated avalanche equipment compartment with
reinforced shovel sleeve
and organizer pockets

SOS label

• zipper mesh pocket inside
• cellphone side pocket against
the back
• snow-resistant fabric on back
system
• main fabric bluesign®-certified
and recycled
• Material: 200D 2X2 PA RIPSTOP
bluesign®-certified / 630D PA

zipper opening on the
back for quick access
without having to unstrap
snowshoes
72
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Freerider 30
# 3303322
1348 marine-ink | 7000 black | 8204 citrus-moss | 9503 papaya-lava
1000 g | H 54 x W 34 x D 18 cm

Freerider LIte 18 SL
# 3303022
3065 azure | 8006 citrus
820 g | H 50 x W 29 x D 17 cm

Details Freerider Lite
18 SL, 20

Freerider LIte 20
# 3303122
7000 black | 8006 citrus | 9002 papaya
840 g | H 52 x W 29 x D 17 cm

Freerider 28 SL
# 3303222
4419 tin-shale | 1326 azure-bay | 8204 citrus-moss
980 g | H 52 x W 34 x D 18 cm

For performance-focused mountain sports enthusiasts looking for a lightweight,
minimalist pack for one-day ski tours.

lightweight

adjustable sternum strap
with safety whistle

internal valuables
pocket with key clip

Delrin® U-frame

reinforced, Velcro-closure shovel compartment inside + dedicated avalanche
equipment sleeves in main compartment

• hard-wearing, breathable,
snow-resistant fabric
against the back

ice axe and trekking
pole attachment

super-light, supple
hip fins with one zipped
pocket

loops for helmet holder
(Accessoire)

hydration
compatible

• zipped partitioned pocket
to stow goggles and gear
straps (goggles pocket lined
in micro-fleece)

stabiliser straps

two separate, stowable gear
straps to affix skis (diagonally),
a snowboard or snowshoes

SOS label
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• Material: 100D PA RIPSTOP

For keen backcountry skiers looking for a comfortable, full winter-spec pack
for one-day ski tours.

Delrin® U-Frame

dedicated avalanche equipment
compartment with reinforced shovel sleeve and organiser pockets

loops for helmet holder
(Accessoire)

• hard-wearing, breathable,
snow-resistant fabric
against the back

hips fins with one gear
loop, ice clipper slot and
zipped pocket

ice axe and trekking pole
attachment

SOS-label

• zipped mesh pocket inside
main compartment

adjustable sternum
strap with safety whistle

• one large main compartment

stretch inner
compartment

glasses stow system

• zipped front pocket

Details Freerider
28 SL, 30

stabiliser straps

glasses stow system

• side compression straps
two separate, stowable gear
straps to affix skis (diagonally
or A-frame), a snowboard or
snowshoesor to compress the
pack + ski loops at the side
zip around closure rear opening
for quick access without having
to unstrap skis/board etc.
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• zipped partitioned pocket
to stow goggles and gear
straps (goggles pocket lined
internal valuables pocket in micro-fleece)
with key clip
• Material: 330D PA RIPSTOP
hydration compatible

stretch inner compartment

Snowsports

FREERIDER

Snowsports

FREERIDER LITE

FREERIDER PRO

Snowsports

Snowsports

FREERIDER PRO

Freerider Pro 32+ (10 L) SL
# 3303422
1327 bay-azure | 2803 moss-citrus
1260 g | H 56 x W 35 x D 18 cm

Freerider Pro 34+ (10 L)
# 3303522
2803 moss-citrus | 5906 lava-papaya | 7000 black
1280 g | H 58 x W 35 x D 18 cm

Details Freerider Pro
32+ SL, 34+

Delrin® U-Frame
hips fins with one gear
loop, ice clipper slot and
zipped pocket
adjustable sternum
strap with safety
whistle
stabiliser straps
ice axe and pole
attachment

For keen backcountry skiers looking for a full winter-spec pack with expandable
capacity for multi-day ski tours.
dedicated avalanche equipment compartment with reinforced shovel sleeve
and organiser pockets

integrated
mesh helmet holder

two separate, stowable gear straps
to affix skis (diagonally or A-frame),
a snowboard or snowshoes or to compress the pack + ski loops at the side

stretchcompartment

zip around closure rear opening for
quick access without having to unstrap
skis/board etc.
roll-top for expanded capacity – stowable strap on the roll-top can be used
to attach extra gear or a rope, or to
compress the pack
76

internal valuables
pocket with key clip

glasses
stow
system

• zipped partitioned pocket to
stow goggles and gear straps
– stowable strap on the rolltop hard-wearing, breathable,
snow-resistant fabric against
the back

SOS label

• zipped mesh pocket inside main
compartment
• zipped front pocket

hydration
system
compatible

• side compression straps
• Material: 300D PA RIPSTOP
77
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Bike

Bike

BIKE

NEW
AIRSTRIPES SYSTEM

AMAGER
SERIES

M A R KETI N G ST YLE

SNUG-FITTING FOR
BETTER LOAD CONTROL
Sudden changes in direction,
turning left, turning right,

and road spray thanks to the
waterproof performance of this
backpack. And a zip-in organizer
unit keeps a laptop, tablet, folders
and paperwork securely in place.
The roll-top closure lets you extend the capacity by 5 liters. This
means there’s easily space for a

Bike

change of clothes when a quick
trip to your favorite restaurant is
on the cards.

Details Amager:
25 + 5

can require your full focus,
so keeping your balance is

SUPERIOR VENTILATION FOR

key. That’s why it’s important

A DRY BACK

to keep the weight of the

The reduced contact surface

load close to your center of

of the Airstripes back system,

gravity. And why bike-specific

the new Air Spacer mesh

details like the comfortable

covering, and the perforated

Airstripes back system,

shoulder straps and hip fins

ergonomic shoulder straps,

ensure maximum airflow on

adjustable sternum strap and

your daily commute. So you

wrap-around hip fins are so

won’t turn up at work with a

important.

sweat-soaked shirt.

For urban riders who want a bike backpack that suits their lifestyle of commuting,
shopping and everyday life.

deuter Airstripes
back system with new
Air Spacer mesh for
superior ventilation

stowable hip fins

ergonomic shoulder
straps

gear loops to attach
a padlock or helmet

supple, breathable
hip fins

valuables pocket inside

precision-adjustable
sternum strap

waterproof zippered
cell phone pocket at
the side

zip-in organizer unit
for a tablet, documents
etc. with padded
laptop sleeve (15”)

• closure strap can also be used to
attach a newspaper or jacket
• roll-top extends capacity by 5 liters
• reflective details
• Material: 420D PA PLAIN TPU

waterproof

80
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Bike

WATERPROOF TO KEEP CONTENTS DRY
Contents are protected from rain

overtaking – the city streets

AMAGER

AMAGER

Bike

Bike

N EW

Amager 25+5
# 3220022
8006 citrus | 4014 graphite | 3067 ink | 6008 almond | 2050 khaki
970 g | H 48 x W 30 x D 18 cm
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NEW
AIRSTRIPES SYSTEM

ROTSOORD
SERIES

M A R KETI N G ST YLE

SUPERIOR VENTILATION FOR
A DRY BACK

SNUG-FITTING FOR BETTER

The reduced contact surface

LOAD CONTROL

of the Airstripes back system,

Sudden changes in direc-

the new Air Spacer mesh

tion, turning left, turning

covering, and the perforated

right, overtaking – the city

shoulder straps and hip fins

streets can require your

ensure maximum airflow on

full focus, so keeping your

your daily commute. So you

balance is key. That’s why

won’t turn up at work with a

Bike

weight of the load close
to your center of gravity.
And why bike-specific details like the comfortable
Airstripes back system,
ergonomic shoulder straps,
adjustable sternum strap
and wrap-around hip fins
are so important.

Details Rotsoord:
25 + 5

A backpack for commuters who like to use the daily ride to work as another way
to stay fit.

deuter Airstripes
back system with new
Air Spacer mesh for
superior ventilation

helmet attachment
clips

supple, breathable
hip fins

front stretch mesh
pocket

zippered cell phone
pocket at the side

precision-adjustable
sternum strap

reinforced laptop sleeve
(15”) accessed from the
main compartment

valuables pocket inside

stowable hip fins

organizer compartment for a tablet, files
and documents

detachable rain cover

large lid pocket with
key clip
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• zip-around expansion section on
the front
• reinforced laptop sleeve accessed
from the main compartment or
directly through a side zipper
• reflective details
• Material: 600D REC PES,
130D PA HIGH TENACITY
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Bike

it’s important to keep the

sweat-soaked shirt.

ROTSOORD

ROTSOORD

Bike

Bike

N EW

ORGANIZED TO KEEP THINGS HANDY
A range of internal compartments
keep a laptop and documents securely stowed, and there’s easily
space for your shopping too. And
gym clothes can go in the separate expansion compartment on
the front. (Capacity expands
by a full 5 liters).

Rotsoord 25+5
# 3221022
8403 citrus-graphite | 3618 teal-clay | 4409 graphite-shale | 5335 redwood-ink
1180 g | H 52 x W 30 x D 19 cm
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NEW
BAG FIX SYSTEM

MAINHATTAN
SERIES

M A R KETI N G ST YLE

BAGFIX ATTACHMENT FOR
FREEDOM OF MOVEMENT
Attached using two
mounting rails and hooks
the newly developed

CONTENTS DRY
The waterproof properties
of this pannier keep contents
safe from road spray and rain.
A large flap with magnetic

Bike

buckles also lets you expand
the capacity by 10 liters.

Details Mainhattan:
17 + 10

system keeps your pannier
safely attached to your bike
rack, leaving you free to
pedal in peace. At your destination, a quick pull on the
release handle and the bag
is detached and ready to

Bike

WATERPROOF TO KEEP

BagFix quick-release

use as a shoulder bag.

For city commuters and students who want a multi-purpose bike pannier
that’s fully waterproof.

• 10 L extendable capacity
bagFix system

valuables pocket inside

waterproof

• reflective details
• reinforced edges on base

front stretch mesh
pocket

zip-in organizer unit
for a tablet, documents
etc. with padded
laptop sleeve (15”)

• bagFix quick-release system with two
mounting rails and hooks incl. 3 spacer
inserts
(16-10 mm)

• Material: 420D PA PLAIN TPU

• detachable shoulder strap
(stows in front stretch mesh pocket)
• lid flap with magnetic buckles
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MAINHATTAN

MAINHATTAN

Bike

Bike

N EW

PRACTICAL MULTI-PURPOSE USE
Not just a pannier that easily
attaches to your bike rack, the
Mainhattan also offers the flexibility of a practical bag that can
be carried across the shoulder.
And when all you need for that
meeting is your laptop and some
papers, simply take the clever
organizer unit with you.

Mainhattan 17+10
# 3230022
8403 citrus-graphite | 4409 graphite-shale | 3615 ink-clay | 2615 khaki-clay | 5335 redwood-ink
1090 g | H 45 x W 33 x D 22 cm
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NEW
BAGFIX SYSTEM

WEYBRIDGE
SERIES

M A R KETI N G ST YLE

BAGFIX ATTACHMENT FOR
FREEDOM OF MOVEMENT
Attached using two
mounting rails and hooks
the newly developed BagFix quick-release system
keeps your pannier safely
attached to your bike rack,
WATERPROOF TO KEEP
CONTENTS DRY
The waterproof properties
of the Weybridge keep
contents safe from road
spray and rain. And the

leaving you free to pedal in
peace. Once at your destination, a quick pull on the
release handle and the bag
is detached and ready to
use as a shoulder bag.

Bike

Bike

roll-top closure, that can
be secured in the middle
or at the sides, lets you
increase the volume of
this already spacious
bag by another 5 liters.

Details Weybridge:
20 + 5, 25 + 5

For active travelers who want a convenient, spacious and waterproof
bike pannier for all their adventures on two wheels.

built-in padded
organizer unit

• BagFix quick-release system with
two mounting rails and hooks incl.
3 spacer inserts
(16 - 10 mm)

• 2-way zipper on roll-top

BagFix system

valuables pocket inside

waterproof

• Roll-top extends capacity by
5 liters

• reflective details

• adjustable grab handle /closure
strap can also be used to attach
sleeping mat or jacket
• reinforced edges on base
• Material: 420D PA RIPSTOP TPU
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WEYBRIDGE

WEYBRIDGE

Weybridge 20+5
# 3230122
8006 citrus | 2028 fern | 4014 graphite | 5579 redwood | 3068 reef
920 g | H 40 x W 34 x D 19 cm

Bike

Bike

N EW

N EW

PRACTICAL MULTI-PURPOSE USE
It’s a pannier on the back of your bike
with a built-in organizer unit, it’s a large
shoulder bag or simply a practical bag,
you decide. And with a detachable shoulder strap and an adjustable grab handle /
closure strap that doubles as a gear strap
to attach a sleeping mat or jacket, the
sky’s the limit for what this bag can do.

Weybridge 25+5
# 3230222
8006 citrus | 2028 fern | 4014 graphite | 5579 redwood | 3068 reef
950 g | H 43 x W 34 x D 22 cm
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TRANS ALPINE

TRANS ALPINE PRO

Trans Alpine 30
# 3200221
6314 clay-marine | 1316 lapis-navy | 7000 black
1230 g | H 54 x W 28 x D 24 cm

Trans Alpine 32 EL
# 3200321
7000 black
1260 g l H 58 x W 28 x D 24 cm

Trans Alpine Pro 26 SL
# 3201021
6207 sand-teal
1450 g | H 51 x W 27 x D 20 cm

Bike

Trans Alpine 28 SL
# 3200121
5563 ruby-blackberry | 1332 dusk-marine | 7000 black
1190 g | H 52 x W 26 x D 22 cm

Bike

Trans Alpine 24
# 3200021
6314 clay-marine | 1316 lapis-navy | 7000 black
1160 g l H 50 x W 24 x D 20 cm

Trans Alpine Pro 28
# 3201121
7403 black-graphite | 6314 clay-marine
1550 g | H 54 x W 29 x D 21 cm

Details Trans Alpine Pro:
26 SL, 28

Details Trans Alpine:
24, 28 SL, 30, 32 EL
adaptable
frame
stabiliser
straps
Mesh hip
fins with
zipped
pockets
zipped
bottom
compartment divider

A touring pack for multi-day bike trips with a solid fit and well ventilated back,
plus a host of clever stow options.
smartphone /
map side
pocket
stretch side
pockets

elastic front pocket

SOS-Label

• ergonomic shoulder straps with
Soft-Edge finish
• bicycle pump compartment

large zipped front pocket
with organiser partitioning and key clip

internal
valuables
pocket

• small organiser tool compartment

glasses stow
system

adjustable sternum
strap with safety whistle

sit mat

• 3M reflectors on all sides

stretch inner
compartment

hydration compatible
3.0 l

helmet
holder

rain cover
with loop for
safety light
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• light-coloured lining for improved
contents location
• compression straps
• Material: 210D PA / 600D PES

For professional trans-alp bikers that value the perfect fit during all riding
situtations as well as a functional distribution of pockets.

excellent ventilation and compact, safe fit
due to the Airstripe s Pro System

load adjustment straps

ActiveFit shoulder straps that adapt to anybody size guarantee perfect carrying comfort

adjustable chest strap

load distribution and stability through the
light spring-steel frame

loop to attach sunglasses on
shoulder strap

padded hip fins

abrasion-proof and anti-slip material
on shoulder straps and back are
reinforced for carrying the bike

side zipped pocket on back for smartphone,
map etc.

SOS label with emergency numbers
and alpine emergency signals

detachable rain cover
with its own pocket
• robust carrying handle on top
• wallet, tool, pump etc. are well
arranged in large zipped front compartment, including organisation with
several zipped pockets and key clip
• all-round 3M reflectors
• zipped pockets on hip fins
• zipped pocket and two slot pockets
in main compartment
• compression straps
• Material: 600D PES / 100D PA RIPSTOP

a serarate, in the back lying pocket allows fast
access to fill hydration system (suitable for
3.0 l Streamer) even with full backpack

two elastic side pockets

separate bottom compartement keeps load in
place for an ideal center of gravity, intermediate zippable bottom partition

stretch inner compartment
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BIKE I

SUPERBIKE

Bike I 14
# 3202021
7000 black | 3399 steel-midnight
690 g | H 45 x W 22 x D 18 cm

Bike I 18 SL
# 3202121
3003 midnight | 2268 pistachio-khaki
760 g | H 46 x W 23 x D 19 cm

Bike

Superbike 18 EXP
# 3203121
3060 arctic | 7000 black
1070 g | H 50 x W 30 x D 19 cm

Bike

Superbike 14 EXP SL
# 3203021
9004 paprika | 7000 black
990 g | H 46 x W 28 x D 17 cm

Bike I 20
# 3202221
7000 black | 3399 steel-midnight | 8404 turmeric-shale
830 g | H 49 x W 24 x D 19 cm

Details Bike I:
14, 18 SL, 20

For mountainbikers that value ease of use and good organisational qualities:
from the trail in the mountains all the way to the ice cream shop.

excellent ventialation and
comfortable, secure fit with
the Airstripes System

adjustable chest
strap

detachable rain cover

side zipped pocket on back for
smartphone, map etc.

two elastic side
pockets

stretch inner compartment

loop to attach sunglasses on
shoulder strap

integrated, stowable
helmet holder

hydration system compatible

Weitere Details Bike I: 14
waist belt

removable foam mat

• ergonomically shaped shoulder
straps with Soft Edge technology
• reflective elements on front pocket
and shoulder straps

18 SL, 20
aluminium frame rods offer
additional stability – bendable
for custom fit

ventilated hip fins
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• wallet, tool, pump etc.
are well arranged in large
zipped front compartment
with organisational elements and key clip
• Material: 210D PA

Details Superbike:
14 EXP SL, 18 EXP

For touring bikers who value versatility, firm fit, comfort and ventilation on day tours.

adaptable stays

stretch inner compartment

stowable helmet holder

easily adjustable
chest strap

internal compartment
for valuables

breathable Windshield

expandable volume (4 L)

hydration system compatibel
2.0 l Superbike 14 EXP SL
3.0 l Superbike 18 EXP

stretch side pockets

reflecting flashing
light holder
detachable rain cover
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removable foam mat
• Soft-Edge comfort straps
• zipped mesh pockets on hip belt
• spacious front pocket with zipped
valuables pocket
• reflective details
• Material: 210D PA

RACE

RACE
N EW C O LO R

Race Air (10 L)
# 3204321
7000 black | 4419 tin-shale | 1324 azure-lapis | 8403 citrus-graphite
800 g | H 44 x W 26 x D 16 cm

Race Lite (8 L)
# 3204021
4701 graphite-black
430 g | H 43 x W 22 x D 14 cm

Race EXP Air (14+3 L)
# 3204421
7000 black | 5907 redwood-paprika | 1335 marine-dusk | 2437 fern-graphite
890 g | H 46 x W 26 x D 18 cm

Bike

Bike

N EW C O LO R

N EW C O LO R

Race (8 L)
# 3204121
7000 black | 4419 tin-shale | 1324 azure-lapis | 8403 citrus-graphite
530 g | H 43 x W 22 x D 14 cm

Details Race:
Race Lite, Race, Race X, Race Air, Race EXP Air
N EW C O LO R

sturdy, stay-in-place fit thanks
to airy, light mesh hip fins
hydration system
compatible
2.0 l Race Lite, Race,
Race X
3.0 l Race Air, EXP Air

Further details:
Race Lite, Race, Race X

Race X (12 L)
# 3204221
7000 black | 5907 redwood-paprika | 1335 marine-dusk | 2437 fern-graphite
550 g | H 44 x W 25 x D 15 cm
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outstanding ventilation and
compact, secure fit due to the
Airstripes system
• internal zipper pocket for tools (Race, Race X)

For enthusiastic bikers who value low weight and a lot of
comfort on day rides.
adjustable
chest strap

loop for
safety light

stretch
inner compartment

• free range of motion
guaranteed by ergonomically S-shaped
shoulder straps

loops for
sunglases

stretch side
pockets

detachable
rain cover
(not Lite)

• reflective elements

Race, Race X, Race Air

Race Air, Race EXP Air

• Material: 100 D PA
Ripstop / 210 D PA

Race EXP Air

loops for helmet holder
(Accessoire)

maximum ventilation
through the Aircomfort
Flexlite back system

expandable
volume

valuables pocket with
zipper on top

large zipped front pocket
keeps valuables wellarranged

stowable
helmet
holder
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Road One (5 L)
# 3205021
7000 black | 8403 citrus-graphite
370 g | H 43 x W 22 x D 11 cm

Details Road One

Bike

Bike

ROAD ONE

For performance-oriented road cyclists looking for a lightweight bike pack
sized to accommodate essentials only on longer rides

Contact Systeme

lightweight

detachable rain
cover

clever attachment for
glasses on shoulder straps

internal valuables
pocket

wet pocket

• main compartment with all-round zip
• zipped front pocket
• mesh pockets inside
• pocket to keep air pump
• reflective prints

easily adjustable
chest strap

• Material: 100D PA Ripstop

hydration system
compatible
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COMPACT JR

COMPACT EXP

KI D S

N EW C O LO R

Compact EXP 12 SL
# 3206021
5575 sienna-redwood | 2444 jade-graphite
950 g | H 44 x W 24 x D 17 cm

Kids

Bike

N EW C O LO R

Compact 8 JR
# 3612021
2336 greencurry-arctic | 4701 graphite-black
630 g | H 74 x W 24 x D 13 cm

Details Compact 8 JR:

adjustable
sternum strap
detachable rain
cover

Compact EXP 14
# 3206121
5332 redwood-marine | 4701 graphite-black | 6209 caramel-khaki
970 g | H 46 x W 26 x D 18 cm

For young mountain bikers looking for a comfortable, compact bike pack with
a secure fit for challenging terrain and good organisation.
two stretch
side pockets

hydration compatible

glasses stow
system

front pocket with pump sleeve,
organiser section for tools and zipped
mesh pocket for spare inner tube
helmet holder clips for open-face
helmet

• reflective detailing
• PFC-free water and dirt
repellent finish
• Material:
210D PA, 130D PA HIGH TENACITY

Details Compact EXP:
12 SL, 14

For ambitious mountain bikers looking for a comfortable, compact bike pack with a secure fit
for challenging terrain and good organisation.

Airstripes
carry system

two stretch
side pockets

hydration system compatibel 3.0 L
(dedicated hydration bladder compartment)

ergonomic, adjustable shoulder
straps with glasses stow system

adjustable
sternum strap

smartphone
side pocket

front pocket with pump sleeve,
organiser section for tools and zipped
mesh pocket for spare inner tube

extendable pack volume (5 L)

SOS-Label

detachable
rain cover

helmet holder clips for open-face
helmet

firm, sturdy fit thanks to mesh hip fins with
Auto-Compress design
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full-face helmet attachment via side
compression straps
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• mesh hip fins with two zipped pockets
• reflective detailing
• protection attachment via compression
straps
• Material: 210D PA, 130D PA high tenacity

FLYT

Flyt 12 SL
# 3211021
3527 dusk-redwood | 4701 graphite-black
1100 g | H 46 x W 26 x D 15 cm

FLYT

Flyt 14
# 3211121
1336 marine-navy | 4701 graphite-black | 8207 turmeric-ivy
1150 g | H 49 x W 26 x D 16 cm

SECURELY STASHED
full-face or open-face

Flyt 18 SL
# 3211221
3527 dusk-redwood | 4701 graphite-black
1130 g | H 48 x W 26 x D 18 cm

helmets. Open-face helmets
can be stashed on the front
of the pack using special

Bike

sion straps are designed
to accommodate full-face
helmets.

Flyt 20
# 3211321
1336 marine-navy | 4701 graphite-black | 8207 turmeric-ivy
1180 g | H 50 x W 26 x D 90 cm

Details Flyt:
12 SL, 14, 18 SL, 20

For ambitious mountain bikers looking for a lightweight, comfortable
bike pack with maximum protection.

stabiliser straps

two stretch
side pockets

hydration compatible 3.0 l

adjustable sternum strap with
safety whistle

smartphone
side pocket

front pocket with pump sleeve,
organiser section for tools and zipped
mesh pocket for spare inner tube

SOS label and
protector safety
label

detachable
rain cover

Pull-Forward system with automatic side
compression

helmet holder clips for open-face
helmet
full-face helmet attachment via side
compression straps
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ergonomic, adjustable shoulder strap with glasses stow
system
• mesh hip fins with two zipped pockets
• reflective detailing
• Free Crash Replacement: free of charge
post-crash back protector replacement
• If you have detailed questions about
crash replacement, please contact your
deuter contact person.

MORE SPACE
Stowable new protector straps
leave more space. Two straps
that stow away in the rain cover
pocket can be used to attach
protection equipment to the
lower pack, leaving more space
inside the pack.

• Material:
210D PA, 100D PA high tenacity
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Bike

clips, and the side compres-

ATTACK

ATTACK JR
KI D S

Attack 14 SL
# 3210021
2273 sage-khaki | 3526 marine-grape
1320 g | H 48 x W 27 x D 15 cm

Attack 16
# 3210121
2804 khaki-turmeric | 4409 graphite-shale | 5332 redwood-marine
1420 g | H 50 x W 28 x D 16 cm

Attack 18 SL
# 3210221
2273 sage-khaki | 3526 marine-grape
1450 g | H 48 x W 27 x D 19 cm

Attack 20
# 3210321
4409 graphite-shale | 2804 khaki-turmeric | 5332 redwood-marine
1550 g | H 50 x W 28 x D 20 cm

Bike

Attack 8 JR
# 3612121
3915 arctic-mandarine | 4409 graphite-shale
990 g | H 42 x W 24 x D 14 cm

Kids

Attack 22 EL
# 3210421
4409 graphite-shale
1620 g | H 54 x W 28 x D 20 cm

•

Details Attack:
14 SL, 16, 18 SL, 20, 22 EL

Details Attack 8 JR:

adjustable sternum strap
with safety whistle

For junior bikers looking for a comfortable, secure fitting bike pack with removable
back protector for the gnarliest downhills.
• TÜV/GS certified protector pack
detachable rain cover

• multi-impact back protector
• protection attachment via
compression straps

full-face helmet strap

hydration compatible

Pull-Forward system with
automatic side compression

front pocket with pump
sleeve, organiser section for
tools and zipped mesh pocket
for spare inner tube

ergonomic, adjustable
shoulder straps with
glasses stow system

• goggles pocket lined in microfleece

SOS label with protector
safety label
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• padded, breathable hip fins
with one zipped pocket
• reflective detailing
• helmet holder clips for openface helmet

• zipped smartphone pocket
on side
• detachable rain cover with
safety light loop
• PFC-free water and dirt
repellent finish
• Material: 600D PES COAT,
225D PES

For ambitious mountain bikers looking for a comfortable, secure fitting bike pack with a
removable back protector for gnarly downhills, and bike carry function for steep ascents.

stabiliser
straps

glasses stow
system

hydration compatible 3.0 L

adjustable
sternum
strap

zipped smartphone pocket
on side

abrasion resistant, anti-slip fabric
on the upper section of the pack and
shoulders straps

detachable
rain cover

front pocket with pump sleeve,
organiser section for tools and zipped
mesh pocket for spare inner tube

full-face
helmet
strap

Pull-Forward system with automatic
side compression

Extra details: 14 SL, 16

SOS label and
protector safety label

• protection attachment
via compression
straps
• goggles pocket lined
in microfleece
• padded, breathable
hip fins with two zipped pockets

• TÜV/GS certified
protector pack
• multi-impact back
protector
• Material: 600D PES
COAT, 225D PES

• reflective detailing

18 SL, 20, 22 EL

one stretch side pocket

two stretch side
pockets
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helmet holder clips

dedicated
hydration system
compartment
2

stowable helmet
holder

• side compression straps

BIKE ACCESSORIES
N EW

BIKE ACCESSORIES
N EW

R ECYC LED FA B R I C

Mountain biking / bike touring
• zippered tool pouch
• two zippered mesh pockets
• four stash pockets
• designed to fit in front pocket
of Trans Alpine pack

• reflective print

• Materials:
100D REC PA HT BRIGHT

• Materials:
600D PES SOLUTION DYE

• body fabric: 100% recycled
• bluesign® certified body
fabric

Tool Pocket
# 3291122
7000 black
90 g | H 23 x W 19 x D 2 cm

N EW

Bike touring / bikepacking/ bike commuting

Pants Protector
# 3291322
7000 black
20 g | H 8 x W 31
N EW

R ECYC LED FA B R I C

R ECYC LED FA B R I C

E-biking
• charger cable stows at the side

• max. battery size: H 420 x
W 85 x D 65 mm (sized to fit
largest Bosch frame battery)

• compression straps

• attaches to H2o loop of most
bike packs e.g., Trans Alpine

• zippered handlebar bag
to keep ride essentials like
money, cell phone or keys
within reach

• materials: 210D PA RECYCLED
• body fabric: 100% recycled

• zippered front pocket

• bluesign® certified body fabric

• attaches to the handlebar
with adjustable Velcro straps

• Material: 210D PA

N EW

Materials: 70D PA

lightweight

• gear loops to reposition
the underside Velcro straps
depending on frame style

• zippered frame bag to keep ride
• reflective print
essentials like energy bars, money,
cell phone or keys within reach
• Materials: 100D REC PA HT BRIGHT
• attaches with 3 short Velcro straps
to the top tube and head tube

Helmet Cover
# 3291522
7000 black
25 g | H 16 x W 20 x D 28 cm

• zippered side pocket

Energy Bag 0.5
# 3290522
7000 black
70 g | H 9 x W 4 x D 19 cm

N EW

N EW

• body fabric: 100% recycled
• bluesign® certified body fabric

R ECYC LED FA B R I C

Bike touring / bikepacking / bike commuting

Mountain biking, road cycling, bike touring

Materials: 70D PA

• suitable for all standard
sizes of saddles

• frame bag to keep ride essentials like energy bars, money,
cell phone or keys within reach

• gear loops can be used to
mount the bag on other parts
(head set / handlebar)

• clear touchscreen-compatible
window for phone display

• built-in rain cover

• zip-around main compartment
• attaches with 3 short Velcro
straps to the top tube and head
tube

Phone Bag 0.7
# 3290622
7000 black
100 g | H 9 x W 10 x D 20 cm
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• bluesign® certified body fabric

Mountain biking, road cycling, bike touring

• suitable for all standard
sizes of half-shell helmets

Saddle Cover
# 3291422
7000 black
15 g | W 18 x D 29 cm

• body fabric: 100% recycled

R ECYC LED FA B R I C

Bike touring / bikepacking / bike commuting

• reflective print

• Materials: 100D REC PA HT
BRIGHT

Front Bag 1.2
# 3291022
7000 black
50 g | H 5 x W 18 x D 16 cm

N EW

• reflective print

• reflective print

Bike

Bike

• designed to accommodate
wide range of battery brands
e.g., Bosch, Shimano etc.

E-Pocket
# 3291222
7000 black
270 g | H 38 x W 21 x D 11 cm

Bike touring, bike commuting

• padded bag for e-bike batteries
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• reflective print
• Materials: 100D REC PA HT BRIGHT
• body fabric: 100% recycled
• bluesign® certified body fabric

BIKE ACCESSORIES

BIKE ACCESSORIES
N EW

R ECYC LED FA B R I C

Road cycling
lightweight
• zippered seat bag to keep a
spare inner tube, tools and
keys securely stashed

Bike Bag 0.3
# 3290022
7000 black
45 g | H 7 x W 8 x D 14 cm

N EW

N EW

R ECYC LED FA B R I C

• gear loops to reposition
the underside Velcro straps
depending on frame type

• zippered seat bag to keep a
spare inner tube, tools and
energy bars securely stashed

• attaches to the front triangle
of the bike frame using 3 adjustable Velcro straps

• Materials:
100D REC PA HT BRIGHT

• additional Velcro strap to
attach to seat post

• body fabric: 100% recycled

• reflective print

• Materials:
100D REC PA HT BRIGHT
• body fabric: 100% recycled
• bluesign® certified body
fabric

• bluesign® certified body fabric
Bike Bag 0.8
# 3290222
7000 black
65 g | H 10 x W 10 x D 18 cm
N EW

R ECYC LED FA B R I C

Bike

Bike

• bluesign® certified body fabric
Bike
Bag 0.8

Mountain biking

R ECYC LED FA B R I C

Mountain biking, road cycling, bike touring

Mountain biking

• slim-format, zippered frame
bag to keep tools and first aid
kit within reach

• gear loops to reposition
the underside Velcro straps
depending on frame type

• zippered seat bag to keep a
spare inner tube, tools and
energy bars securely stashed

• attaches to the back triangle
of the bike frame using 3 adjustable Velcro straps

• Materials:
100D REC PA HT BRIGHT

• additional Velcro strap to
attach to seat post

• body fabric: 100% recycled

• capacity extendable by 0.3 L

• reflective print

• reflective print
• Materials:
100D REC PA HT BRIGHT
• body fabric: 100% recycled
• bluesign® certified body fabric

• bluesign® certified body fabric

Triangle Bag 1.7
# 3290822
7000 black
75 g | H 20 x W 5 x D 22 cm
N EW

• body fabric: 100% recycled

R ECYC LED FA B R I C

• slim-format, zippered frame
bag to keep tools and first aid
kit within reach

Triangle Front Bag 1.5
# 3290722
7000 black
80 g | H 13 x W 5 x D 32 cm

N EW

• Materials:
100D REC PA HT BRIGHT

Bike Bag 0.5
# 3290122
7000 black
50 g | H 8 x W 9 x D 15 cm

Mountain biking, road cycling, bike touring

• reflective print

• reflective print

Bike Bag 1.1 + 0.3
# 3290322
7000 black
80 g | H 10 x W 10 x D 19 cm

R ECYC LED FA B R I C

N EW

R ECYC LED FA B R I C

Mountain biking, road cycling, bike touring
• slim-format, zippered frame
bag to keep tools and first aid
kit within reach

• gear loops to reposition
the underside Velcro straps
depending on frame type

• attaches to the back triangle
of the bike frame using 3 adjustable Velcro straps

• Materials:
100D REC PA HT BRIGHT

• reflective print
Triangle Bag 2.2
# 3290922
7000 black
90 g | H 20 x W 6 x D 28 cm

Bike touring, bikepacking, E-biking
• seat bag with bungee closure
mesh bottle holster
• mesh pocket inside for
multi-tools etc.
• attaches securely to the seat
post and seat frame with
Velcro straps

• body fabric: 100% recycled
• bluesign® certified body fabric
Bike Bag 1.2 Bottle
# 3290422
7000 black
125 g | H 22 x W 11 x D 18 cm
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• reflective print
• Materials:
100D REC PA HT BRIGHT
• body fabric: 100% recycled
• bluesign® certified body fabric

Kid Carrier

114
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Kid Carrier

KID
CARRIER

KID COMFORT | KID COMFORT PRO

KID COMFORT ACTIVE
N EW C O LO R

N EW C O LO R

Kid Comfort
# 3620221
3003 midnight | 5026 maron | 2000 forest
3230 g + 160 g KC Sun Roof | H 72 x W 43 x D 34 cm

Kid Comfort Active SL
# 3620021
5042 currant
2650 g | H 70 x W 43 x D 34 cm

Kid Comfort Pro
# 3620321
3003 midnight
3550 g | H 80 x B 43 x T 34 cm
+ 230 g Daypack (10 l) | H 42 x W 22 x D 14 cm

Kid Comfort Active
# 3620121
3069 teal
2680 g | H 70 x W 43 x D 34 cm

Details Kid Comfort Active:

light weight

fast VariQuick back-length
adjustment with large scope
so both parents can comfortably carry the child

ergonomically designed
hipbelt
hip belt is easy to adjust even
with heavy loads via the PullForward system construction

Details Kid Comfort:
Kid Comfort, Kid Komfort Pro

Kid Comfort Active: For parents looking for a safe and light child carrier.
Kid Comfort Active SL: For mothers that hold their own and want a child carrier that
fits them extremely well. Slimmer SL-shoulder straps and conically shaped SL-hip
fins are especially adapted to fit the female anatomy.

• height-adjustable child seat with
varying cushion width according
to age for a healthy sitting position

load adjustment
straps
continuously adjustable chest strap
large, elastic and
ventilated mesh
pocket under child's
seat with fast drawcord closure and
hook; large, elastic
front pocket

• height-adjustable foot rests with
adjustment to fit the child's feet
• detachable, washable chin pad
• children sweat less thanks to
side mesh inserts to ventilate
inside of seating area
• setting the child carrier down
is easy with its base that has
a noticeable lock function
• zipped pocket on one hip fin

• pleasant ventilation through
perforated shoulder straps

• different cover materials in
child's seating area: airy and
soft in the comfort zone and
robust and washable in the
foot areas
• the sturdy aluminium frame
with broad platform is tip-over
resistant – very helpful when
getting into the seat

energy efficient carrying allow
the flexibly moveable VariFlex
ECL hip fins
exact and stepless VariSlide
back-length with wide-ranging
adjustment so both parents can
comfortably carry the child

hip belt is easy to adjust even
with heavy loads via the PullForward system construction
load adjustment straps

For parents looking for a safe child carrier with top comfort for their kids and
themselves to explore nature together.

continuously adjustable
chest strap
two elastic side pockets;
elastic front slot pocket
with adjustable hook;
large bottom compartment with zipper (Kid
Comfort)
long zipped compartment on back for sun
roof or 3 litre hydration
system

• frame is covered with fabric
in seating area

• two zipped pockets on hip fins

• the sturdy aluminium frame
with broad platform is tipover resistant – very helpful
when getting into the seat

• height-adjustable child's seat
with varying cushion width
according to age for a healthy
seating position
• height-adjustable foot rests with
adjustment to fit the child's feet
• different cover material in child's
seating area: airy and soft in the
comfort zone and robust and
washable in the foot areas
• 3M reflector

• unisex fit
• two grab handles

• setting the child carrier down
is easy with its base that has
a noticeable lock function
• key holder
• easily attached sun roof
included
• folds for transport
• Material: 210D PA

• two grab handles
• larger pillow and sun roof
available as accessories

Further Details: Kid Comfort Pro

• folds for transport

• permanently integrated, fast to assemble
sun roof

• key holder

• mirror for view of the child on the back in
hip pocket

• Material: 210D PA
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• pleasant ventilation through
perforated shoulder straps
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• integrated, separately useable daypack
in bottom compartment with inside pocket
and the possibility to attach daypack on
sternum strap

Kid Carrier

Kid Carrier

N EW C O LO R

KID COMFORT ACCESSORIES
Kid Comfort Accessory
The flexible and durable sun roof is securely attached to the deuter child
carrier with buckles. The sun roof protects the child from UV-rays and
provides pleasant shade. Easy to stow thanks to its flexible construction.
Fits the Kid Comfort Active, Kid Comfort Active SL, Kid Comfort.

KC Sun Roof
# 3690021 | 4014 graphite
160 g

Kid Comfort Accessory
The complete rain and wind protection for the child carriers.
Fits all child carriers with a sun roof.

Kid Comfort Accessory
Our child carriers can be upgraded with the large, ergonomic pillow.
It protects the tired child's head and gives support even in the corners of the
cockpit, enabling a relaxing nap. The soft pillow and the removable cover are
washable and easy to remove. The press-stud attachment fits all current
Kid Comfort models.

KC Chin Pad
# 3690221 | 4003 grey
150 g

Kid Comfort Accessory
The height-adjustable foot loops for our child carriers are also available
separately. They are now adjustable to accommodate different foot and
shoe sizes.

KC Foot Loops
# 3690321 | 4014 graphite
118
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Kid Carrier

Kid Carrier

KC Raincover Deluxe
# 3690121 | 2004 kiwi
165 g

Kids

Kids

KIDS
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PICO

SCHMUSEBÄR
N EW C O LO R

N EW C O LO R

N EW C O LO R

Schmusebär (8 L)
# 3610121
2311 kiwi-arctic | 1324 azure-lapis | 5581 ruby-hotpink | 3239 dustblue-alpinegreen
290 g | H 33 x W 21 x D 15 cm

Details Schmusebär:

For little adventurers aged 3+, this versatile nursery backpack is easy for children to use and
comes with an added element of safety.
zipped lid
compartment

height-adjustable
chest strap

reflective print for added safety
and 3M reflectors on shoulder
straps

• S-shaped shoulder straps
with Soft-Edge finish for
comfort

• child-friendly buckle and draw cord
• name tag inside
• Material: 600D PES

Kids

two side pockets

Kids

comfortable,
padded back panel

Pico (5 L)
# 3610021
1324 azure-lapis | 3239 dustblue-alpinegreen | 5565 hotpink-ruby
200 g | H 28 x W 19 x D 12 cm

Details Pico:

For children from age two who would like a small and light backpack which is extremely easy to use.

comfortable soft padded back

no slipping thanks to a chest strap

two side pockets
• comfort through S-shaped Soft-Edge shoulder
straps
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• ontent easily accessible via the curved zip
• name label on the inside
• child-friendly buckles
• Material: 600D PES
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WALDFUCHS
N EW

WALDFUCHS

R ECYC LED FA B R I C

Waldfuchs (10 L)
# 3610222
3386 arctic-slateblue | 5909 lava-paprika | 8802 turmeric-corn
370 g | H 35 x W 25 x D 15 cm

R ECYC LED FA B R I C
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Waldfuchs 14
# 3610322
3386 arctic-slateblue | 5909 lava-paprika
460 g | H 40 x W 24 x D 16 cm

Details Waldfuchs:

For clever little foxes aged 3+, who want a sustainable companion with plenty of functional
details to take to forest school or nursery.

precisionadjustable
sternum
strap

stretch inner
compartment

removable
sit mat

valuables
pocket inside

Further Details Waldfuchs:
two stretch side pockets
(for 0.5-liter bottles)

soft, padded back panel and
shoulder straps with Soft-Edge
finish
extra hardwearing backpack, designed in
collaboration with and recommended by
the Bavarian Association of Forest Schools

• velcro front pocket
with key clip
• velcro compartment
inside for a saw or
other woodland tools
• reflective safety light
loop

• gear loops
• name tag inside
• bluesign® certified
body fabric
• Materials:
600D REC PES

Further Details Waldfuchs 14:
one zippered side
pocket and one
stretch side pocket
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rain cover inside
lid compartment

• water repellent with
a reinforced base
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JUNIOR

Kids

Kids

KIKKI

Kikki (8 L)
# 3610421
2248 avocado-alpinegreen | 3333 coolblue-midnight | 5566 hotpink-maron
340 g | H 36 x W 20 x D 16 cm

Junior (18 L)
# 3610521
1324 azure-lapis | 1325 violet-navy | 2249 moss-teal | 5549 chili-lava
420 g | H 43 x W 24 x D 19 cm

Details Kikki:

Details Junior:

A good friend adventures for children starting at three years.

comfortable soft
padded back
steplessly adjustable
chest strap

two side pockets
stretch inner
compartment

• as a “bluesign® product” it meets
the world’s strictest standard for
consumer protection, occupational safety and environmental
protection
• name label on the inside
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• comfort through S-shaped
Soft-Edge shoulder straps
• reflective details at the front
(eyes) and back
• Material: 600D PES

For children from age five who want a reliable companion in the mountains with pleasantly
comfortable ventilation.

pleasantly ventilated carrying

mesh side pockets

• comfort through S-shaped Soft-Edge
shoulder straps
• child-friendly buckles
• zipped front pocket

steplessly adjustable
chest strap

• name label on the inside
• Material: 210D PA / 600D PES
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CLIMBER

FOX

N EW C O LO R S

N EW

R ECYC LED FA B R I C

N EW

R ECYC LED FA B R I C

Climber (22 L)
# 3611021
2345 fern-ink | 8308 corn-ink
680 g | H 58 x W 24 x D 18 cm

Details Climber:

The Climber backpack offers children aged 6+ a secure fit with maximum mobility for
tackling alpine terrain.
loops for
helmet holder
(accessory)

stretch
inner compartment

compact hip fins for
a secure fit and effective load transfer

ice axe and
trekking pole
attachments

hydration
compatible

two side
pockets

adjustable sternum
strap with safety
whistle

lid pocket

internal
valuables
pocket

SOS-Label

• two gear loops on hip fins
• compression straps

Fox 40 (+4 L)
# 3611222
9905 paprika-mandarine | 2231 alpinegreen-forest
1330 g | H 66 x W 28 x D 24 cm

• Material: 2210D PA RIPSTOP

Kids

stabiliser straps

Kids

Alpine back system

Fox 30 (+4 L)
# 3611122
1356 indigo-pacific | 8601 turmeric-clay
1220 g | H 60 x W 24 x D 22 cm
-
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Details Fox:

For children aged 8+, with an adjustable back system, so they can carry everything they need
for camping or hut-to-hut hiking trips.

deuter Contact back
system

precision-adjustable
sternum strap

hydration compatible

backpack grows with
the child thanks to
VariQuick back length
adjustment

SOS label

valuables pocket inside

Pull-Forward system
for easy waist belt
adjustment

trekking pole attachment loop with slits

compact hip fins for
effective load transfer

lid pocket

stabilizer straps

separate bottom
compartment

• compression straps to regulate load
volume
• hips fins (with gear loops on the left
and a zippered pocket on the right)
• various attachment options with gear
loops throughout
• zippered bellows pocket on one side

stretch compartment
inside
• ergonomic, S-shaped shoulder
straps wrap around children’s
shoulders with Soft-Edge finish
on the inner edges for comfort
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• robust stretch side pockets for tent
poles, water bottles etc.
• Materials: 210D PA RECYCLED,
600D REC PES

WASH BAG KIDS

JUNIOR BELT
N EW C O LO R

Wash Bag Kids
# 3930421
2004 kiwi | 5038 ruby
120 g | H 15 x W 20 x D 3 cm

• handy wash bag for your child’s
toiletry essentials

• one large zipped pocket

• buckle closure

• two flat-format zipped mesh
pockets

• elasticated loops for
toothbrush etc.

• material: 600D PES

Kids

• stow-away plastic hanger hook

Kids | Travel | Outdoor

Kids

Details Wash Bag Kids

Junior Belt (0,7 L)
# 3910021
2060 moss | 3065 azure | 3071 violet | 5329 chili
75 g | H 13 x W 23 x D 6 cm

Details Junior Belt
zipped front pocket with
key clip
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Travel | City
• zipped main compartment
with mesh inner compartment

• adjustable waist strap
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• materials: 210D PA

AViANT Series comes
with Near Field Communication
Simply tap the seal with your NFC-enabled smartphone
for the following benefits:

SAFET Y
Registering this product will also help
you locate it if you lose it at an airport
or during travel.

TRAVEL

PRODUCT INFORMATION
Find out everything about this product
and the entire AViANT series. Read product
reviews from fellow travellers and put any
questions you have directly to deuter.

SUSTAINABILIT Y
Read about how deuter achieves its
sustainability practices. We’re committed
to transparent and verifiable practices.

TAP THE PRODUCT FOR INFO
Travel
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Travel

AUTHENTICATE
Verify if this is a genuine deuter product.

AViANT CARRY ON
R ECYC LED FA B R I C

N FC

R ECYC LED FA B R I C

N FC

AViANT Carry On 28 SL
# 3510022
7000 black | 2275 jade-ivy | 1347 pacific-ink
1020 g | H 50 x W 33 x D 20 cm

Travel

N FC

R ECYC LED FA B R I C

AViANT Carry On Pro 36
# 3510322
7000 black | 2339 teal-ink | 5335 redwood-ink
1360 g | H 55 x W 34 x D 23 cm

R ECYC LED FA B R I C

AViANT Carry On 28
# 3510122
7000 black | 2339 teal-ink | 5335 redwood-ink
1030 g | H 50 x WB 33 x D 20 cm

AViANT Carry On Pro 36 SL
# 3510222
7000 black | 2275 jade-ivy | 1347 pacific-ink
1340 g | H 55 x W 34 x D 23 cm

Details AViANT Carry On:
28 SL, 28

Details AViANT Carry On Pro:
36 SL, 36

Contact back system

A functional packing system that meets carry-on luggage size criteria for city and
business travellers always on the move.

Organizer compartment

two padded grab handles

• clothes compartment
with mesh protection
• key clip

stowable shoulder straps

padded laptop
compartment

zipped front pocket

carry-on luggage
dimensions

tablet PC compartment

suitcase-style fully
opening main compartment
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• Material: 420D REC PA
100% recycled bluesign®-certified,
600D PES bluesign®-certified

Travel

N FC

AViANT CARRY ON PRO

A functional packing system that meets carry-on luggage size criteria for city
and business travellers always on the move.

Contact back
system

Organizer
compartment

zipped front pocket

stowable shoulder
straps

padded laptop
compartment

removable bag for
better organisation

carry-on luggage
dimensions

tablet PC
compartment

pass-through sleeve
at back

lockable sliders on
main compartment

two padded grab
handles

adjustable / detachable
chest strap
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compartment for documents
• internal compression straps for clothing
• a suitcase-style, fully opening main compartments
• clothes compartment with mesh protection
• key clip
• Material: 420D REC PA
100% recycled bluesign®-certified, 600D
PES bluesign®-certified

AViANT ACCESS
R ECYC LED FA B R I C

N FC

AViANT Access 38 SL
# 3511022
7000 black | 2275 jade-ivy | 1347 pacific-ink
1540 g | H 55 x W 35 x D 23 cm
N FC

R ECYC LED FA B R I C

N FC

N FC

N FC

AViANT Access Pro 55 SL
# 3512022
7000 black | 2275 jade-ivy
2460 g | H 64 x W 34 x D 26 + 15 cm

AViANT Access 38
# 3511122
7000 black | 2339 teal-ink | 5335 redwood-ink
1580 g | H 55 x W 35 x D 23 cm

R ECYC LED FA B R I C

R ECYC LED FA B R I C

N FC

R ECYC LED FA B R I C

AViANT Access Pro 60
# 3512122
7000 black | 2339 teal-ink
2540 g | H 66 x W 36 x D 26 + 15 cm
N FC

R ECYC LED FA B R I C

AViANT Access 50 SL
# 3511222
7000 black | 2275 jade-ivy
1580 g | H 62 x W 34 x D 25 cm

Travel

AViANT Access Pro 65 SL
# 3512222
7000 black | 2275 jade-ivy
2520 g | H 68 x W 35 x D 26 + 15 cm

AViANT Access 38 SL, 38: For frequent travellers, whether it’s for business or pleasure, who want a sophisticated,
easy to pack travel backpack – in carry-on luggage dimensions.
AViANT Access 50 SL, 55: For frequent travellers, whether it’s for business or pleasure, who want an easy to pack,
well organised travel backpack.
Details AViANT Access: 38 SL, 38, 50 SL, 55

effective load transfer
with permanently elastic
spring-steel frame
padded hip fins with
Pull-Forward system

R ECYC LED FA B R I C

AViANT Access Pro 70
# 3512322
7000 black | 2339 teal-ink
2630 g | H 74 x W 35 x D 30 + 15 cm

AViANT Access 55
# 3511322
7000 black | 2339 teal-ink
1640 g | H 64 x W 36 x D 22 cm

Contact back system

R ECYC LED FA B R I C

suitcase-style fully
opening main compartment

stabiliser straps

height-adjustable
chest strap

external compression
straps

lockable sliders on main
compartment

padded grab handles

Further Details AViANT Access: 38 SL, 38

• internal compression straps
for clothing
• reinforced side walls for easy
packing
• three zipped pockets inside
main compartment
• Material:
420D REC PA bluesign®-certified,
600D PES bluesign®-certified

50 SL, 55

carry-on luggage
dimensions

hips fins stow away in
the sides

height-adjustable chest
strap is detachable

hip fins can be stowed

padded laptop compartment (13“ Laptop)

stowable shoulder straps

external zipped valuables pocket

separate, removable bag
for better organisation
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Details AViANT Access Pro:
55 SL, 60, 65 SL, 70

A hybrid solution for international travellers that combines the versatility
of a backpack with the practical functionality of a travel suitcase.

stowable Contact
back system

stabiliser straps

stow away
front compartment

VariQuick back length
adjustment system

height-adjustable
chest strap

padded grab handles

contact back system
with spring steel frame

lockable sliders on
main compartment

separate bag for dirty
laundry or footwear

padded hip fins with
Pull-Forward system

suitcase-style fully
opening main compartment

external compression
straps

• internal compression straps
for clothing
• reinforced side walls for easy
packing
• three zipped pockets inside
• Material:
420D REC PA bluesign®-certified,
600D PES bluesign®-certified

Details integrated Daypack:
padded laptop
compartment (13”)

• padded back
panel

• key clip

• attachment option onto main pack
shoulder straps
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• external zipped valuables pocket

Travel

N FC

AViANT ACCESS PRO

AViANT ACCESS MOVO

AViANT ACCESS MOVO

N FC

AViANT Access Movo 36
# 3500021
7000 black | 3445 arctic-graphite
2710 g | H 55 x W 36 x D 23 cm

AViANT Access Movo 60
# 3500421
7000 black | 3445 arctic-graphite
3500 g | H 75 x W 36 x D 31 cm

Access Movo 36: For frequent travellers, whether it’s for business or pleasure, who want a sophisticated, easy-to-pack
roller bag, in carry-on luggage dimensions.
Access Movo 60, 80: For frequent travellers, whether it’s for business or pleasure, who want a roller bag with lots of
space, smooth gliding manoeuvrability and backpack-style carry option.

N FC

Details AViANT Access Movo: 36, 60, 80
roller system with four
silent-glide replaceable
wheels

anchor point on main
compartment for
lockable zip sliders

• extendable luggage handle
stows in zipped compartment

• internal compression straps
for clothing

• luggage tag

• Material: 600D PES COAT, 420 PA

padded grab handles on
top and sides

anchor point on main
compartment for
lockable zip sliders

• 3 zipped mesh pockets inside
main compartment

Further Details AViANT Access Movo: 36
carry-on hand luggage
dimensions *

Further Details AViANT Access Movo: 60, 80
stowable deuter Contact
carry system

• zipped side pocket
for travel documents

• padded front

suitcase-style fully opening
main compartment with padded 15.6” laptop compartment
at the front

AViANT Access Movo 80
# 3500521
7000 black | 3445 arctic-graphite
4120 g | H 83 x W 45 x D 34 cm

external compression
straps

stabiliser straps

(* Baggage policies vary, so always check before traveling that the dimensions of your deuter AViANT luggage comply with your airline’s policy.)
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Travel
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AViANT DUFFEL
N FC

AViANT DUFFEL PRO

R ECYC LED FA B R I C

R ECYC LED FA B R I C

N FC

17
x
0,5L
PET

AViANT Duffel 35
# 3520022
7000 black | 1347 pacific-ink | 5335 redwood-ink
520 g | H 23 x W 50 x D 30 cm
N FC

AViANT Duffel Pro 40
# 3521022
1348 marine-ink | 8801 corn-turmeric | 2276 jade-seagreen
1200 g | H 22 x W 52 x T 35 cm

R ECYC LED FA B R I C

R ECYC LED FA B R I C

N FC

20
x
0,5L
PET

AViANT Duffel 50
# 3520122
7000 black | 1347 pacific-ink | 5335 redwood-ink
650 g | H 28 x W 60 x D 32 cm
N FC

AViANT Duffel Pro 60
# 3521122
1348 marine-ink | 8801 corn-turmeric | 2276 jade-seagreen
1300 g | H 30 x W 66 x D 32 cm

R ECYC LED FA B R I C

R ECYC LED FA B R I C

N FC

24
x

AViANT Duffel 70
# 3520222
7000 black | 1347 pacific-ink | 5335 redwood-ink
730 g | H 28 x W 68 x D 36 cm

AViANT Duffel Pro 90
# 3521222
1348 marine-ink | 8801 corn-turmeric | 2276 jade-seagreen
1500 g | H 34 x W 80 x D 40 cm

Details AViANT Duffel:
35, 50, 70

Details AViANT Duffel Pro:
40, 60, 90

For spur-of-the-moment trips and a practical means of carrying your sports kit –
made in a sustainable way.

lightweight
anchor point on main
compartment for
lockable zipper sliders

external zipped
valuables pocket
one zipper valuables
pocket outside

two padded grab
handles
• adjustable straps to shoulder
the bag

• mesh inner pocket and key clip
• wide-aperture opening to main
compartment
• packaging can also be used as
extra organization
• bluesign® Product

Travel

Travel

0,5L
PET

For active adventure-lovers who need plenty of space for their gear and a robust,
water-resistant means of transporting it – made in a sustainable way.

stowable shoulder straps
shoulder straps combine
to create a carry handle;
two grab handles

anchor point on main
compartment for lockable zipper sliders

two large side pockets

• hard-wearing, water-resistant
canvas material

one zipper valuables
pocket outside

• internal compression straps for
clothing

• Material: 420D REC PA , 600D PES

Further details AViANT Duffel: 35

Further details AViANT Duffel Pro: 40
carry-on luggage
dimensions *

carry-on luggage
dimensions *
(* Baggage policies vary, so always check before traveling that the dimensions of your deuter AViANT luggage comply with your airline’s policy.)
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(* Baggage policies vary, so always check before traveling that the dimensions of
your deuter AViANT luggage comply with your airline’s policy.)
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• two zipper mesh pockets inside
• bluesign® product
• Material:
600D PES TPU 50% RECYCLED

AViANT DUFFEL PRO MOVO
N FC

AViANT Duffel Pro Movo 36
# 3501321
7000 black | 3445 arctic-graphite | 6605 clay-coffee
2520 g | H 52 x W 36 x D 27 cm

AViANT Duffel Pro Movo 60
# 3501421
7000 black | 3445 arctic-graphite | 6605 clay-coffee
3320 g | H 74 x W 35 x D 33 cm

Duffel Pro Movo 36: For active, adventurous travellers looking for a tough, water-resistant roller bag in carry-on
luggage dimensions.
Duffel Pro Movo 60, 90: For active, adventurous travellers looking for a tough, water-resistant roller bag with
plenty of space for their gear.

N FC

Further Details Duffel Pro Movo: 36, 60, 90
roller system with two
tough, silent-glide,
replaceable wheels

external zipped
valuables pocket

shoulder straps combine
to a carry handle

padded grab handles on
top and sides

anchor point on main
compartment for
lockable zip sliders

hard-wearing, waterresistant, PU-coated canvas

stowable shoulder straps

fully opening main
compartment

stable stance

• internal compression straps
for clothing
• two zipped mesh pockets in
main compartment

Further details AViANT Duffel Pro Movo: 60, 90

carry-on hand luggage
dimensions
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• extendable luggage handle,
stows in zipped pocket

• Material: 600D PES COAT

Further details AViANT Duffel Pro Movo: 36
AViANT Duffel Pro Movo 90
# 3501521
7000 black | 3445 arctic-graphite | 6605 clay-coffee
3800 g | H 86 x W 43 x D 35 cm

• external zipped pocket for
travel documents with zipped
mesh inner pocket

side compression straps
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R ECYC LED FA B R I C

N FC

R ECYC LED FA B R I C

AViANT Voyager 65+10
# 3513122
7000 black | 2339 teal-ink
2830 g | H 82 x W 32 x D 28 + 15 cm

Details AViANT Voyager:
60+10 SL, 65+10

For international travellers looking for an intelligent packing solution and the
comfort of an ergonomic back system.

Contact back system
with spring steel
frame

stabiliser
straps

transport
cover

two external
pockets

stow away
front compartment

Vari-Quick
adjustable back

heightadjustable
chest strap

front access

padded grab
handles

lid pocket with key clip
and zipped compartment on underside

ECL hip fins with
zipped hip fin pocket

separate
bottom
compartment

heightadjustable lid

Details integrated Daypack:
external zipped
valuables pocket
• padded back panel
• key clip

Travel

Travel

AViANT Voyager 60+10 SL
# 3513022
7000 black | 2275 jade-ivy
2730 g | H 80 x W 32 x D 26 + 15 cm

external
compression
straps

• Material:
420D REC PA bluesign®-certified,
600D PES bluesign®-certified

Details Transport Cover:
padded laptop
compartment (13”)
• shoulder strap attachment
option

transport cover doubles
as rain cover

two reinforced grab
handles

• address label sleeve
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Urban Packs
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Urban Packs

URBAN
PACKS

VISTA

VISTA

R ECYC LED FA B R I C

R ECYC LED FA B R I C

16
x

14
x

0,5L
PET

0,5L
PET

Details Vista Skip:

Details Vista Spot:

Urban Packs

Vista Spot (18 L)
# 3812121
5336 sienna-marine | 2277 seagreen-ivy
7000 black | 8205 turmeric-teal | 3365 midnight-navy
450 g | H 40 x W 29 x D 18 cm

Urban Packs

Vista Skip (14 L)
# 3812021
5336 sienna-marine | 2277 seagreen-ivy
7000 black | 8205 turmeric-teal | 3365 midnight-navy
400 g | H 42 x W 24 x D 17 cm

Contact System with
breathable foam back

For young, trend conscious adults in an urban environment that want
to travel stylishly with minimum weight.
compartment for
documents

• high-performance materials with PFC-free
dirt and water repellant impregnation finish

Contact System with
breathable foam back

For young, trend conscious adults in an urban environment that want to travel
stylishly with minimum weight.
• high-performance materials with PFC-free
dirt and water repellant impregnation finish

Organizer

• Material:
300D PES RECYCLED, 600D PES

• 300D PES RECYCLED, 600D PES
stretch side pockets

internal valuable pocket
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stretch side pockets

Smartphone Pocket

compartment for documents

stable base
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GIGA

GIGANT

R ECYC LED FA B R I C

R ECYC LED FA B R I C

Giga SL (28 L)
# 3812221
4419 tin-shale | 3455 pacific-graphite | 7000 black
960 g | H 48 x W 32 x D 18 cm
R ECYC LED FA B R I C

Giga (28 L)
# 3812321
2278 teal-ivy | 1348 marine-ink | 6605 clay-coffee | 7000 black
980 g | H 48 x W 32 x D 18 cm

Gigant SL (32 L)
# 3812621
4419 tin-shale | 7000 black
1080 g | H 50 x W 33 x D 22 cm

R ECYC LED FA B R I C

Details Giga
SL, REG, EL
Airstripes back system for
outstanding ventilation

detachable hip belt

continuously
adjustable chest strap
front pocket with organiser
and large opening thanks
to an asymmetrical zipper

Gigant (32 L)
# 3812721
4701 graphite-black | 2278 teal-ivy | 7000 black
1100 g | H 50 x W 33 x D 22 cm

For urban commuters who value functionality and carrying comfort – the SL models
are ergonomically optimised for the female anatomy.

second large and padded
main compartment for
15,6” (Giga, Giga SL) or
17” (Giga EL) Laptop and
tablet PC
large main compartment
suitable for folders with
an integrated document
pocket
stretch side pockets
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internal valuable
pocket
• the SL-versions designed specifically for the female anatomy
• long EL-fit for people with a height
between 170 cm and 195 cm
• the “mobile office” is easy to
carry since the slim, high design
of the Giga keeps the weight of
the load close to the body

• padded handhold
• detachable key holder
• padded base
• Material:
300D PES RIPSTOP RECYCLED,
600D PES

Details Gigant
SL, REG

Airstripes back system for
outstanding ventilation
detachable hip belt

For urban commuters who value functionality and carrying comfort – the SL models
are ergonomically optimised for the female anatomy.

second large and padded
main compartment for 17”
Laptop and tablet PC

load-adjuster straps
provide stability

large main compartment
suitable for folders with
an integrated document
pocket

continuously adjustable
chest strap

front pocket with organiser
and large opening thanks
to an asymmetrical zipper
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internal valuable pocket

stretch side pockets
• the SL-versions designed specifically for the female anatomy
• compression straps
• padded handhold

• detachable key holder
• padded base
• Material:
300D PES RIPSTOP
RECYCLED, 600D PES

Urban Packs

Urban Packs

Giga EL (32 L)
# 3812421
2278 teal-ivy | 7000 black
1050 g | H 51 x W 33 x D 20 cm

DEUTER WALKER

STEPOUT

R ECYC LED FA B R I C

R ECYC LED FA B R I C

21
x

12
x

0,5L
PET

0,5L
PET

Walker 20
# 3812821
6607 caramel-clay | 2275 jade-ivy | 4701 graphite-black | 9312 paprika-arctic | 3130 steel-navy
700 g | H 48 x W 28 x D 21 cm

Step Out 16
# 3813021
2267 ivy-teal | 5575 sienna-redwood |3320 navy-steel | 7000 black
590 g | H 45 x W 26 x D 16 cm
R ECYC LED FA B R I C

R ECYC LED FA B R I C

14
x

21
x

0,5L
PET

0,5L
PET

Step Out 22
# 3813121
2267 ivy-teal | 5575 sienna-redwood |3320 navy-steel | 7000 black
850 g | H 46 x W 30 x D 19 cm
Walker 24
# 3812921
6607 caramel-clay | 2275 jade-ivy | 4701 graphite-black
9312 paprika-arctic | 3130 steel-navy
850 g | H 52 x W 30 x D 23 cm

Details Walker: 20 + 24

Airstripes back system for
outstanding ventilation

continuously adjustable
chest strap

Further details Walker: 20
internal valuable
pocket

For urban hikers who would like to include mountaineering nostalgia in their
every day lives and while travelling.
flexible storage option
with an elastic side pocket

large zipped patch pocket
with organiser

• key clip
document compartment

• comfortable to wear thanks to
ergonomically shaped, Soft-Edge
shoulder straps

Further details Walker: 24
closed side pocket for
mouse, cables, etc.

• waist belt
(accessory only Walker 20)
removable waist belt
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• Material:
300D PES RIPSTOP
RECYCLED, 600D PES

For active urbanites looking for multi-talents with dynamic elegance you can travel with.
• carrying comfort thanks to ergonomic
padded shoulder straps

Airstripes back system
for outstanding ventilation

stretch side pockets

compartment for documents

reflective loop for safety
light

internal valuable pocket

• easy access to main compartment
via two-way U-shaped zip
• detachable key holder
• zipped front pocket

• grab handle

• Material:
600D PES, 300D POLY RIPSTOP RECYCLED

• attachment loops

Further details Step Out: 22
practical slot pocket for
15.6” laptop, accessible
through a side zip and from
the inside

removable waist belt

continuously adjustable
chest strap

additional main compartment to suit 15,6“ laptop
• volume adjustment through compression straps
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• folder-sized main compartment
• one zipped side pocket

Urban Packs

Urban Packs

Details Step Out: 16 + 22

GOGO
R ECYC LED FA B R I C

Urban Packs

Urban Packs

TOMMY

Gogo (25 L)
# 3813221
4408 tin-graphite | 5334 plum-ink | 2254 sage-ivy | 3130 steel-navy
2243 khaki-ivy | 6605 clay-coffee | 7000 black
590 g | H 46 x W 30 x D 21 cm

Details Gogo
Airstripes back system for
outstanding ventilation
continuously adjustable chest
strap
stretch side pockets

For active roamers who value versatility and functional design.

internal valuable pocket

compartment for documents

• carrying comfort thanks to ergonomic
padded shoulder straps
• easy access to main compartment via
two-way U-shaped zip
• zipped front pocket with key holder
• elastic cord attachment on front

• waist belt (accessory)
• folder-sized main compartment
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• Material:
300D PES RIPSTOP RECYCLED, 600D PES

Tommy S (5 L)
# 3800021
7000 black | 3060 arctic
360 g | H 36 x W 31 x D 12 cm

Tommy M (8 L)
# 3800121
7000 black | 3060 arctic
400 g | H 45 x W 33 x D 20 cm

Tommy L (16 L)
# 3800221
7000 black
470 g | H 52 x W 38 x D 22 cm

City | Travel | Sports
internal valuable pocket
large zipped patch pocket with
organiser

compartment for documents
• padded shoulder strap with neoprene phone
case
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• key clip
• removable waist belt (Tommy M, L)
• Material: 210D PA RIPSTOP, 600D PES

UP STOCKHOLM

UP SYDNEY
R ECYC LED FA B R I C

R ECYC LED FA B R I C

35
x

40
x

0,5L
PET

0,5L
PET

Details UP Stockholm:

UP Sydney (22 L)
# 3813921
2237 ivy-khaki | 5576 redwood-sienna | 7000 black
2255 teal-sage | | 6802 clay-turmeric | 6606 sand-bone
880 g | H 50 x W 30 x D 16 cm

For active people living an urban lifestyle who like to keep their kit well organised
and are mindful of the sustainability criteria of their possessions.

Contact back system

padded laptop compartment (15”)

padded, sturdy base

S-shaped shoulder
straps

tablet compartment

adjustable, detachable
sternum strap

detachable waist belt

large zipped front
compartment

internal valuables pocket
with key clip
two side pockets (open
format)

• wide aperture U-shaped zip opening
• unisex fit
• internal bottle pouch (for 1.5 litre
bottle))
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• padded carry handle
• padded, sturdy base
• made of 100% recycled
material in accordance
with bluesign® standard
and GRS certified
• Material:
300D PES RECYCLED,
500D PES RECYCLED

Details UP Sydney:

For active people living an urban lifestyle who like to keep their kit well organised
and are mindful of the sustainability criteria of their possessions.

Contact back system

padded laptop compartment (15”)

padded, sturdy base

S-shaped shoulder
straps

tablet compartment

smartphone pocket

detachable waist belt

internal valuables pocket
with key clip

large front pocket with
two stash pockets

one zipped side pocket
and one side pocket
(open format)

• unisex fit
• internal bottle pouch
(for 1.5 litre bottle))
• padded carry handle
• padded, sturdy base

adjustable, detachable
sternum strap
• lid opening with magnetic fastener
• aluminium hook closure for added
safety
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• made of 100% recycled material
in accordance with bluesign®
standard and GRS certified
• Material:
300D PES RECYCLED,
500D PES RECYCLED

Urban Packs

Urban Packs

UP Stockholm (22 L)
# 3813721
2237 ivy-khaki | 5576 redwood-sienna | 7000 black
2255 teal-sage | | 6802 clay-turmeric | 6606 sand-bone
800 g | H 51 x W 30 x D 17 cm

UP SEOUL
R ECYC LED FA B R I C

RECYCLED FABRIC

37
x

SUSTAINABLE production that uses less natural resources.
All fabrics are made from 100 % recycled PET bottles, according to bluesign® standards.

0,5L
PET

Giving PET bottles a second life:
UP Series

~270 ml

1x

OIL SAVINGS

~ 35 – 40		

~50 %

Details UP Seoul:

Up Seoul (16+10 L)
# 3813821
2237 ivy-khaki | 5576 redwood-sienna
7000 black | 2255 teal-sage
6802 clay-turmeric | 6606 sand-bone
840 g | H 49 x W 30 x D 15 cm
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For active people living an urban lifestyle who like to keep their kit well organised and
are mindful of the sustainability criteria of their possessions.

Contact back system

padded laptop compartment (15”)

padded, sturdy base

S-shaped shoulder
straps

tablet compartment

smartphone pocket

detachable waist belt

internal valuables pocket
with key clip

adjustable, detachable
sternum strap

large zipped front
compartment

one side pocket
(open format)

• padded for stability
• second front handle for speedy
packing
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• capacity expandable by 10 litres
• wide aperture two-way zip opening
for easy access to main compartment
• unisex fit
• internal bottle pouch (for 1.5 litre bottle)
• padded carry handle
• made of 100% recycled material in
accordance with bluesign® standard
and GRS certified
• Material:
300D PES RECYCLED,
500D PES RECYCLED

Urban Packs

Urban Packs

CO2 + ENERGY SAVINGS
IN FABRIC PRODUCTION

HERITAGE SERIES INNSBRUCK

HERITAGE SERIES WENGEN

Urban Packs

18
x

21
x

0,5L
PET

0,5L
PET

Innsbruck (22 L)
# 3814022
6608 sand-caramel | 2614 teal-caramel | 5612 redwood-caramel
2613 ivy-caramel
820 g | H 46 x W 31 x D 22 cm

Wengen (25 L)
# 3814122
8308 corn-ink | 2338 seagreen-ink | 5335 redwood-ink
1346 indigo-ink
1030 g | H 52 x W 40 x D 20 cm

Details Innsbruck:

Details Wengen:

For trend-savvy city dwellers looking for a backpack with good sustainability credentials
and clever comparment design to keep them highly organized – in ‘70s style.

deuter Contact back
system

cellphone compartment

padded shoulder straps

padded laptop compartment (15”)

tablet compartment
internal valuables
pocket

• internal bottle pouch (1.5-liter bottle)
• quick access to main compartment
via drawcord closure
• hard-wearing outer fabric
• key clip

zipper front compartment with zipper stash
pocket outside

• bluesign® product
• material: 500D PES RECYCLED

deuter Contact back
system

padded laptop compartment (15”)

separate, reinforced
bottom compartment

• deuter thumb loop

ergonomic, padded
shoulder straps

tablet compartment

cellphone pocket

• drawcord closure on main
compartment for extra security

detachable waist belt

internal valuables pocket
with key clip

removable sit mat

front stash pocket
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For trend-savvy city dwellers looking for a backpack with good sustainability
credentials and plenty of space for their study or everyday items – in ‘80s style.

two external pockets
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• crossover straps on the front
with built-in stash pocket

• durable fabric
• bluesign® product
• material: 300D PES OXFORD
RECYCLED, 1000D PA

Urban Packs

R ECYC LED FA B R I C

R ECYC LED FA B R I C

HERITAGE SERIES LAKE PLACID
R ECYC LED FA B R I C

neue Imagebilder

Details Lake Placid:

deuter Contact back
system
ergonomic, padded
shoulder straps

Urban Packs

Urban Packs

Lake Placid (27 L)
# 3814222
4333 tin-azure | 3809 violet-citrus | 1344 azure-petrol
7409 black-tin
940 g | H 50 x W 39 x D 21 cm

For trend-savvy city dwellers looking for a backpack with good sustainability
credentials, that’s well configured and also customizable – in ‘90s style.

lid pocket with key clip

tablet compartment

internal valuables pocket

detachable waist belt

two detachable zipper
side pockets

padded laptop compartment (15,6”)

cellphone pocket

• detachable straps to attach
yoga mat, tripod etc.
• built-in bottle pouch (to fit 1.5-liter
bottle)

• drawcord closure on main
compartment for extra security
• durable fabric
• bluesign® product
• Material: 330D BRIGHT RIP,
420D PA RECYCLED

• the padded laptop compartment
is directly accessed via a zipper
opening on the side
• gear loops
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Sleeping Bag

Sleeping Bag

SLEEPING
BAG
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ASTRO PRO

ASTRO PRO

DOWN

DOWN

T +0° -6° -24°

T -12° -21° -44°
#/1 = left

#/1 = left
Astro Pro 400 REG
# 3712121 | 4917 tin-paprika | 850 g +
Pack Sack 30 g | Pack Size 14 x 33 cm, 5 L
205 x 84 x 56 cm | Body Size ~185 cm

Astro Pro 400 L
# 3712221 | 4917 tin-paprika | 950 g +
Pack Sack 35 g | Pack Size 15 x 31 cm, 5,5 L
220 x 89 x 56 cm | Body Size ~200 cm

Astro Pro 1000 REG
# 3713021 | 8505 turmeric-redwood | 1500 g +
Pack Sack 45 g | Pack Size 22 x 42 cm, 15 L
205 x 88 x 59 cm | Body Size ~185 cm

Astro Pro 400 SL
# 3712021 | 2505 teal-redwood | 800 g +
Pack Sack 30 g | Pack Size 14 x 30 cm, 5 L
198 x 79 x 53 cm | Body Size ~175 cm

Astro Pro 1000 L
# 3713121 | 8505 turmeric-redwood | 1600 g +
Pack Sack 50 g | Pack Size 22 x 43 cm, 16 L
220 x 93 x 62 cm | Body Size ~200 cm

Astro Pro 1000 SL
# 3712921 | 9507 paprika-redwood | 1450 g +
Pack Sack 45 g | Pack Size 22 x 42 cm, 15 L
198 x 83 x 56 cm | Body Size ~175 cm

DOWN

DESIGNED FOR WOMEN
The shorter cut SL Women’s Fit
models feature a soft, cosy fleece lining in the hip zone
and the foot box and are perfect for women up to 175 cm.

•

T -5° -11° -31°

Astro Pro 600 REG
# 3712421 | 2903 teal-paprika | 1050 g +
Pack Sack 35 g | Pack Size 18 x 35 cm, 10 L
205 x 86 x 57 cm | Körpergröße bis ~185 cm

Astro Pro 600 L
# 3712521 | 2903 teal-paprika | 1150 g +
Pack Sack 40 g | Pack Size 19 x 36 cm, 10,5 L
220 x 91 x 60 cm | Körpergröße bis ~200 cm

Astro Pro 600 SL
# 3712321 | 9507 paprika-redwood | 1000 g +
Pack Sack 35 g | Pack Size 18 x 35 cm, 10 L
198 x 81 x 54 cm | Körpergröße bis ~175 cm

DOWN

Details Astro Pro
400, 600, 800, 1000

For mountaineers and trekkers looking for maximum insulation at minimal weight
for extreme conditions.

Thermo Stretch Comfort seams
inside: faster to warm up and
comfortable to sleep in thanks
to the liner that stretches up to
25 % across the width

Sleeping Bag

ErgoFootPro: more sensitive
foot zone is given extra space
in 3D ergonomic footbox for
superior insulation

T -7° -14° -35°
#/1 = left
Astro Pro 800 REG
# 3712721 | 5907 redwood-paprika | 1300 g +
Pack Sack 35 g | Pack Size 20 x 39 cm, 12 L
205 x 87 x 58 cm | Body Size ~185 cm

Astro Pro 800 L
# 3712821 | 5907 redwood-paprika | 1400 g +
Pack Sack 40 g | Pack Size 21 x 40 cm, 12,5 L
220 x 92 x 61 cm | Body Size ~200 cm
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Astro Pro 800 SL
# 3712621 | 8505 turmeric-redwood | 1250 g +
Pack Sack 35 g | Pack Size 20 x 39 cm, 12 L
198 x 82 x 55 cm | Body Size ~175 cm

PowerBox waffle structure
in the lower part of the bag
keeps the down in place no
matter how much movement

• top heat-to-weight ratio
and packing dimensions
• contrasting draw cord
toggles for easy hood adjustment (even in the dark)
• 360° insulation

Dryzone: water repellent
fabric with PU coating at the
foot and head

• compression sack: lightweight, lateral compression,
easy-to-use

ThermoHood contoured hood
for a cosy head with down held
securely within chambers

draft collar

• storage sack included –
protects the down and
keeps it well aired

inside pocket

Trapezoidal chamber design
prevents the formation of
cold spots

• 2-way zip

Details Astro Pro SL
• SL models are shorter in length and
the shoulder and foot sections slightly
narrower

• SL models have proportionally more
down fill compared to REG models
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• anti-snag zip baffle

• bluesign® product
• RDS certified down
• PFC-free water and dirt
repellent finish
• perfect for alpinists –
both inside a tent under
a starlit sky
• Filling: 650+ cuin /
90/ 10 Down RDS/ bluesign®
Inner shell:
20D PA RIPSTOP
Outer shell:
20D PA RIPSTOP + DWR

Sleeping Bag

#/1 = left

ASTRO

ASTRO

DOWN

DOWN

T +7° +3° -11°
#/1 = left
Astro 300 REG
# 3711021 | 5908 redwood-curry
750 g + Pack Sack 25 g | Pack Size 16 x 26 cm, 4,5 L
205 x 75 x 48 cm | Body Size bis ~185 cm

Astro 300 L
# 3711121 | 5908 redwood-curry
850 g + Pack Sack 25 g | Pack Size 18 x 26 cm, 5,5 L
220 x 80 x 52 cm | Body Size ~200 cm

T +1° -4° -21°
#/1 = left

DOWN

Astro 500 REG
# 3711221 | 3916 ink-curry
1000 g + Pack Sack 25 g | Pack Size 18 x 31 cm, 7 L
205 x 77 x 50 cm | Body Size ~185 cm

Astro 500 L
# 3711321 | 3916 ink-curry
1100 g + Pack Sack 25 g | Pack Size 20 x 31 cm, 8 L
220 x 82 x 54 cm | Body Size ~200 cm

•

Astro: For athletes and travellers where space is at a premium, looking for a warm, lightweight
and compact sleeping bag.
Astro SQ: For outdoor fans looking for a lightweight, cosy and warm bag with plenty of leg room.

inside pocket
• bluesign® product, RDS certified down

Sleeping Bag

• anti-snag zip baffle

• 2-stage compression stuff
sack: two draw cords
• 360° insulation

T +2° -3° -20°
#/0 = right
#/1 = left

ergonomic contoured hood with
contrasting draw cord toggles
(round and flat)

Astro 500 SQ
# 3711421 | 1334 ink-marine
1300 g + Pack Sack 30 g | Pack Size 20 x 31 cm, 8 L
195 + 35 x 80 x 80 cm | Body Size ~200 cm

500
ErgoFootPro: more
sensitive foot zone
is given extra space
in 3D ergonomic
footbox for superior
insulation

500 SQ

draft collar

can be zipped
together
• full-length zip opens out
as quilt
• Inner shell: 70D TASLAN
Outer shell: 30D PA RIPSTOP

• mummy comfort shape
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• storage sack included – protects the down and
keeps it well aired
• Filling: 600+ cuin / 80/ 20 Down RDS/ bluesign®
Inner shell: 30D PA, Outer shell: 30D PA RIPSTOP

• 2-way zip

Extra Details Astro: 300, 500
Trapezoidal chamber design prevents the formation of cold spots

• PFC-free water and dirt repellent finish
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Sleeping Bag

Details Astro:
300, 500, 500SQ

570 g

830 g

870 g

970 g

1180 g

1280 g

1395 g

380 g

400 g

420 g

670 g

700 g

730 g

850 g

900 g

950 g

480 g

1030 g

140 g

Weight

1060 g

995 g

1075 g

1430 g

1370 g

1525 g

1780 g

1785 g

1955 g

1050 g

1050 g

1100 g

1400 g

1400 g

1450 g

1700 g

1700 g

1850 g

590 g

1100 g

–*

–*

–*

–*

+/-0°

-6°

-10°

+5°

+/-0°

-5°

+6°

-5°

+13°

–*

–*

–*

–*

-15°

-23°

-30°

-9°

-15°

-23°

-7°

-22°

+3°

–*

–*

–*

–*

22 x 41

28 x 48

220

198

205

220

198

205

Shoulder width [cm]

68-85

68-85

73-90

68-85

68-85

73-90

68-85

68-85

73-90

74

74

79

74

74

79

74

Foot width [cm]

43-54

43-54

45-56

43-54

43-54

45-56

43-54

43-54

45-56

47

47

49

47

47

49

47

~175

~185

~200

~175

~185

~200

~175

~185

~200

~175

~185

~200

~175

~185

~200

~175

~185

1.3 Shingle Layer

23 x 36
220

20 x 39
198

3.0 Shingle Layer

21 x 39

21 x 40

208

220

T-Limit
T-Extreme*

27 x 47

208

220

198

208

198

1-Layer

1-Layer

28 x 48
220

195+35

195+35

74

79

79

79

75

80

18 x 29
115-145
+30
57

47

49

79

79

48

50

41

~200

~200

~200

~185

~200

~95-130

1-Layer

2-Layer

1-Layer

1-Layer

2-Layer

4 Season

Summer

2 Season

3 Season

L

REG

REG

1000 L

ASTRO PRO

800 L

ASTRO PRO

800 REG

ASTRO PRO

800 SL

ASTRO PRO

600 L

ASTRO PRO

600 REG

ASTRO PRO

600 SL

ASTRO PRO

400 L

ASTRO PRO

ASTRO PRO

ASTRO 500

3 Season

ASTRO 500

2 Season

ASTRO 500

•

L

•

ASTRO 300

•

ASTRO 300

70D PA

ASTRO PRO

70D PA RIPSTOP

1000 REG

50D REC PES
RIPSTOP

ASTRO PRO

50D REC PES RIPSTOP

1000 SL

50D REC PES RIPSTOP

3711021

3711121

3711221

3711321

3711421

350 g

500 g

550 g

500 g

850 g

1000 g

1100 g

1300 g

400 g

450 g

600 g

600 g

650 g

800 g

800 g

850 g

1000 g

1000 g

1050 g

300 g

850 g

950 g

1000 g

1050 g

1150 g

1250 g

1300 g

1400 g

1450 g

1500 g

1600 g

750 g

+/-0°

-5°

-7°

-12°

+7°

+1°

+2°

-6°

-11°

-14°

-21°

+3°

-4°

-3°

-24°

-31°

-35°

-44°

-11°

-21°

-20°

11 x 35

11 x 35

13 x 36

12 x 39

12 x 39

13 x 40

15 x 37

15 x 37

16 x 38

16 x 26

18 x 26

18 x 31

20 x 31

20 x 31

198

205

220

198

205

220

198

205

220

205

220

205

220

195 + 35

Shoulder width [cm]

79

84

89

81

86

91

82

87

92

83

88

93

75

80

77

82

80

Outer material
Thermo Stretch Inside
Uses

2-Layer

50D REC PES RIPSTOP

220

Lining

1-Layer

30D PA RIPSTOP

Summer

53

56

56

54

57

60

55

58

61

56

59

62

48

52

50

54

80

~175

~185

~200

~175

~185

~200

~175

~185

~200

~175

~185

~200

~185

~200

~185

~200

~200

Trapezoid Chamber

Trapezoid Chamber

Trapezoid Chamber

Trapezoid Chamber

Trapezoid Chamber

Trapezoid Chamber

650+ cuin

650+ cuin

650+ cuin

650+ cuin

600+ cuin

600+ cuin

600+ cuin

80/20 Down RDS /
Bluesign

80/20 Down
RDS / Bluesign

90/10 Down RDS / Bluesign

90/10 Down RDS / Bluesign

90/10 Down RDS / Bluesign

90/10 Down RDS / Bluesign

20D PA RIPSTOP

20D PA RIPSTOP

20D PA RIPSTOP

20D PA RIPSTOP

30D PA

30D PA

70D TASLAN

20D PA RIPSTOP + DWR

20D PA RIPSTOP + DWR

20D PA RIPSTOP + DWR

20D PA RIPSTOP + DWR

30D PA RIPSTOP

30D PA RIPSTOP

30D PA RIPSTOP

•

•

•

•

3 Season

4 Season

4 Season

4 Season
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2 Season

Polydown
Soft Polyesterfibre

High Loft
Hollowfibre

Summer

1-Layer

*Norm EN ISO 23537:2016 Temperature
ranges are not available for child sizes.

360° fill system
for 360° warmth
The top and bottom layers of a deuter sleeping bag are
identical and contain the same amount. That’s because
we are aware that despite EN-norm tests assuming
that a person will lie on their
back, in reality, people move
about in their sleep. By using
our 360° fill system, we can
360° FILL
guarantee our comfort ratings
in all sleeping positions –
and no more cold back!

100% RDS certified down:
the Astro series

H-Chamber

80/20 Down RDS /
Bluesign

Summer

2
Season

69

~130-170 ~130-170 ~130-170

30D PA RIPSTOP

12 x 31

Insulation

44

75D PES

205

Fill Power

44

78D PA

10 x 30

Construction

220

T/C

198

Body Size up to [cm]

205

20 x 33 23 x 38 22 x 33
160-190 160-190 160-190
+30
+30
+30
67
67
69

75D PES MICROFIBER

10 x 30

Foot width [cm]

13 x 25

75D PES MICROFIBER

Length [cm]

Pack size [cm]

12 x 22

75D PES MICROFIBER

Thermo Pro Loft

3712021 3712121 3712221 3712321 3712421 3712521 3712621 3712721 3712821 3712921 3713021 3713121
800 g

27 x 47

30D PA

30D PA RIPSTOP

T-Comfort

24 x 46

High Loft Hollowfibre

30D PA

400 g

23 x 45

High Loft Hollowfibre

30D PA

Weight

23 x 45

High Loft Hollowfibre

deuter Thermo Pro Loft

400 SL

22 x 35

High Loft
Hollowfibre

Thermo Stretch Com.

ASTRO PRO

22 x 35

2.5 Shingle Layer

deuter Thermo Pro Loft

Fillweight

Starlight
SQ Kids

1330 g

+16°

205

Art. No.

Starlight
Pro Kids

900 g

-11°

198

D OW N

Starlight
Kids

650 g

+10°

21 x 35

Uses

Little Star
Kids

2050 g

+/-0°

19 x 33

Outer material

690 g

1400 g

+5°

19 x 33

Lining

540 g

+9°

16 x 32

Insulation

750 g

-4°

16 x 32

Construction

380 g

+/-0°

16 x 32

Pack size [cm]

320 g

Sleeping Bag

T-Limit
T-Extreme*

160 g

+5°

SQ

T-Comfort

Dreamlite
L

Dreamlite
REG

Orbit SQ
-5°

Orbit SQ
+6°

Orbit -5°
L

Orbit -5°
REG

Orbit -5°
SL

Orbit +0°
L

Orbit +0°
REG

Orbit +5°
L

Orbit +5°

Orbit +5°
SL

Exosphere
-10° L

Exosphere
-10° REG

Exosphere
-10° SL

Exosphere
-6° L

Exosphere
-6° REG

Exosphere
-6° SL

Orbit +0°
SL

3701322 3701422 3701522 3701622 3701722 3701822 3702022 3702122 3703021 3703121 3720021 3720121 3720221 3720321

542 g

Body Size up to [cm]

DOWN

Exosphere
0° L

3700021 3700121 3700221 3700321 3700421 3700521 3700621 3700721 3700821 3701022 3701122 3701222
497 g

Length [cm]

Sleeping Bag

OVERVIEW

Fillweight

400 REG

SYNTHETIC

Art. No.

Exosphere
0° REG

SYNTH ETI C

Exosphere
0° SL

OVERVIEW

• No live plucking
• No forced feeding
• Traceability in the supply chain
• Animal welfare assured at all times
• Certified and controlled by accredited
institutes worldwide

3 Season
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CERTIFIED
ANIMAL WELFARE

DREAMLITE
SYNTH ETI C

EXOSPHERE

SYNTH ETI C

SYNTH ETI C

T +16° +13° +3°

T +16° +13° +3°

#/1 = left

#/1 = left

Dreamlite REG
# 3703021 | 3524 navy-cranberry
590 g + Packsack 15 g | Pack Size 12 x 22 cm, 2 L
205 x 75 x 48 cm | Body Size up to ~185 cm

Details Dreamlite:
REG, L
3

Dreamlite L
# 3703121 | 3524 navy-cranberry
690 g + Packsack 18 g | Pack Size 13 x 25 cm, 3 L
220 x 80 x 50 cm | Body Size up to ~200 cm

For mountaineers and travellers looking for a light and handy sleeping bag.

1-Layer-Construction

inside pocket

T +/-0° -6° -23°

• usable as an inner sleeping bag
• long version (L) for taller people

lightweight

• small packing dimensions

#/0 = right
#/1 = left

• Filling: POLYDOWN SOFT POLYESTER FIBRE
Lining: 78D PA
Outer material: 70D PA RIPSTOP

Exosphere -6° REG
# 3700421 | 5560 cranberry-fire | 1370 g +
Packsack 90 g | Pack Size 19 x 33 cm, 9 L
205 x 68-85 x 43-54 cm | Body Size ~185 cm

Exosphere -6° L
# 3700521 | 5560 cranberry-fire | 1525 g +
Packsack 90 g | Pack Size 21 x 35 cm, 12 L
220 x 73-90 x 45-56 cm | Body Size ~200 cm

Exosphere -6° SL
# 3700321 | 5905 maron-mango | 1430 g +
Packsack 90 g | Pack Size 19 x 33 cm, 9 L
198 x 68-85 x 43-54 cm | Body Size ~175 cm

SYNTH ETI C

EXOSPHERE
SYNTH ETI C

T -4° -10° -30°
#/0 = right
#/1 = left

Sleeping Bag

Details Exosphere
0°, -6°, -10°

T +5° +/-0° -15°
#/0 = right
#/1 = left

Exosphere 0° REG
# 3700121 | 7530 black-fire | 995 g +
Packsack 80 g | Pack Size 16 x 32 cm, 6 L
205 x 68-85 x 43-54 cm | Body Size ~185 cm

Exosphere 0° L
# 3700221 | 7530 black-fire | 1075 g +
Packsack 80 g | Pack Size 16 x 32 cm, 6 L
220 x 73-90 x 45-56 cm | Body Size ~200 cm
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Exosphere 0° SL
# 3700021 | 4912 graphite-mango | 1060 g +
Packsack 80 g | Pack Size 16 x 32 cm, 6 L
198 x 68-85 x 43-54 cm | Body Size ~175 cm

Exosphere -10° L
# 3700821 | 3515 steel-fire | 1955 g +
Packsack 100 g | Pack Size 23 x 36 cm, 15 L
220 x 73-90 x 45-56 cm | Body Size ~200 cm

Exosphere -10° SL
# 3700621 | 3911 petrol-mango | 1780 g +
Packsack 100 g | Pack Size 22 x 35 cm, 13 L
198 x 68-85 x 43-54 cm | Body Size ~175 cm

For trekkers, bikers or paddlers that value the comfort of an expandable sleeping
bag as well as an optimal warmth-to-weight ratio.

top and bottom are perfectly
insulated with shingle
construction that overlaps
1.3 times in the Exosph. 0°,
2.5 times in Exosph. -6° and 3
times in the Exosph. -10°

perfectly insulated ErgoFoot: Raised foot
section adapts to the natural posture of the
feet. The filling isn‘t pressed together.

warmth collar
(Exosphere -6°,
-10°)

separate drawcords on the ergonomically
shaped hood for precise adjustment

Foot Warmer

Thermo Stretch Comfort:
comfortable sleep and quick
warming thanks to snug
inner and outer sleeves
capable of expanding
by up to 25%

Dryzone: water repellent shell fabric protects head and foot areas from moisture

joining left and
right

SL-Body Warmer Fleece

inside pocket
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• full compression stuff sack and
extra storage sack
• zipper runs from top to bottom
without getting caught due to
no-catch baffle on both sides
• Filling: deuter Thermo ProLoft®
Lining: skin friendly, breathable
30D PA
Outer material: durable, breathable, quick drying 30D PA RIPSTOP (additional water repellent
coating on Dryzone)

Sleeping Bag

Exosphere -10° REG
# 3700721 | 3515 steel-fire | 1785 g +
Packsack 100 g | Pack Size 22 x 35 cm, 13 L
205 x 68-85 x 43-54 cm | Body Size ~185 cm

ORBIT
N EW

SYNTH ETI C

ORBIT

R ECYC LED FA B R I C

T +9° +5° -9°
#/0 = right
#/1 = left

Orbit +5°
# 3701122 | 4335 shale-ink | 1050 g +
Packsack 94 g | Pack Size 20 x 39 cm, 12 L
208 x 74 x 47 cm | Body Size up to ~185 cm
N EW

SYNTH ETI C

Orbit +5° L
# 3701222 | 4335 shale-ink | 1100 g +
Packsack 98 g | Pack Size 21 x 40 cm, 14 L
220 x 79 x 49 cm | Body Size up to ~200 cm

Orbit +5° SL
# 3701022 | 4336 shale-slateblue | 1050 g +
Packsack 94 g | Pack Size 20 x 39 cm, 12 L
198 x 74 x 47 cm | Body Size up to ~175 cm

R ECYC LED FA B R I C

T +5° +0 -15°
#/0 = right
#/1 = left

Orbit 0°
# 3701422 | 1352 arctic-ink | 1400 g +
Packsack 106 g | Pack Size 23 x 45 cm, 19 L
208 x 74 x 47 cm | Body Size up to ~185 cm
N EW

SYNTH ETI C

Orbit 0° L
# 3701522 | 1352 arctic-ink | 1450 g +
Packsack 112 g | Pack Size 24 x 46 cm, 21 L
220 x 79 x 49 cm | Body Size up to ~200 cm

Orbit 0° SL
# 3701322 | 3386 arctic-slateblue | 1400 g +
Packsack 108 g | Pack Size 23 x 45 cm, 19 L
198 x 74 x 47 cm | Body Size up to ~175 cm

R ECYC LED FA B R I C

T +1° -5° -23°
#/0 = right
#/1 = left

Details Orbit:
+5°, 0°, -5°

Orbit -5° L
# 3701822 | 9314 mandarine-ink | 1850 g +
Packsack 134 g | Pack Size 28 x 48 cm, 30 L
220 x 79 x 49 cm | Body Size up to ~200 cm

For backpackers and travelers who want a durable synthetic sleeping bag with good insulation.

single-layer
construction
(Orbit +5°, 0°)

internal
pocket

2-layer construction
(Orbit -5°)

SL BodyWarmer
fleece inserts

draft collar
(Orbit 0 °, -5 °)

Orbit -5° SL
# 3701622 | 9316 mandarine-slateblue | 1700 g +
Packsack 130 g | Pack Size 27 x 47 cm, 27 L
198 x 74 x 47 cm | Body Size up to ~175 cm

Sleeping Bag

Sleeping Bag

Orbit -5°
# 3701722 | 9314 mandarine-ink | 1700 g +
Packsack 130 g | Pack Size 27 x 47 cm, 27 L
208 x 74 x 47 cm | Body Size up to ~185 cm

ergonomic
footbox

contrasting drawcord toggles for
easy hood adjustment in the dark
• seam-free shell fabric produces better thermal
efficiency and also increases water resistance
• 360° insulation for evenly distributed fill
throughout the entire bag
• mummy shape2-way zipper

zip-together function
• anti-snag zipper guard
• compression stuff sack
• fill: HIGH-LOFT HOLLOWFIBER
ining fabric:
75D PES MICROFIBER
shell fabric :
50D REC PES RIPSTOP
• 100% recycled shell fabric
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ORBIT SQ

ORBIT SQ
SERIES

ORBIT SQ

EASY-CARE DURABILITY
Whether opened out as a quilt
inside your camper van or zipped
together as a double sleeping bag

M A R KETI N G ST YLE

for a night under the stars, the
hardwearing functional shell fabric
R ECYC LED FA B R I C

makes this a versatile year-round

100% RECYCLED SHELL FABRIC FOR

sleeping bag for all your camping

A GREENER CONSCIENCE

trips. It packs away easily inside

Anyone spending time in nature

the larger-style stuff sack too.

knows just how important it is to
protect what we love. That’s why

GOOD INSULATION FOR

the shell fabric of this sleeping

REGENERATIVE SLEEP

bag is made from 100% recycled

The high-loft hollowfiber fill

materials. It also has a pleasant

and soft lining fabric made of

feel.

cotton blend creates a pleasant
sleep-inducing environment
inside the bag. As a rectangular sleeping bag, it also offers
more space to move about.

N EW

Single-layer
construction
(Orbit SQ + 6°)
2-layer construction
(Orbit SQ -5°)

zip-together function

R ECYC LED FA B R I C

N EW

SYNTH ETI C

R ECYC LED FA B R I C

For nature-loving campers who want a good night’s sleep with a clear green conscience.

internal pocket

• seam-free shell fabric produces
better thermal efficiency and
also increases water resistance
• 360° insulation for evenly
distributed fill throughout the
entire bag

• soft, cozy cotton blend lining

• 2-way zipper

• contrasting drawcord toggles
for easy hood adjustment in
the dark

• anti-snag zipper guard

• wide opening for easy entry
• all-around zipper for quilt
function
• pillow section can be zipped
off and washed separately
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Sleeping Bag

Sleeping Bag

Details Orbit SQ:
+6°, -5°

SYNTH ETI C

• easy-to-use stuff sack
• fill: HIGH-LOFT HOLLOWFIBER
Lining fabric: T/C
shell fabric: 50D REC PES RIPSTOP

T +10° +6° -7°

• 100% recycled shell fabric

T -11° -5° -22°

#/0 = right
#/1 = left

Orbit SQ +6°
# 3702022 | 6321 caramel-teal | 1400 g +
Packsack 60 g | Pack Size 22 x 41 cm, 16 L
195 + 35 x 80 cm | Body Size up to ~200 cm

#/0 = right
#/1 = left

Orbit SQ -5°
# 3702122 | 6321 caramel-teal | 2050 g +
Packsack 74 g | Pack Size 28 x 48 cm, 30 L
195 + 35 x 80 cm | Body Size up to ~200 cm
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LITTLE STAR
KI D S

SYNTH ETI C

STARLIGHT SQ

N EW C O LO R

KI D S

SYNTH ETI C

N EW C O LO R

#/1 = left

#/1 = left

Little Star
# 3720021 | 9315 saffron-slateblue
650 g + Packsack 35 g | Pack Size 18 x 29 cm, 7 L
115–145+30 x 57 x 41 cm | Body Size up to 95–130 cm

Starlight SQ
# 3720321 | 1357 marine-slateblue |
1100 g + Packsack 50 g | Pack Size 22 x 33 cm, 13 L
160–190+30 x 69 x 69 cm | Body Size up to ~130–170 cm

Details Little Star

Details Starlight SQ

For our youngest outdoor aspirants. A durable companion that grows with
the child to ensure they’re well-kept when camping.

1-Layer-Construction
ergonomically shaped, functional
contour hood with extra-soft
beading

• grows with the child: 30 cm zip extension
at the ergonomically shaped foot end

• filling made of easy-care synthetic fiber
reliably provides the needed warmth

1-Layer-Construction

• anti-catch strip with extra reinforcement

• Filling: HIGH-LOFT HOLLOWFIBRE
Lining: 75D PES
Outer material: 70D PA

internal valuables
pocket

• easy to slip in due to a large opening with
zippers on both sides

For the outdoor offspring that would like a resistant, cozy companion with lots of leg room
when camping.
• grows with the child: 30 cm zip extension
at the foot end – when closed it serves as
an additional insulation layer for the child’s
sensitive feet
• 2-way zip with easy handling for kids

• can be easily turned into a blanket by opening the all-round zip
• drawcord at the hood

• Filling: High-Loft Hollowfibre
Lining: 75D PES
Outer material: 70D PA

• two step stuff sack

STAR LIGHT / STARLIGHT PRO
SYNTH ETI C

N EW C O LO R S

KI D S

SYNTH ETI C

N EW C O LO R

#/1 = left

Sleeping Bag

Starlight
# 3720121 | 5338 currant-slateblue | 1359 reef-slateblue |
900 g + Packsack 44 g | Pack Size 20 x 33 cm, 10 L
160–190+30 x 67 x 45 cm | Body Size up to ~130–170 cm

Details: Starlight, Starlight Pro

#/1 = left

Starlight Pro
# 3720221 | 9317 paprika-slateblue |
1330 g + Packsack 55 g | Pack Size 23 x 38 cm, 16 L
160–190+30 x 67 x 44 cm | Body Size up to ~130–170 cm

Sleeping Bag

KI D S

For the outdoor offspring that would like a durable companion when camping
that grows with them.

1-LayerConstruction
(Starlight)

ergonomically shaped,
functional contour hood
with extra-soft beading

2-LayerConstruction
(Starlight Pro)

• grows with the child: 30 cm zip extension
at the foot end – when closed it serves as
an additional insulation layer for the child’s
sensitive feet

internal valuables
pocket

• easy-care and robust
thanks to synthetic fibre filling
• drawcord at the hood
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• anti-catch strip with extra reinforcement
• 2-way, centrally placed zip with easy
handling for kids
• Filling: HIGH-LOFT HOLLOWFIBRE
Lining: 75D PES
Outer material: 70D PA
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INFINITI

INFINITI SERIES– MADE FROM REMNANTS
And with it, we’ve managed to cut down our carbon
footprint even further. By taking remnants from our
production we’ve developed versatile, sustainable
products in what we call the Infiniti series. These
bags and packs are made from lovely fabric remnants
from the manufacture of existing deuter products.

INFINITI

For the Infiniti series, we use remnants fabric from
our production line that is 100% functional.
This surplus fabric, which would otherwise go to
waste, is turned into a series of bags and packs,
thereby reducing the ecological footprint of our
production.
There are variations between the individual products in
terms of the way these fabrics are applied, the surface
area that is used and their aesthetics. But all fabrics
are tested for functionality to ensure the end product
is of a consistently high standard.
deuter is proud to support the 1 % for the Planet

nonprofit organization with sales of its Infiniti series.
1 % for the Planet supports businesses and individuals
in giving back to the planet in the most impactful
way possible by building strategic partnerships that
connect funds with causes.
By donating 10% of the buying price of the Infiniti series
to 1% for the Planet, deuter is delighted to be supporting
environmental projects throughout the world.
For more information about
1% for the Planet visit:
www.onepercentfortheplanet.org

AVAI LAB LE I N G ER MANY

Details
Infiniti Shopper

City | Travel

• large Velcro opening
• two long carry handles

Infiniti

Infiniti

• packs down small – good for traveling

Infiniti Shopper
# 6800022
5432 aubergine-silver | 4605 anthracite-natur
5583 lava-fire | 2343 bamboo-arctic
125 g | H 36 x W 46 x D 18 cm
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INFINITI

INFINITI

AVAI LAB LE I N G ER MANY

AVAI LAB LE I N G ER MANY

Details
Infiniti Shopper XL

Details
Infiniti Backpack

City | Travel

City

• large Velcro opening

• deuter Contact back system

• two long carry handles

• ergonomic shoulder straps

• packs down small – good for traveling

• two side pockets

• front stash pocket with Velcro closure

• large 2-way zipper opening

• zipper compartment inside

• large zipper front pocket with key clip

• two short carry handles

• stretch compartment inside
• unisex

Infiniti Shopper XL
# 6800122
2270 moss-pine | 4140 silver-anthracite
3033 ocean-midnight | 5904 cranberry-papaya
5053 blackberry-magenta
320 g | H 42 x W 64 x D 22 cm

Infiniti Backpack
# 6810222
3917 violet-mandarine | 3528 slateblue-maron | 4339 silver-turquoise
2281 emerald-ivy | 5578 aubergine-lava | | 4334 anthracite-ice
390 g | H 45 x W 28 x D 22 cm

AVAI LAB LE I N G ER MANY

AVAI LAB LE I N G ER MANY

Details
Infiniti Gymbag

Details
Infiniti Dirtbag Kids

City | Travel

• hanging loop

• lightweight

• packs down small – good for traveling

• drawcord closure for ease of use

• zipper side pocket for cellphone

• dirt- and water-resistant fabric

• drawcord closure with cords used as
shoulder straps

Infiniti Gymbag
# 6810022
2020 olive | 3080 ocean | 2040 apple | 5002 magenta
150 g | H 38 x W 34 x D 19 cm

Trekking
Climbing
Hiking

• packing bag doubles as dirt bag

Infiniti Dirtbag Kids
# 6900222
2006 spring | 3025 bay
5019 coral | 2000 forest
35 g | H 25 x W 16 x D 16 cm

AVAI LAB LE I N G ER MANY

AVAI LAB LE I N G ER MANY

Details
Infiniti Rolltop

Details
Infiniti Dirtbag Kids,
Infiniti Dirtbag

City | Travel

• document pouch inside
• roll-top closure for extendable volume

Trekking
Climbing
Hiking

• lightweight

• adjustable carry straps also secure roll-top

• drawcord closure for ease of use
• dirt- and water-resistant fabric

Infiniti

Infiniti

• packing bag doubles as dirt bag

Infiniti Rolltop
# 6810122
1349 white-arctic | 7000 black | 3411 coolblue-titan
2279 olive-moss | 5434 aubergine-granite | 9408 mandarine-stone
345 g | H 46 x W 27 x D 8 cm

Infiniti Dirtbag
# 6900322
3013 coolblue | 2060 moss | 5035 raspberry
5000 cranberry | 2000 forest
45 g | H 33 x W 16 x D 16 cm
182
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INFINITI

INFINITI

AVAI LAB LE I N G ER MANY

Details
Infiniti Bike Cover

Travel

• large opening with 2-way zipper
• two carry handles at the side
• two long, adjustable carry straps that
combine to create a carry handle
• 90 x 143 x 24 cm transport cover suitable
for all conventional bicycle styles and
bike boxes
• packing case can be used for added
organization

Infiniti Bike Cover
# 6900122
7000 black
1070 g | H 90 x W 143 x D 24 cm

AVAI LAB LE I N G ER MANY

Details
Infiniti Wheel Bag

Travel

• suitable for MTB wheels
• two carry handles
• hard-wearing, water-resistant canvas
• reinforced over axel
• large opening with 2-way zipper

Infiniti

Infiniti

• suitable for all conventional adult
wheel sizes

Infiniti Wheel Bag
# 6900022
7209 black-khaki
720 g | H 78 x W 78 x D 10 cm
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URBAN BELT
RECYCLED FABRIC

4
x
0,5L
PET

ACCESSORIES
Urban Belt (1,5 L)
# 3910420
2026 sage | 2050 khaki | 5041 sienna | 7000 black | 8007 turmeric
110 g | H 14 x W 23 x D 7 cm

Accessories

zipped front pocket

186

Travel | City
• key clip
• adjustable belt

• spacious zipped main
compartment
• internal zipped PES
Mesh pocket
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• Material Urban Belt: 500D PES RECYCLED

Accessories

Details Urban Belt

BELT

JUNIOR BELT

Belt I (1,5 L)
# 3900121
7000 black | 5026 maron | 3003 midnight
110 g | H 14 x W 23 x D 7 cm

Belt II (2,5 L)
# 3900221
7000 black | 5026 maron | 3003 midnight
120 g | H 16 x W 27 x D 9 cm

Organizer Belt (1,8 L)
# 3900421
7000 black | 5026 maron | 3003 midnight
160 g | H 15 x W 24 x D 8 cm

Travel | City

• key clip
zipped front pocket

• adjustable belt

• spacious zipped main
compartment

• Material Belt I and II:
600D POLY BLUESIGN

• internal zipped PES
Mesh pocket

Details Junior Belt

Accessories

More Details Organizer Belt
pleasant to carry with
padded back

internal valuables
pocket

• internal zipped PES Mesh
pocket
• small zipped PES Mesh
compartment
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• two inner compartments

zipped front pocket with
key clip

Travel | City
• zipped main compartment
with mesh inner compartment

• adjustable waist strap

• Material:
225D PES RIPSTOP
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• materials: 210D PA

Accessories

Details Belt I and II, Organizer Belt

Junior Belt (0,7 L)
# 3910021
2060 moss | 3065 azure | 3071 violet | 5329 chili
75 g | H 13 x W 23 x D 6 cm

BELT

PULSE

Pulse 1
# 3910121
7000 black | 3025 bay | 5000 cranberry
120 g | H 16 x W 43 x D 8 cm
Travel Belt (5 L)
# 3900521
3010 navy | 7000 black
280 g | H 21 x W 25 x D 10 cm

Details Travel Belt

internal valuables
pocket

• large zipped main compartment
with small mesh inner pocket

• shoulder strap carry option
• side pouches (e.g. for small drinks
bottles)Schultergurt

• mesh pouches at the front

• waist belt can be reconfigured to
function as a shoulder strap

Details Neo Belt I
lightweight

zipped front pocket
• supple, robust and lightweight
neoprene fabric

• key clip
• compression straps
• Material: 420D PA

Pulse 2
# 3910221
7000 black | 3025 bay | 5000 cranberry
140 g | H 17 x W 58 x D 8 cm

Travel | City | Jogging | Bike
• zipped main compatment
• key clip
• headphone outlet
• mesh inner compartment
• fits smartphones up to 5 inches
• Material: NEOPREN

Neo Belt I
# 3900621
7000 black | 7208 black-seagreen
85 g | H 11 x W 27 x D 2 cm

Pulse 3 (5 L)
# 3910321
7000 black | 3025 bay | 5000 cranberry
350 g | H 21 x W 64 x D 10 cm

Details Neo Belt II
lightweight

zipped front pocket
• supple, robust and lightweight
neoprene fabric

Travel | City | Jogging | Bike
• zipped main compatment

Details Pulse: 1, 2, 3

• headphone outlet

Accessories

external mesh
pockets

lightweight

• two mesh inner compartments
• fits most smartphones (up to
7 inches depending on model)

Further Details Pulse: 1, 2

• Material: NEOPREN
bottle holder

Neo Belt II
# 3900721
7000 black | 7318 black-azure
105 g | H 12 x W 30 x D 3 cm

Endurance athletes | Biking | Hiking

• key clip

• permeable
to air

• reflective elements

• without bottle

3
Lite System – carrying
comfort thanks to airy
back padding
hydration system
compatible 1 x 1.5 l
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• Material:
100D PA RIPSTOP
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organizer
pocket
• key holder

Accessories

comfortable, stowable
hip fins

WALLET

Details Zip Wallet

LIGHT DRYPACK

Travel | City | Hiking

• lightweight, zip around closure
outdoor wallet

• large zipped banknote
compartment

• full-length slot compartment

• Material:
100D PA HIGH TENACITY

• zipped coin compartment

Zip Wallet
# 3922421
7000 black | 3025 bay
40 g | H 10 x W 13 cm

RFID BLOCK

Details Wallet RFID BLOCK
• three card slots with RFID/NFC
blocking data theft protection
• lightweight, zip around closure
outdoor wallet
• full-length slot compartment

Travel | City | Hiking
• zipped coin compartment
• large zipped banknote
compartment
• Material:
100D PA HIGH TENACITY

Zip Wallet RFID BLOCK
# 3922521
7000 black | 3025 bay
50 g | H 10 x W 13 cm

• lightweight, rugged outdoor wallet
with a large hook and loop lock
• long note slot
• five card slots
• coin pocket with hook and loop lock

Travel | City | Trekking
• large, zipped note section
• additional small zipped pocket

Light DryPack 1
# 3940021
8006 citrus
20 g
H 19 x W 16 cm

Light DryPack 5
# 3940121
9002 papaya
35 g
H 24 x W 24 x D 11 cm

lightweight

• lightweight, robust, hook & loop
closure outdoor wallet
• full-length slot compartment
• hook & loop coin compartment

• loop on base to hang it up:
8, 15, 20, 30 litre models

Travel | City | Trekking

• 5-litre version fits in backpack lid
compartment

• small zipped pocket

• 20-litre version fits in backpack
bottom compartment (backpacks
>35 litres)

• large zipped banknote
compartment
• chain attachment loop

• roll-top closure: to be rolled
down at least 3 times before
securing with buckle
• welded seams

• Caution: not suited to activities where the Drypack
might become submerged
in water
• fabric’s >10,000 mm hydrostatic head keeps out dust
and heavy precipitation
• efficient packing thanks to
rectangular bottom shape
• Material: 40D PA RIPSTOP

• material: 600D PES

Travel Wallet RFID BLOCK
# 3922721
7000 black | 7013 dresscode
65 g | H 14 x W 9 cm
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Light DryPack 30
# 3940521
4014 graphite
80 g
H 45 x W 31 x D 21 cm

Trekking | Mountaineering | Hiking | Biking

• D-ring for attachment

RFID BLOCK

• three card slots with RFID/NFC
blocking data theft protection

Light DryPack 20
# 3940421
4012 tin
70 g
H 33 x W 35 x D 18 cm

• Material: 600D PES

Details Light DryPack

Details Wallet RFID BLOCK

Light DryPack 15
# 3940321
3065 azure
50 g
H 38 x W 22 x D 15 cm

• chain loop

Travel Wallet
# 3922621
7000 black | 7013 dresscode
60 g | H 14 x W 9 cm

Accessories

Light DryPack 8
# 3940221
3026 petrol
40 g
H 30 x W 19 x D 14 cm
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Accessories

Details Wallet

ORGANIZE
100%

RECYCLED FABRIC

RECYCL ED FA BRIC

RECYCLED
INDUSTRIAL
WASTE

SUSTAINABLE and resource-saving.
Our nylon is made from 100 % recycled industrial waste and certified to recognised standards.

NYLON FROM RECYCLED INDUSTRIAL WASTE

100 %

Pack Sack 3
# 3941021
8006 citrus
20 g | H 15 Ø 17,5 cm

Details Pack Sack

Pack Sack 5
# 3941121
9002 papaya
25 g | H 17 Ø 21,5 cm

Pack Sack 10
# 3941221
3026 petrol
30 g | H 21 Ø 25,5 cm

• for organised pack contents
(depending on model)

100%

RECYCLED
INDUSTRIAL
WASTE

Trekking | Mountaineering | Travel

• two practical loops to hang it up

• Fits camping cookware:
Pack Sack 3: for pots up to 16 cm diameter
Pack Sack 5: for pots up to 20 cm diameter
Pack Sack 10: for pots up to 24 cm diameter
Pack Sack 18: for pots up to 28 cm diameter

• grab handle on base

• materials: 40D PA RIPSTOP RECYCLED

• dirt-resistant
lightweight

Pack Sack 18
# 3941321
4012 tin
35 g | H 26 Ø 29,5 cm

• fixed draw cord stopper for ease
of use

~ 27 %

CONSUMES LESS
NATURAL RESOURCES

~ 28 %

LESS OUTPUT
OF GREENHOUSE GASES

RECYCLED FABRIC

RECYCLED
INDUSTRIAL
WASTE

Mesh Sack 5
# 3940721
9701 papaya-black
20 g | H 18 Ø 19 cm

Details Mesh Sack

Travel

• airy, compressible mesh fabric

• fixed draw cord stopper for
ease of use

• dirt-resistant base

Mesh Sack 10
# 3940821
3705 petrol-black
25 g | H 23 Ø 24 cm

• two practical loops to hang
it up

• grab handle on base
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Mesh Sack 18
# 3940921
4702 tin-black
35 g | H 27 Ø 27 cm

• Material:
PPES MONO MESH,
40D PA RIPSTOP RECYCLED
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Accessories

Accessories

Mesh Sack 3
# 3940621
8705 citrus-black
15 g | H 17 Ø 16 cm

ORGANIZE
100%

ORGANIZE
100%

RECYCLED FABRIC

RECYCLED
INDUSTRIAL
WASTE

RECYCLED FABRIC

RECYCLED
INDUSTRIAL
WASTE

Details Zip Pack

Details Shoe Pack

Bike | Travel | Mountaineering | Trekking

Travel

• for low-cut sports footwear:
EU 46,5
UK 12
US 13 ♀, 12,5 ♂

lightweight

• zip closure

• ultra-light fabric

• grab handle

• zip pack 5 with zip around closure opens
out fully

• opening for ventilation
• materials:40D PA RIPSTOP RECYCLED

• grab handle
• Material: 40D PA RIPSTOP RECYCLED

Zip Pack 1
# 3941421
4012 tin
20 g | H 18 x W 11 x D 5 cm

100%

Zip Pack 3
# 3941521
3007 denim
40 g | H 28 x W 17 x D 7 cm

Zip Pack 5
# 3941621
8007 turmeric
50 g | H 36 x W 25 x D 7 cm

RECYCLED FABRIC

RECYCLED
INDUSTRIAL
WASTE

Details Mesh Zip Pack

Travel

lightweight
• lightweight zipped bags for organised packing
• zip around closure opens out fully

Shoe Pack
# 3946121
3007 denim
55 g | H 41 x W 24 x D 10 cm

• top in see-through airy mesh for better
overview
• grab handle
• Material: 40D PA RIPSTOP RECYCLED, PA MESH

100%

Mesh Zip Pack 3
# 3941721
4702 tin-black
40 g | H 28 x W 18 x D 7 cm

100%

Mesh Zip Pack 5
# 3941821
3701 denim-black
50 g | H 36 x W 25 x D 7 cm

RECYCLED FABRIC

RECYCLED
INDUSTRIAL
WASTE

Mesh Zip Pack 10
# 3941921
8706 turmeric-black
60 g | H 41 x W 29 x D 8 cm

Details Boot Pack

Travel

• for alpine or hiking boots up to size:
EU 47
UK 12,5
US 14,5 ♀, 13 ♂
• zip around closure opens out fully

RECYCLED FABRIC

• mesh opening for ventilation

RECYCLED
INDUSTRIAL
WASTE

Details Orga Zip Pack

Travel

• grab handle
• materials: 40D PA RIPSTOP RECYCLED

lightweight
• zip around closure opens out fully
• top in see-through airy mesh for better
oversight
• mesh clothing compartment
• separate zipped compartment on back for travel
documents, maps, cables and small items
• reinforced partition
• two grab handles

Orga Zip Pack
# 3946021
4701 graphite-black
150 g | H 36 x W 25 x D 10 cm

Boot Pack
# 3946221
4014 graphite
90 g | H 34 x W 24 x D 7 cm
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Accessories

• Material: 40D PA RIPSTOP RECYCLED, PA MESH

WASH BAGS

WASH BAGS
NEW COLOR

NEW COLOR

Details Wash Bag I

Trekking | Travel

• handy wash bag for your toiletry essentials
• stow-away hanger hook

NEW COLOR

• one large zipped pocket
NEW COLOR

• two flat-format zipped mesh pockets

NEW COLOR

• buckle closure
• elasticated loops for tooth-brushes and other
small items
• material: 210D PA

Wash Bag Tour II (1 L)
# 3930021
7000 black | 1353 azure-ink | 8308 corn-ink
45 g | H 7 x W 21 x D 9 cm

Wash Bag I
# 3930221
7000 black | 3002 marine | 6009 caramel | 5042 currant
100 g | H 15 x W 20 x D 3 cm
NEW COLOR

Details Wash Bag Tour II

lightweight

Mountaineering | Expedition | Biking
• one zipped mesh pocket on the
outside for toothbrush

• two zipped compartments with
mesh inner compartment

Details Wash Bag II
• hanger strap with buckle

removable
mirror

• material: 75D PA, PES MESH

NEW COLOR

• handy wash bag for your
toiletry essentials

NEW COLOR

NEW COLOR

Trekking | Travel
• 1 x mesh and 1 x fabric
flat-format zipped pocket
• five stash pockets
• buckle closure

• stow-away hanger hook

• elasticated loops for
tooth-brush and other
small items

• one large zipped pocket

• Material: 210D PA

Wash Bag II
# 3930321
7000 black | 3002 marine | 6009 caramel | 5042 currant
180 g | H 19 x W 30 x D 4 cm
NEW COLOR

KIDS

NEW COLOR

Wash Bag Kids
# 3930421
2004 kiwi | 5038 ruby
130 g | H 15 x W 20 x D 3 cm

Accessories

Details Wash Bag Tour III

lightweight

Details Wash Bag Kids

Mountaineering | Expedition | Biking
• one zipped mesh pocket on
the outside for toothbrush

• two zipped compartments with
mesh inner compartment
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• hanger strap with buckle
• Material: 75D PA, PES MESH

• handy wash bag for your child’s
toiletry essentials
• stow-away plastic hanger hook

Kids | Travel | Outdoor
• one large zipped pocket

• buckle closure

• two flat-format zipped mesh
pockets

• elasticated loops for
toothbrush etc.
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• material: 600D PES

Accessories

Wash Bag Tour III (2 L)
# 3930121
7000 black | 1353 azure-ink | 8308 corn-ink
55 g | H 10 x W 24 x D 10 cm

WASH BAGS

WASH BAGS
NEW COLOR

NEW COLOR

NEW COLOR

NEW COLOR

NEW COLOR

NEW COLOR

NEW COLOR

Wash Center Lite I (1,5 L)
# 3930521
7000 black | 2275 jade-ivy | 6205 clay-ivy | 1347 pacific-ink | 5335 redwood-ink
65 g | H 16 x W 20 x D 5 cm
NEW COLOR

NEW COLOR

Wash Center I
# 3930721
7000 black | 2275 jade-ivy | 1347 pacific-ink | 5335 redwood-ink
205 g | H 22 x W 18 x D 8 cm
NEW COLOR

NEW COLOR

NEW COLOR

Wash Center II
# 3930821
7000 black | 2275 jade-ivy | 1347 pacific-ink | 5335 redwood-ink
240 g | H 25 x W 22 x D 9 cm

Travel
Wash Center Lite II (3 L)

# 3930621
7000 black | 2275 jade-ivy | 6205 clay-ivy | 1347 pacific-ink | 5335 redwood-ink
80 g | H 18 x W 24 x D 7 cm

Details Wash Center Lite

Accessories

lightweight

Details Wash Center I + II

Trekking | Travel
• very lightweight, large
capacity wash bag

• lightweight, stow-away
hanger hook

• two flat-format zipped
mesh pockets

• hanger strap with buckle

• U-shaped zip

• large zipped main compartment with mesh stash pockets
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NEW COLOR

• colour-matched with the Travel series

removable mirror

• Material: 75D PA
• large capacity wash bag to keep
toiletries well organised

Trekking | Travel
• 1 x mesh and 1 x fabric flat-format
zipped pocket

• large main compartment
with mesh stash pockets

• U-shaped zip

• removable mesh bag with
hanger hook

• zipped pocket on the back

• loop on back to hang removable mesh bag

• stow-away hanger hook
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• elasticated loops for toothbrushes and other small
items
• colour-matched with the
Travel series
• Material: 210D PA

Accessories

NEW COLOR

SECURITY

SECURITY I RFID BLOCK

Details TSA Pad Lock
• TSA accepted compact combination
lock with individually resettable
3-digit code
• to secure valuables / goods of lower
value or at a low risk of theft
• suitable e.g. to secure luggage
• ideal for journeys to the USA: the
luggage can be opened/relocked
by the US security authorities
without damaging the lock

Details Security Wallet I

Travel
• visible red indicator at shackle:
lock was opened by TSA. To reset
red indicator open lock and turn
shackle by 360°

• washable

• soft, adjustable lanyard

• Material: 50D PA RIPSTOP

• two zipped pockets for
passport and money

• to reset red indicator open lock
and turn shackle by 360
• Material: lock body made from
plastic

Travel | City

• light, supple fabric

Security Wallet I
# 3950021
7000 black | 6010 sand
15 g | H 18 x W 14 cm

RFID BLOCK

Details Security Wallet I RFID BLOCK
• main compartment with built-in
RFID/NFC blocking data theft
protection

TSA Pad Lock
# 3951221
7000 black
28 g | H 6 x W 3,2 x D 1,4 cm

• light, supple fabric
• soft, adjustable lanyard

Details TSA Cable Lock
• TSA accepted cable lock with
individually resettable 3-digit
code
• write-on name tag included
• to secure valuables / goods of
lower value or at a low risk of
theft
• suitable e.g. to secure luggage

Travel
• Cable shackle opens by pressing
the lever on the side
• visible red indicator at shackle:
lock was opened by TSA

Travel | City

• two zipped pockets for
passport and money
• washable
• Material: 50D PA RIPSTOP

Security Wallet I RFID BLOCK
# 3950121
7000 black | 6010 sand
35 g | H 18 x W 14 cm

• to reset red indicator open lock
and turn shackle by 360°
• Material: lock body made

Details Security Wallet II

• ideal for journeys to the USA:
the luggage can be opened/
relocked by the US security
authorities without damaging
the lock

Travel | City

• light, supple fabric

• washable

• soft, adjustable lanyard

• Material: 50D PA RIPSTOP

• zipped pocket
• hook & loop compartment
with three sub-compartments

Security Wallet II
# 3950221
7000 black | 6010 sand
25 g | H 18 x W 14 cm

TSA CabLe Lock
# 3951321
7000 black
25 g | H 9,6 x W 1,7 x D 1,3 cm

RFID BLOCK

Details Security Wallet II RFID BLOCK

RFID BLOCK

• main compartment with
built-in RFID/NFC blocking
data theft protection
• light, supple fabric

blocks unauthorised RFID chip reading. To prevent data theft, credit/debit card chips must be positioned
between the two layers.
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• soft, adjustable lanyard

• washable
• material: 50D PA RIPSTOP

• zipped pocket
Security Wallet II RFID BLOCK
# 3950321
7000 black | 6010 sand
45 g | H 18 x W 14 cm
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Accessories

Maximum protectio a theft via wireless radio frequency identification
(RFID/NFC): These products are equipped with double layers of TÜV-certified Cryptalloy film which

Travel | City

• hook & loop compartment
with three sub-compartments

SECURITY I RFID BLOCK

SECURITY I RFID BLOCK

Details Security Money Belt I

Travel | City

Details Security Holster

Travel | City

• two zipped pockets for ID/passport
and travel documents

• adjustable waist strap

• two carry options: against the skin,
or over clothing as shoulder bag

• two zipped pockets

• adjustable waist strap

• washable

• adjustable, detachable waist strap

• Material: 50D PA RIPSTOP

Security Money Belt I
# 3950621
7000 black | 6010 sand
40 g | H 12 x W 24 cm

• adjustable shoulder strap

• mesh inner compartment
• washable
• Material: 50D PA RIPSTOP

Security Holster
# 3950421
7000 black | 6010 sand
80 g | H 24 x W 19 cm

RFID BLOCK

RFID BLOCK

Details Security Money Belt I RFID BLOCK
• built-in RFID/NFC blocking data theft
protection
• two zipped pockets for ID/passport
and travel documents

Details Security Holster RFID BLOCK

Travel | City

• adjustable waist strap

• main compartment with built-in RFID/
NFC blocking data theft protection

• washable

• two carry options: against the skin,
or over clothing as shoulder bag

• Material: 50D PA RIPSTOP

• adjustable, detachable waist strap

Security Money Belt I RFID BLOCK
# 3950721
7000 black | 6010 sand
60 g | H 12 x W 24 cm

Travel | City

• adjustable shoulder strap
• two zipped pockets
• mesh inner compartment
• washable
• Material: 50D PA RIPSTOP

Security Holster RFID BLOCK
# 3950521
7000 black | 6010 sand
105 g | H 24 x W 19 cm

Details Security Money Belt II

Travel | City

Details Security Flip In

Travel | City

• two zipped pockets for ID/passport
and travel documents

• washable

• secret pocket attaches to your belt
and folds over the top of your waistband

• two slot compartments

• adjustable waist strap

• Material: 50D PA RIPSTOP

Security Money Belt II
# 3950821
7000 black | 6010 sand
45 g | H 14 x W 34 cm

• black or brown attachments straps
matching the belt

• soft lining
• Material: 50D PA RIPSTOP

Security Flip In
# 3951121
7000 black | 6010 sand
20 g | H 11 x W 16 cm

RFID BLOCK

• built-in RFID/NFC blocking data theft
protection

Accessories

• two zipped pockets for ID/passport
and travel documents

Security Money Belt II RFID BLOCK
# 3950921
7000 black | 6010 sand
75 g | H 14 x W 34 cm

Travel | City

• adjustable waist strap
• washable

Travel | City
• robust lock

• stepless length adjustment

• Material: 50D PA RIPSTOP

Security Belt
# 3951021
7000 black | 6010 sand
80 g | H 3 x Length 135 cm
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Details Security Belt
• hidden internal pocket with
ca. 46 cm zip
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• Material: PP WEBBING

Accessories

Details Security Money Belt II RFID BLOCK

STREAMER

STREAMER

Details Streamer Thermo Bag
Biking | Hiking | Mountaineering | Trekking
• insulating thermo-material
keeps the drink warm in winter
and pleasantly cool in summer

• Material: 210D PA RIPSTOP

• can be carried inside the backpack or outside (on side loops)
Streamer 1.5 (Pulse 3)
# 3960021
0000 transparent
170 g | H 22 x WB 44 cm
Pulse 3: see page 179

Streamer 3.0
# 3960221
0000 transparent
185 g | H 42 x W 21 cm

Biking | Hiking | Mountaineering | Trekking | Endurance Sport

• keep fit for longer: enables regular hydration without interrupting sports activities
• large streamer opening for easy filling and
cleaning
• very hygienic thanks to smooth surfaces
• leak-proof mouthpiece with push-fit cap:
Twist-activated water-stop lock

Details Streamer Tube Insulator
Biking | Hiking | Mountaineering | Trekking

TASTE-FREE tm

The special film inside the bladder is as smooth
as glass. Due to the special molecular properties,
this system is very hygienic, taste-free and easy
to clean.

• prevents the liquid from freezing quickly in the tube in cold
conditions

GRUNGE-GUARDTM

• quick and easy to assembly
thanks to a separable zip

Antimicrobial technology blocks bacteria growth
in the bladder.

• Material: CO-EXTRUDED PE – whole system
is free of BPA and PFC

• Material: NEOPRENE

Details Streamer Tube & Helix Valve
Biking | Hiking | Mountaineering | Trekking

Details Tube Brush
Biking | Hiking | Mountaineering | Trekking

With light pressure the drip-proof mouthpiece is activated and flows
at a comfortable rate. The integrated spring valve causes the mouthpiece to shut automatically.
Easy to take apart for cleaning.

• long flexible brush for removing
residue from inside the streamer
tube

Streamer Helix Valve
# 3960321
0000 transparent

• Material:
NYLON / STAINLESS STEEL

Streamer Tube Brush
# 3960821
0000 transparent
50 g | length 100 cm

Details Slider
Biking | Hiking | Mountaineering | Trekking

Details Streamer Flask 500 ml
Trailrunning

Easy Clean

• ultra-light soft flask

Full width top opening for easy filling and cleaning.
Absolutely leakproof thanks to the easy to use sliding clip.

Accessories

• hook and loop strap for
attachment to a shoulder strap

Streamer Tube Insulator
# 3960721
7000 black
70 g | length 70 cm

Helix Valve

Streamer Tube & Helix Valve
# 3960421
0000 transparent

Streamer Thermo Bag 3.0 (3 L)
# 3960621
4000 granite
120 g | H 44 x W 24 x D 2 cm

• leakproof / lock cap Helix bite
valve
• soft, foldable, odor- and tasteneutral material Shrinks as you
drink to limit water bounce

Streamer Flask 500 ml
# 3961022
0000 transparent
50 g | H 19 Ø 8 cm

Streamer Slider
# 3960521
9000 orange
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• large screw cap opening for
quick access and easy cleaning
• stows easily in side pockets or
vest-style shoulder strap pockets
(like the Ascender)
• dishwasher safe
• Materials: PVC and BPA free
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Accessories

Details Streamer

Streamer 2.0
# 3960121
0000 transparent
175 g | H 35 x W 19 cm

HELMET HOLDER / MODULAR GEAR STRAPS / RAIN COVER ULTRA

Details Helmet Holder
• ultra-lightweight
• easy to use
• compatible with all current
deuter alpine and winter pack
series and the Race bike pack
series

RAIN COVER / TRANSPORT COVER

Ski | Climbing | Bike
• designed to accommodate
climbing, skiing and cycling
helmets
• Material: PES MESH

Rain Cover Mini (12–22 L)
# 3942021
3013 coolblue | 8008 neon
65 g | H 48 x W 42 x D 12 cm

Helmet Holder
# 3922321
7000 black
25 g

Details Modular Gear Straps

Rain Cover Square (20–32 L)
# 3942121
3013 coolblue | 8008 neon
70 g | H 50 x W 34 x D 24 cm

Details Rain Cover Allround

Ski | Mountaineering

• two straps with metal hooks
to attach gear to the outside
of the pack

• a snowboard or snowshoes
can simply be strapped to the
front of the pack

• skis can be attached diagonally or in an A-frame, tied together at the top

• also useful for compression

• outstanding protection from rain and water
thanks to PU coating and taped seams
• luminescent colour for safety
• square form for daypacks

• Modelle: Freerider, Freerider Pro,
Freerider Lite, Freescape Lite,
Freescape Pro

• Material: 70D PA

Rain Cover II (30–50 L)
# 3942321
3013 coolblue | 8008 neon
90 g | H 69 x W 30 xD 27 cm

Modular Gear Straps
# 3990021
7000 black
15 g | L 85 x W 2 cm

Rain Cover I (20–35 L)
# 3942221
3013 coolblue | 8008 neon
85 g | H 60 x W 30 x D 26 cm

Rain Cover III (45–90 L)
# 3942421
3013 coolblue | 8008 neon
130 g | H 97 x W 37 x D 30 cm

Details Transport Cover
• practical double function: protects
the backpack on planes and buses
and serves as a rain cover
• several grab handles for comfortable
carrying

Trekking | Reise
• storage pouch
• ID window
• taped seams
• Material: 210D PA

Transport Cover ( 60–90 L)
# 3942521
3000 cobalt
450 g | H 95 x W 36 x D 34 cm

NEW

Details Rain Cover Ultra

Details Flight Cover

Trekking | Reise

• outstanding protection from rain and water
thanks to PU coating and taped seams

• light transport sleeve for protecting
backpacks in-flight

• Material: 210D PA

• extremely light material

• roll-top closure

• for Aircontact Ultra Series

• pack sack

Trekking

Flight Cover 60
# 3942621
7000 black
300 g | H 92 x W 48 cm

Rain Cover Ultra
# 3942422
4012 tin
75 g | H 76 x W 30 x D 26 cm
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Flight Cover 90
# 3942721
7000 black
330 g | H 118 x W 72 cm
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Accessories

• Material: 40D PA RIPSTOP

FIRST AID

FIRST AID

Details First Aid Kit Active
SOS-Label

Dayhike | Biking
• loop for hip belt attachment
• Material:
420D PA RIPSTOP

• practical first-aid bag complete
with medically recommended basic
content
• grab handle
• quick access to entire content thanks
to all-round zip opening

First Aid Kit Active
# 3970021
9002 papaya
160 g | H 9 x W 12 x D 5 cm

SOS-Label

Mountaineering | Hiking
Biking | Travel
• quick access to entire content
thanks to all-round zip opening
• fold-out storage

• top basic content pursuant to
medical recommendations
• includes bandages, tweezers
and instructions for administering
first aid to injured persons

• emergency instructions

First Aid Kit Pro
# 3970221
9002 papaya
360 g | H 16 x W 18 x D 8 cm

• loop for hip belt attachment
• Material:
420D PA RIPSTOP

Details First Aid Kit Pro

• grab handle
SOS-Label

Accessories

First Aid Kit
# 3970121
9002 papaya
280 g | H 11 x W 18 x D 5 cm

• comprehensive emergency
package equipped pursuant to
medical recommendations
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Travel | Trekking | Family- and Grouptours
• includes numerous bandages,
tick remover, clothing scissors,
tweezers and instructions on
administering first aid to injured
persons

• free space for personal additions

• emergency instructions

• quick access to entire content
thanks to all-round zip opening

• grab handle

• grab handle

• loop for hip belt attachment
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• fold-out storage

• Material: 420D PA RIPSTOP

Accessories

Details First Aid Kit

BACKPACK MATERIAL

SLEEPING BAG MATERIAL
Our upper materials and filling for sleeping bags are made of
polyamide and also polyester for the most part. We predominantly process textiles with low deniers. These are also often
structured. The fabrics are light and at the same time very durable and always moisture repellent. PFC free materials are
increasingly being used.In addition we also make sure to use
breathable materials to ensure pleasant sleeping conditions.
Fabric in the so-called Dryzones is especially processed and
enables a high water column. The sleeping bag stays comfortably dry.

Our manufacturing process well as the quality of the textiles

and application-oriented mix of raw materials also plays a role.

we use ensures the long-time durability and longevity of our

The finishing of the yarn before the weaving process also has

products. The materials we use are adapted to their future

a decisive impact. We also state relevant equipment and fea-

Our fillings are also light and comfortable. Good insulation

use as backpack textiles and produced especially for deuter.

tures. Weaving in stronger threads or reinforced structures

properties and breathability are necessary requirements for

Performance, deuter’s standards, and their safety for con-

can make thinner material more durable and more stable. We

the materials that we use in our products.

sumers are regularly tested in labs and are therefore assured.

call this feature “Ripstop” for example. If other processed or

The majority of the raw material we use in our textiles is

surface-finished yarns are used then the product is labelled

Some of our sleeping bags used brushed materials like the

with “high tenacity”.

Brushed Thermo Fleece. The light and very high-quality

polyester (PES) and polyamide (PA). They handle well due to

polyester fleece feels soft and cozy to the skin due to its fluffy

the Thermo-Stretch-Comfort-construction in our Exosphere
SL models. It also keeps warm in the Orbit SL models.

their properties and they are robust and tearproof. The outer

YKK® zippers: The most high-quality zippers available on the

brushed surface. The material offers an excellent warmth-

fabrics we use, especially our rain covers, are water resistant.

market are absolutely robust and reliable.

weight ration. Furthermore it is highly breathable, long-lasting, and easy to clean. Its short drying time is another benefit.

This provides ideal traits of products that are intensively used
Multi-chamber aluminium profile rails: The weight-bearing

outside like our backpacks and sleeping bags.

Its high level of elasticity supports freedom of movement of

All our textiles are coated on the inside, making the respective

minium. This makes them durable and light at the same time.

material more durable, more water repellent, and the seams

Its special constructions makes it possible to combine these

more stable. The consistency and strength of this polyure-

two traits. A flat aluminium rail is separated into several differ-

thane coating (PU) varies depending on its future use. The

ent chambers by internal partitions. The cross sections shows

outside of our textiles is treated with a DWR (Durable Water

a hive-like structure that provides stability. The multi-cham-

Repellent) coat to obtain a high level of water and dirt repellent

ber aluminium profile rails are used in differing widths depend-

properties. We only use PFC free finishings.

ing on the model of the backpack.

We use textiles in differing strengths to make sure our

Permanently elastic spring steel frames: Spring steel is in-

products fulfil their respective function. We state these in

credibly durable and elastic. It springs back into form again

denier (D). This measurement unit is established in the out-

and again nearly unbreakable after being deformed. A round

door market and has lead to comparability within our own

profile allows a very flexible construction of the frame. A flat

collection. It goes back to the old French unit of weight also

profile provides a frame with extremely high form stability.

called denier. This means that 1D = 1 gramme per 9000 meters

Both give our Aircomfort models with its patented ventilation

of yarn. The lower the number in front of the “D” the thinner the

a permanently stable tension of the back net.

respective textile. Our unit therefore describes fabrics that
range from very sturdy and durable to extremely light textiles.
However, the durability and strength of a textile cannot
only be taken from its denier number. The weave, structure,

FILLING SLEEPING BAG
Synthetic
High-Loft Hollowfiber: Synthetic hollow fibres are processed
to a filling fleece (by thermal bonding). To ensure good compression and high loft, silicone is added. Remarkable insulation rating, tear resistant and durable.
Thermo ProLoft®: A special thermal process turns Polyester
fibres into top quality technical Thermo ProLoft® insulating
fleece. The combination of dense and hollow fibres results in
the prefect blend between durability, weight and warmth properties – a fleece material that is easy care and durable yet
compact and offers excellent insulation at minimal weight. The
synthetic fibres also absorb very little moisture. Short drying
times, excellent loft and thus insulation properties even when
damp, are all advantageous characteristics. deuter Thermo
ProLoft® is also coated with a thin layer of silicone to give it
good lofting properties.
Combining: deuter sleeping bags Orbit, Exosphere and Space
can be zipped together. Use left-hand zip and right-hand zip
versions when combining.
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Down
Since June 2005 we only use down feathers certified in accordance with the Responsible Down Standard (RDS) – benefits:
no live plucking, no force feeding, supply chain traceability,
animal welfare guaranteed at every stage and verification by
independent certification institutes around the world.
Composition: The deciding factor in a down sleeping bag is the
down quality. Primarily this is a matter of the weight ratio of
down to small feather mixture, which is expressed in percent.
deuter uses only the high performance filling ratio of 90%
down to 10% small feather (90/10).
Fill power / cuin: High quality sleeping bags should have a
fill power of at least 650 cuin (cubic inches). This measurement in cubic inches per ounce of down shows the quality of
the bulking and expansion power of the filling. High quality
down has a bulking volume of 650 cuin (10.6 litres) per 1
ounce (28.3g). A bulking power of 550 cuin, and higher is
good; of 650 - excellent; and 800 is almost impossible. In the
end: the higher the volume the better the insulation value.
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Material

Material

elements of our backpacks are made from high-quality alu-
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Streamer Tube Insulator 207

P
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E

Streamer Tube Brush ������207

Gravity Wall Bag ������������������� 59

C

Compact EXP ���������������������� 105

���������������������������������������������������������� 206

T

Orga Zip Pack ����������������������196

Gravity Rope Sheet ��������������61

Streamer Tube & Helix Valve

Neo Belt �������������������������������� 190

Organizer Belt ����������������������188

Gravity Rope Bag ������������������61

Streamer Thermo Bag ��� 207

Superbike EXP �����������������������99

Orbit SQ ���������������������������������� 177

Gravity Pitch �������������������������� 56

Streamer Slider�������������������206

N
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Gravity Motion ���������������������� 57

I

Compact JR ��������������������������� 104

Mainhattan ���������������������������� 90

G

Boot Pack ������������������������������ 197

Climber �������������������������������������128

M

Step Out ����������������������������������153

Rotsoord �����������������������������������86

Energy Bag ��������������������������� 111

J

Rise ��������������������������������������������� 72

Escape ������������������������������������ 154

Junior ���������������������������������������� 127

Exopshere ����������������������������� 172

Junior Belt �������������������� 131+189
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F

K

First Aid Kit ����������������������������210

KC Chin Pad ������������������������� 119

First Aid Kit Active �������������210

KC Foot Loops �������������������� 119

First Aid Kit Pro ������������������� 211

KC Raincover Deluxe ������� 119

Flight Cover ��������������������������209

KC Sun Roof ������������������������� 119

Flyt ��������������������������������������������106

Kid Comfort �������������������������� 117

Fox ������������������������������������������� 129

Kid Comfort Active ����������� 116

Freescape Lite ��������������������� 70

Kid Comfort Pro ������������������ 117

Freescape Pro ����������������������� 71

Kikki ���������������������������������������� 126

Saddle Cover ������������������������ 110
Schmusebär ������������������������ 123
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Security Holster ���������������� 205
Security Flip In ������������������� 205
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V
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Waldfuchs ����������������������������� 124
Walker ��������������������������������������152
Wash Bag Kids ��������� 130+199
Wash Bag �������������������������������199
Wash Bag Tour ��������������������198
Wash Center �������������������������201
Wash Center Lite ��������������200
Wengen ����������������������������������� 161
Weybridge ������������������������������� 94

Security Wallet ������������������203
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Z
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Ecuador
SUPERDEPORTE SA
Av. Galo Plaza Lasso
13205 y de los Cerezos
593 22483914
EC 170303 Quito
Tel: (+593) 2 3945850
martin.saenz@ec.marathon-sports.com

Israel
Twister International Trade Ltd.
No. 10 Hasivim st., Petach Tikva
Israel, 49517
fon: +972 (0) 3 | 73 29 432
fax: +972 (0) 3 | 57 10 626
info@twister.co.il
http://www.twister.co.il

Australia
TMO Sports PTY LTD
509, 77 Dunning Ave,
2018 Rosebery NSW,
Australia
fon: +612 | 97007977
info@velovita.com.au
web: https://www.velovita.com.au/

Finland
Ibex Sport Oy
P.O.Box 24
FI – 00761 Helsinki
fon: +358 (0) 10 | 38 75 350
fax: +358 (0) 10 | 38 75 352
info@ibex-sport.com
www.ibex-sport.com
www.deuter.com

Argentina
ANSILTA - CAMPAMENTO S.A.
Necochea 2085 Norte 5400FPY
San Juan
+ 54 264 422 6999
www.ansilta.com
marketing@ansilta.com

France
SCHWAN-STABILO OUTDOOR France
deuter
11 Rue du Pré Faucon
74940 ANNECY LE VIEUX
Tél. : +33 426 78 5260
info-fr@deuter.com

Italy
Erich Weitzmann S.r.l.
C/O Reusch International S.p.A.
Via Guido Miglioli 2
20063 Cernusco Sul Naviglio (MI)
Italy
fon: +39 0 2 | 92 10 67 61
fax: +39 0 2 | 92 10 46 11
info@weitzmann.it
www.weitzmann.it
www.deuter.com

Belgium / Netherlands /
Luxemburg
TCK Sportsgroup B.V.
Jupiterstraat 2
NL – 6468EV Kerkrade
fon: +31 (0) 45 | 21 10 888
sales@TCK-sports.nl
www.deuter.nl

Georgien
MGT Optics LLC
Maghalashvili St. Shankhai District, No.8
0187 Tbilisi, Georgia
fon: +995 | 555 678063
mgt.optics@gmail.com
www.deuter.com

Austria
Redler Sports GmbH
Wolfurterstr. 4
AT – 6923 Lauterach
fon: +43 (0) 5574 | 71 258
fax: +43 (0) 5574 | 71 258 - 99
office@redlersports.at
www.redlersports.at
www.deuter.com

Brazil
Nautika / Proativa
Rua Santana de Ipanema, 597,
Cumbica Guarulhos, SP,
07220-010
fon/fax: +55 (0) 11 | 20 85 46 22
sac@deuter.com.br
info@proativa21.com.br
www.deuter.com.br
Bulgaria
Stenata-1997 00D
20V, Alexander Stamboliiski Blvd.
BG – 1000 Sofia
fon: +359 (0) 2 | 98 90 538
fax: +359 (0) 2 | 98 03 200
info@stenata.com
www.stenata.com
Canada
R.O.I.
Recreation Outfitters Inc.
3058 Beta Ave
CA – Burnaby BC, V5G4K4
fon: +1 (0) 604 | 32 03 350
fax: +1 (0) 604 | 32 03 355
info@roirecreation.com
www.roirecreation.com
www.deuter.com
Chile
Chilemontaña S.p.A.
Carlo XII 120 A Local E
Las Condes
Santiago
Chile
Tel: +56 (0) 223 340 54
info@chilemontana.cl
China
Schwan Stabilo Outdoor
(Shanghai) Co. Ltd.
1F, No. 15, lane 2999
Hutai road
200444 Shanghai
fon: +86 (0) 21 I 61073150
rick.zhu@schwan-outdoor.cn
www.deuter.cn
Czech Republic / Slovakia
Hudy Sport a.s.
CZ – 40502 Bynovec 138
fon: +420 (0) 412 | 58 99 61
fax: +420 (0) 412 | 58 99 79
info@hudy.cz
www.hudy.cz
Denmark
Ditlev Sport Aps
Lillevang 9A
DK – 4300 Holbæk
fon: +45 (0) 59 | 46 06 59
www.ditlevsport.dk
mail@ditlevsport.dk

Great Britain / Ireland
The Mountain Boot Co. Ltd.
Unit 5, New York Way
New York Industrial Estate
GBR – Newcastle upon Tyne
NE27 0QF
fon: +44 (0) 191 | 29 602 12
fax: +44 (0) 191 | 29 602 13
info@mountainboot.co.uk
www.deutergb.co.uk
Greece
Touris S.A.
17th km Ethnikis Odou
Athinon-Lamias &
2 Pylou Street
GRC – 14564 Kifissia Attikis
fon: +30 (0) 210 | 80 02 444
fax: +30 (0) 210 | 80 79 951
sales@touris.eu
www.touris-outoodr.eu
Hong Kong
Orient Fair Development Ltd.
Room 1018,
Vanta Industrial Centre
21–33 Tai Lin Pai Road
HK – Kwai Chung, N.T.
fon: +852 (0) 24 10 19 52
fax: +852 (0) 24 18 05 44
OL2@orientfair.com
www.orientfair.com
Hungary
Fokusz Produkció Kft.
1094 Budapest,
Balázs Béla u. 15 - 21 C/IV. 4 door
Tel: +36 (0) 305 428 795,
+36 (0) 309 458 109
email: szeredi@brandium.hu
fodor@brandium.hu
Iceland
Utilif
Alfheimar 74
IS – 104 Reykjavik
fon: +354 (0) 5 | 45 15 00
fax: +354 (0) 5 | 45 15 15
hordur@utilif.is
India
Chogori India Retail Ltd
A-16, Rear Side, Mohan Cooperative
Industrial Estate,
Mathura Road.
New Delhi - 110044
Tel: +91 9990054181
ankit.kumar@chogoriindia.com
Indonesia
Tandike Outdoor Equipment
Jl. Cileduk Raya No.2
Seskoal, Cipulir, Kebayoran Lama
IDN – Jakarta, 12230
fon: +62 (0) 21 | 72 22 666
fax: +62 (0) 21 | 72 34 999
info@tandike.com
www.tandike.com

Japan
Iwatani-Primus Corporation
12-20 Hatchobori 4-Chome
Chuo Ku
JPN – Tokyo 104-0032
fon: +81 (0) 3 | 35 55 56 05
fax: +81 (0) 3 | 35 55 56 74
otoiawase@iwatani-primus.co.jp
www.deuter.com
Korea
DK Creation
126-6, Seonghyeon-ro
135 beonan-gil
Ilsandong-gu, Goyang-si,
Gyeonggi-do, 10252
Republic of Korea
fon: +82 | 31 977 3955
dekim@deuter.co.kr
www.deuter.co.kr
Latvia
Sia ETG
Brivibas gatve 201
LV-1039, Riga, Latvia
fon: +371 (0) 67 07 07 07
fax: +371 (0) 67 07 05 30
info@elkor.lv
www.elkor.lv
Lithuania
UAB Lukla
Antakalnio g. 42-38
Vilnius, LT – 10304
Lithuania
fon: +370 (0) 610 | 32 831
info@lukla.lt
www.lukla.lt
Malaysia
Universal Fitness &
Leisure SDN BHD
Lot 5, Jalan KIP 3, Wisma UFL
Kawasan Perindustrian Kepong
52200 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
fon: +60 (0) 3 | 62 75 95 44
fax: +60 (0) 3 | 62 76 92 85
ufl@ufl.com.my
www.ufl.com.my
Malta
The Bowline Outdoors Ltd, Level 1,
Centre House, Valletta Road,
Ħal Qormi. QRM 3619
fon: +356 | 27 499 021
administration@thebowline.com
Marokko
Primarelli Maghreb
Place Brahim Roudani, Rue la Sena,
Résidence Beethoven 2,
3ème étage, N°82,
Tanger-Morocco
Fon: +34 (0) 952 637 345
Fon: +212 (0) 661 959 968
adil@primarelli.com
angelo@primarelli.com
https://primarelli.es
Mexico
Rabbit Mountain Mexico
Nueva Jersey 17
Int. 602 Col. Nápoles del Benito Juarez
CP 03810
Mexico , D.F.
Tel: +52 (0) 1 55 59063063
magaly.palacios@rabbitmex.com

Moldova
X-Style Outdoor Center
Bul. Grigore Vieru, 27
MD – 2005, Chisinau
Republic of Moldova
fon/fax: +373 (0) 22 | 21 00 50
info@xstyle.md

South Africa
Cape Union Mart Intl.
34-40 Barrack Street
ZA – Cape Town 8000
fon: +27 (0) 21 | 46 45 800
info@capeunionmart.co.za
www.capeunionmart.co.za

New Zealand
Mountain Adventure NZ Ltd.
2 Dalziel Place
NZ – Woolston Christchurch 8023
fon: +64 (0) 3 | 37 55 000
info@mountainadventure.co.nz
www.mountainadventure.co.nz

Spain / Portugal
Dynamic Limite, S.L.
c/ Pericles, 3 Local A
ES – 28011 Madrid
fon: +34 (0) 91 | 52 67 066
fon: +46 (0) 704 910 262
fax: +34 (0) 91 | 52 67 067
david@highcoastoutdoor.com
info@dynamiclimite.net
www.dynamiclimite.net

Norway
Sport Sensation AS
Sofiemyrveien 10
NOR – 1412 Sofiemyr
fon: +47 (0) 98 21 50 36
eba@sportsensation.no
Peru
Outdoor Brands
Avenida Petit Thouars 5250
Miraflores
Lima
T: +51 996 594 910
dchambergo@outdoorbrands.pe
www.outdoorbrands.pe
Philippines
Dynamic Sports Corp.
18 Kamuning Rd. Quezon City
PHL – Philippines, 1103
fon: +63 (0) 2 | 92 51 578
fax: +63 (0) 2 | 92 51 534
info@dynamicsports.com.ph
www.dynamicsports.com.ph
Poland
Bakosport Sp. z o.o.,
ul. Bukowiecka 92
03-893 Warsaw
fon: +48 (0) 22 | 77 33 310
info@bakosport.pl
www.bakosport.pl
Romania
GD Escapade SRL
Calea Mosilor 27, Sektor 3
RO – 030142 Bucharest
fon: +40 (0) 21 | 31 55 152
fax: +40 (0) 21 | 31 44 071
himalaya@rdslink.ro
www.himalaya.ro
Russia
SC Kant
Elektrolitnij
proezed, 78
RU – 113230 Moscow
fon: +7 (0) 800 | 33 33 7-33
fon: +7 (0) 499 | 31 70 601
fax: +7 (0) 499 | 31 79 806
sckant@kant.ru
www.kant.ru
Saudi Arabien
The Stone Age Co. Ltd.
Office No:17, 2898 King Abdullah Road,
Al-Sharafiyah Dist.
PO Box 10361
21433 Jeddah
0+966 56 791 2588
aa@thestoneageltd.com
Singapore
Makarios Venture Pte. Ltd.
601 Sims Drive #02-20
Pan-I Complex
SGP – Singapore 387382
fon: +65 (0) 68 42 64 18 / 46 31
fax: +65 (0) 68 46 14 89
sales@makariosv.com
www.makariosv.com
Slovenia / Serbia /
Croatia / Bosnia &
Herzegovina
Rep. of Macedonia
Vita Marketing
trgovina in sport, d. o. o.
Studenec 24
SLO – 8210 Trebnje
fon: +386 (0) 7 | 30 44 990
fax: +386 (0) 7 | 30 45 750
info@vita.si
www.vita.si

Sweden
High Coast Outdoor
Karlslundsvägen 1
89430 Själevad
Sweden
www.highcoastoutdoor.com
Switzerland
Sportco AG
Worblentalstraße 28
CH – 3063 Ittigen
fon: +41 (0) 31 | 92 41 515
fax: +41 (0) 31 | 92 41 510
info@sportco.ch
www.sportco.ch
www.deuter.com
Taiwan
Sun Own Industrial Co. Ltd.
17F, No. 839, Sec. 4
Taiwan Blvd, Xitun Dist.,
Taichung City, 40767, Taiwan
fon: +886 (0) 4 | 23 58 34 56
fax: +886 (0) 4 | 23 58 87 08
purchasing@mail.atunas.com.tw
www.atunas.com.tw
Thailand
Camp Supply Co. Ltd.
22 Punnawithi 44, Bangchank,
Phrakhanong
THA – Bangkok 10250
fon: +66 (0) 2 | 33 12 128 to 30
fax: +66 (0) 2 | 0 63 79 39
info@campsupply.co.th
www.campsupply.co.th
Turkey
Alpinist Teknik Tekstil Ic ve Dis Ticaret A.S.
Asagı Öveçler Mah 1324 Cad No: 39/4
06460 Çankaya Ankara
Turkey
fon: +90 (0) 312| 230 51 37
fon: +90 (0) 312 | 472 03 44
info@alpinist.com.tr
www.alpinist.com.tr
Ukraine
Vysota
1 Chernomorskaya Str.
UA – Kiev 04080
fon: +380 (0) 44 | 46 36 695
fax: +380 (0) 44 | 46 36 696
info@vysota.com.ua
www.vysota.com.ua
U.S.A.
Deuter USA Inc.
1200 South Fordham St., Suite C
US – Longmont CO 80503
fon: +1 (0) 303 | 65 23 102
fax: +1 (0) 303 | 65 23 125
info@deuterusa.com
www.deuter.com

